ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARDS
NORTH DIVISION
A Meeting of the LICENSING BOARD for the NORTH DIVISION OF ABERDEENSHIRE
appointed in terms of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 will be held within the COUNCIL
CHAMBER, BUCHAN HOUSE, ST PETER’S STREET, PETERHEAD on Friday 30th
August 2019 at 10.00 a.m.
Members are requested to meet in the Ravenscraig Room at Buchan House by 9:00 a.m.
Town House
34 Low Street
Banff
AB45 1AN

Miss Fiona M Stewart
Depute Clerk to the Licensing Board

23rd August 2019
BUSINESS
1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

3.

STATEMENT ON EQUALITIES
Consider, and if so decided, adopt:- “In line with the Council’s legal duty under
section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 the Board, in making decisions on the attached
reports, shall have due regard to the need to”:(i)
(ii)
(iii)

eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
advance equality of opportunity between those who share a protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it; and
foster good relations between those who share a protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it.

4.

MINUTES OF BOARD MEETINGS OF 26 June 2019 - FOR APPROVAL

5.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 - APPLICATION FOR MAJOR VARIATION
OF PREMISES LICENCES – NON-CONTENTIOUS APPLICATIONS – HEARING

6.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 – REVIEW OF PERSONAL LICENCE – PAUL
McPHERSON – HEARING

7.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 - APPLICATION FOR REVIEW OF
PERSONAL LICENCE – CARL MEALL – HEARING

8.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 - APPLICATION FOR GRANT OF
PERSONAL LICENCE – KIRAN MANJUNATHA – HEARING

9.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 - APPLICATION FOR GRANT OF
PERSONAL LICENCE – JILL MERRILEES - HEARING

10.

ADDITIONAL REPORTS
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

CHIEF CONSTABLE’S ANNUAL REPORT 2018-19
CONSULTATION on LOIP ANNUAL REPORT
REPORT ON LICENSING FEES
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(iv)
11.

EQUALITIES – MAINSTREAMING PROGRESS REPORT

Date of Next Meeting – Friday 1st November 2019
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STATEMENT ON EQUALITIES
PUBLIC SECTOR EQUALITY DUTY – GUIDANCE FOR MEMBERS
What is the duty?
In making decisions on the attached reports, Members are reminded of their legal duty
under section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 to have due regard to the need to:(i)
eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
(ii)
advance equality of opportunity between those who share a protected
characteristic and persons who do not share it; and
(iii)
foster good relations between those who share a protected characteristic and
persons who do not share it. The “protected characteristics” under the
legislation are: age; disability; gender reassignment; pregnancy and maternity;
race; religion or belief; sex; sexual orientation; and (in relation to point (i) above
only) marriage and civil partnership.
How can Members discharge the duty?
o ‘have due regard’ means that in making decisions, Members must consciously consider
the need to do the three things set out above. This requires a conscious approach and
state of mind. The duty must influence the final decision. However, it is not a duty to
achieve a particular result (e.g. to eliminate unlawful racial discrimination or to promote
good relations between persons of different racial groups). It is a duty to have due regard
to the need to achieve these goals. How much regard is ‘due’ will depend upon the
circumstances and in particular on the relevance of the needs to the decision in question.
The greater the relevance and potential impact that a decision may have on people with
protected characteristics, the higher the regard required by the duty.
What does this mean for Licensing Board decisions?
Members are directed to the section in reports headed ‘Equalities, Staffing and Financial
Implications’. This will indicate whether or not an Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) has
been carried out as part of the development of the proposals and, if so, what the outcome
of that assessment is. An EIA will be appended to a report where it is likely that the action
recommended in the report could have a differential impact (either positive or negative)
upon people from different protected groups. The report author will have assessed
whether or not an EIA is required. If one is not required, the report author will explain why
that is. Where an EIA is provided, Members should consider its contents and take those
into account when reaching their decision. Members should also be satisfied that the
assessment is sufficiently robust and that they have enough of an understanding of the
issues to be able to discharge their legal duty satisfactorily.

For
more
detailed
guidance
please
refer
to
the
following
link:http://www.equalityhumanrights.com/uploaded_files/EqualityAct/psed_technical_guidan
ce_scotland.doc
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ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARD
NORTH DIVISION
Minutes of Meeting of the LICENSING BOARD for the NORTH DIVISION OF ABERDEENSHIRE held
within the COUNCIL CHAMBER, BUCHAN HOUSE, ST PETER’S STREET, PETERHEAD On
WEDNESDAY, 26 JUNE, 2019 at 10:00 a.m.
Present:

B. Topping, I. Taylor, M. Roy, A. Forsyth, S. Calder, A. Duncan

In Attendance:

Fiona M Stewart (Depute Clerk to the Licensing Board), Lauren Cowie (Depute
Clerk to the Licensing Board), Sergeant Gill Flett, Police Scotland, Sarah Ward,
Licensing Standards Officer.

1.

APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE

G. Reynolds, A. Stirling
2.

DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST

None
3.

STATEMENT OF EQUALITIES

In making decisions on the following items of business, the Board AGREED, in terms of Section 149 of the Equality
Act, 2010:(1)

The Board would have due regard to the need to:(a)
(b)
(c)

Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
Advance equality of opportunity between those who share a protected characteristic and persons
who do not share it; and
Foster good relations between those who share a protected characteristic and persons who do not
share it.

(2) Where an Equality Impact Assessment was provided, to consider its contents and take those into account
when reaching their decision.

.
4.

MINUTES FOR APPROVAL - (COPY TO MEMBERS ONLY)

The Minutes of the Licensing Board Meetings on 18th and 24th April 2019 were approved as correct.

5.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 – APPLICATION FOR MAJOR VARIATION OF PREMISES
LICENCE – NON-CONTENTIOUS APPLICATIONS - HEARING

Following consideration of a Report by the Depute Clerk in relation to non-contentious Premises
Licences lodged in terms of Section 17 Part 3 of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 the Board decided the
application as below.
1.

Stephen McGowan, Solicitor, Glasgow represented the applicants. Maureen Hendry, manager of
the Peterhead store was also in attendance.

2.

The Board heard the submissions of the applicant’s agent in respect of both applications.

3.

Members were afforded an opportunity to ask questions of the applicant’s agent.

4.

The applicant’s agent was afforded an opportunity to make concluding remarks.
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5.

Mr Roy, seconded by Mr Forsyth, moved as a motion that both applications be approved subject to
the terms of the operating plans being amended to properly reflect actual core hours and delivery
hours.

6.

No amendment was proposed.

7.

The motion was passed unanimously on a show of hands.

8.

The decision of the Board for each application was therefore as follows:-

Name of Applicant
Iceland Foods Ltd

Iceland Foods Ltd

6.

Name
and
Address
Premises
Iceland
1-5 Broad Street
Fraserburgh
AB43 9AE
Iceland
25-31 Marischal Street
Peterhead
AB42 1BS

of

Remarks (if any)
GRANTED subject to the terms of
the operating plan being amended
to reflect the actual core hours and
delivery hours.
GRANTED subject to the terms of
the operating plan being amended
to reflect the actual core hours and
delivery hours.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 – APPLICATION FOR GRANT OF PERSONAL LICENCE –
SEAN ALEXANDER DUNCAN - HEARING

1)

The applicant was neither present nor represented at the meeting.

2)

Sergeant Gill Flett represented the Chief Constable at the meeting.

3)

As a preliminary matter, the Board determined to consider the application in the absence of
the applicant.

4)

The Board heard Sergeant Flett’s submission.

5)

Members were afforded an opportunity to ask questions of Sergeant Flett.

6)

Sergeant Flett was afforded an opportunity to make concluding remarks but declined to do so.

7)

Mr Roy, seconded by Mr Forsyth, moved as a motion that the application be refused in terms
of Section 74 (6A)(a) of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 by reason of the fact that the
applicant’s convictions demonstrated a pattern of behaviour which was contrary to the
prevention of crime and disorder, preventing public nuisance and securing public safety
licensing objectives and therefore the applicant was not a fit and proper person to be the
holder of a personal licence.

8)

No amendment was proposed.

9)

The motion was proposed unanimously on a show of hands.

10) The Convenor therefore confirmed the Board’s decision as refusal of the application in terms
of Section 74(6A)(a) of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005.
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7.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 – APPLICATION FOR REVIEW OF PERSONAL LICENCE –
KENNETH CHARLES HAWKINS – HEARING
1)

Sergeant Gill Flett represented the Chief Constable at the meeting.

2)

Mr Hawkins was present at the meeting.

3)

The Board heard Sergeant Flett’s submissions.

4)

The Board heard Mr Hawkin’s submissions.

5)

The Board afforded Sergeant Flett an opportunity to respond.

6)

Board members were afforded an opportunity to ask questions of both parties.

7)

Mr Hawkins was afforded an opportunity to make concluding remarks.

8)

Sergeant Flett was afforded an opportunity to make concluding remarks.

9)

Mr Forsyth, seconded by Mr Duncan, moved as a motion that Mr Hawkin’s licence be
endorsed by reason of his conduct being inconsistent with the licensing objectives of
preventing crime and disorder and protecting children and young persons from harm in terms
of Section 83(a)(c) of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005.

10) Mr Topping, seconded by Mr Taylor, moved as an amendment that, having regard to the
protecting children and young persons from harm licensing objectives, Mr Hawkins’ conduct
meant he was no longer a fit and proper person to be the holder of a personal licence and that
the licence be revoked in terms of Section 83(9A) of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005.
11) On a division there voted:For the Motion
S. Calder
M. Roy
A. Forsyth
A. Duncan (4)

For the Amendment
B. Topping
I. Taylor (2)

12) The Convenor accordingly declared the motion carried in terms and therefore the decision of
the Board was that Mr Hawkin’s licence be endorsed in terms of Section 83(a)(c) of the
Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005

8.

LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005 – APPLICATION FOR RENEWAL OF PERSONAL
LICENCE – KENNETH CHARLES HAWKINS - HEARING
1)

Mr Hawkins was present at the meeting.

2)

Sergeant Flett represented the Chief Constable at the hearing.

3)

As a preliminary matter, both the applicant and Sergeant Flett agreed to waive submissions
in respect of this application, having given submissions to the Board on the same issues
when the Board considered Item 7 on the agenda.

4)

The Board had no further issues to raise with either party.

5)

Mr Forsyth, seconded by Mr Calder, moved as a motion that the application to renew the
personal licence be granted, notwithstanding the endorsement imposed on the licence.
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6)

Mr Topping, formally seconded by Mr Duncan, moved as an amendment that the application
be refused in terms of Section 74(6A) of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 on the basis that
the applicant was no longer a fit and proper person to be the holder of a licence having
regard to the protection of children and young persons from harm licensing objectives by
reason of his conduct.

7)

On a division there voted:For the Motion
S. Calder
M. Roy
A. Forsyth
I. Taylor
A. Duncan (5)

8)

9.

For the Amendment
B. Topping (1)

The Convenor accordingly declared the motion carried in terms and therefore the decision of
the Board was to grant the application for renewal of licence.

ADDITIONAL REPORTS
(i)

SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT CONSULTATION ON OCCASIONAL LICENCE FEES
Having considered the terms of a report by the Depute Clerk relating to the Scottish
Government Consultation reviewing the fee for occasional licences, dated 27th May 2019,
copies of which had been circulated in advance:(1) In Respect of Occasional Licence Fees:(a) Mr Forsyth, seconded by Mr Calder, moved as a motion that the Board recommend
firstly that the fee be set at £50 with a link to indexation, failing which, to recommend
secondly, that a flat fee of £75 with licensing boards being enabled to set a
discretionary premium to apply to applications lodged late.
(b) Mr Duncan, formally seconded by Mr Topping, moved as an amendment that the
Board recommend a flat fee of £75 with no indexing and that licensing boards be
enabled to set a discretionary premium to apply to applications lodged late.
(c) On a division there voted:For the Motion
B. Topping
S. Calder
M. Roy
A. Forsyth
I. Taylor (5)

For the Amendment
A. Duncan (1)

(d) The Convenor accordingly declared the motion carried in terms.
(2) Proposed Number and Duration of Licences:The Board unanimously agreed with the terms of the draft response prepared by the
Depute Clerk.
(3) The Board thanked Mrs Cowie for the amount of work put into analysing the costs of
processing occasional licences to enable an evidenced response to be submitted to the
Scottish Government.
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(ii)

LICENSING MATTERS EVENT – PLANNING MEETING REPORT
Following consideration of a report by the Depute Clerk in respect of the Licensing Matters
Event 2019, dated 27th May 2019, copies of which had been circulated in advance, the
Board made the following comments:





(iii)

Board members to have a positive input
Workshops/Breakout sessions were a good idea
Keynote speaker to begin the event
Options for alternative venues which would not restrict attendance to be
considered
Options for a joint event with Aberdeen City and/or Moray Licensing Boards

ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARDS FUNCTION REPORT 2018-19
Following consideration of a report by the Clerk in respect of the combined Functions and
Finance Report for 2018-2019, dated 27th May 2019, copies of which had been circulated
in advance, the Board:1. Approved the terms of the report
2. Authorised the Depute Clerk to publish the document on the Board’s website and to
provide the Scottish Government with a copy.

10.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING - 30 AUGUST 2019
Noted.

Board Member Presiding over meeting

Print Name

Signature

Date
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ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARD
North Division
REPORT TO LICENSING BOARD HEARING – 30th August 2019
LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005
APPLICATIONS FOR MAJOR VARIATIONS OF VARIATION OF PREMISES
LICENCE

1.

Recommendations

1.1. It is recommended that the Board considers the materials before them
and, in respect of each application in turn –
(a)

Determines whether there is enough evidence before the Board to
allow a determination to be made, or whether the Board needs to
defer consideration of the matter to the next available Board Meeting
for further material to be made available; and

(b)

Where the Board has concluded that there is sufficient evidence
before them to allow a determination to be made, to consider in
respect of each of the applications made, whether said applications
should be granted or refused.

2.

Background

2.1. The Depute Clerk has determined that the applications for major variation of
premises licences listed at Appendix 1 to this report are non-contentious
applications and asks that the Board consider same.
2.2. Copies of the applications will be available to Board Members in the Council
Chamber for perusal by Board Members prior to the Board Meeting from
9.00a.m.
Consultations
2.3. The Depute Clerk examined the applications in detail and the Applicants then
addressed any issues requiring to be addressed. Thereafter, the Depute Clerk
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forwarded the applications to the following persons or bodies as part of the
consultation process:
(a)

Police Scotland;

(b)

Scottish Fire and Rescue Service;

(c)

The Environmental Health, Planning and Building Standards Services of
Aberdeenshire Council;

(d)

The Licensing Standards Officer;

(e)

The appropriate Community Council;

(f)

Public Health, and

(g)

Neighbouring Occupiers.

2.4. At the same time as the applications were consulted on, the applicants required
to display a site notice at the premises, in a location where it could be easily
read by members of the public, advertising the fact that an application had
been made.

The Licensing Standards Officers checked to ensure the site

notices had been appropriately displayed, and had been displayed for the
correct time period, as part of their consultation exercise for the premises.
2.5. The applications were also advertised on the Council’s website.
Objections and Representations
2.6. No objections were received in respect of these applications.
2.7. In some cases, the Licensing Standards officers, Police Scotland and Building
Standards Officers made representations. These were copied to the applicants
who have made the appropriate amendments to their applications in order to
satisfy the representations made
2.8. Any applicant who has taken issue with representations made will have their
application considered at a full hearing of the Board, which will be the subject of
a separate report.
Implications
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2.9. If the Board determines that the application should be granted, the variation will
take effect from the date of grant.

An amended premises licence will be

prepared and issued to the licence holder.
2.10. Where the Board refuses an application, the licence holder retains the
premises licence as originally granted by the Board, or as previously varied by
the Board, and can continue to trade that licence.
Procedure
2.11. Each application should be considered on its own merits.
2.12. Members’ options in disposing of the applications are:(a)

To grant the application;

(b)

Refuse the application;

(c)

Grant subject to varied hours and/or additional conditions; or

(d)

Determine that further evidence is required in which case the application
should be referred to the next available Board Meeting in order that the
applicant may present their case in full or further information can be
obtained in the interim.

2.13. When coming to a decision the Board must consider the evidence provided and
the contents of this report.

Supplementary advice and information can be

made available by Officers, if required.
3.

Governance

3.1. The Board can consider these applications in terms of paragraph 1.6 of the
current Scheme of Delegation.
3.2. In light of the fact that these applications are considered to be non-contentious,
they have been put to the Board for consideration without the applicants
requiring to be present.
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3.3. If the Board does not consider that this is a sufficient hearing to consider the
application, then consideration of the application should be deferred to a future
Board Meeting to allow for further information to be provided and/or to allow the
applicant to be cited to attend.
4.

Implications and Risk

4.1. There are no area, policy, finance, staffing or sustainability implications directly
arising from this report.
4.2. An Equality Impact Assessment is not needed in this case because the
granting or refusing of the applications will not have a differential impact on the
protected characteristics of the applicants or any third parties.
4.3. There are no Risks identified in respect of this matter in terms of the Corporate
and Directorate Risk Registers as the Licensing Board is considering the
application as the Licensing Authority in a quasi-judicial role and must
determine each application on its own merits in accordance with the legal tests
set out in the relevant legislation.
4.4 The Town Centre Principle does not apply in respect of this matter as the Board
is considering the applications as Licensing Authority in a quasi-judicial role and
must determine the applications on their own merits in accordance with the
legal tests set out in the relevant legislation

Karen Wiles
Clerk to the Board

Report Prepared by: Fiona M. Stewart,
Depute Clerk, Senior Solicitor (Democratic Services)
Date: 12th August 2019
File Reference: Fiona/Major Variations/Non-Contentious
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APPENDIX 1
Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005, section 29

APPLICATION FOR MAJOR VARIATION OF PREMISES LICENCE
1. Applicant/Agent name & address
2. Name & address of premises (inc.
(include postcode)
postcode)
Yvonne Catherine Freeman
Pitsligo Arms Hotel, 51 High Street, New Pitsligo,
Fraserburgh, AB43 6NF
EXISTING LICENSED HOURS
ON SALE
OFF SALE

PROPOSED LICENSED HOURS
ON SALE
Off Sale

Monday

11.00 – 14.30; 18.00-23.00

11.00 – 22.00

No Change

No Change

Tuesday

11.00 – 14.30; 18.00-23.00

11.00 – 22.00

No Change

No Change

Wednesday

11.00 – 14.30; 18.00-23.00

11.00 – 22.00

No Change

No Change

Thursday

11.00 – 14.30; 18.00-23.00

11.00 – 22.00

No Change

No Change

Friday

11.00 – 14.30; 18.00-23.00

11.00 – 22.00

No Change

Saturday

11.00 – 24.00

11.00 – 22.00

11.00 – 14.30; 17.00
– 23.00
No Change

Sunday

11.00 - 23.00

11.00 – 22.00

No Change

No Change

No Change

3. Brief overview of the current terms of the premises licence
The current hours are as outlined above.
4.

Brief overview of the current proposed change(s) to the premises licence

The applicant has
 Increased core hours for on sales to open one hour earlier on Friday evenings.

5. Brief outline of representation made
None
6. Applicant’s response to representations
N/A
Grant is subject to receipt of confirmation of display of site notice at the premises
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ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARD
North Division
REPORT TO LICENSING BOARD – 30th August 2019
LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005
APPLICATION FOR PERSONAL LICENCE

1.

Recommendations

1.1. It is recommended that the Board refuse the application on the grounds
that, not having been able to satisfy itself as to the identity of the
applicant, the Board cannot comply with the requirements of Section 72
of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 and that to grant the application
would be contrary to the purposes of the prevention of crime and
disorder Licensing Objective.
2.

Background

2.1. An application was lodged on 24th December 2018 for the grant of a personal
licence.

The application was lodged by Aldi Stores Limited (Bathgate) on

behalf of Kiran Duggappa Majunatha, 8 Manse Road, Hatton, Peterhead, AB42
0LQ.

The appropriate fee, training certificate and photographs were also

lodged with the application. Copies of the application form and training
certificate are attached as Appendix 1 to this Report and referred to for their
terms.
Consultations
2.2. Notice, together with a copy of the application forms was sent to the Chief
Constable and the Licensing Standards Officer on 31st December 2018.
2.3. The Licensing Standards Officer advised that there were no comments to make
on the application by email dated 8th January 2019.
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2.4. The Chief Constable lodged a notice in terms of Section 73(3)(a) of the Act on
8th January 2019 advising that he had no comment to make in respect of the
application.
2.5. At that point in time, subject to confirmation of the applicant’s identity, the
application would be normally be issued by officers in terms of the Board’s
Scheme of Delegation.
2.6. From 1st July 2016, every applicant for a personal licence is required to
complete an identity check form and present themselves at a Council Office
with photographic ID. This is to fulfil the requirements of the Section 72 of the
2005 Act where a Board can only grant a licence to a person who is resident in
the Board area and is over the age of 18. The Board has to ensure that the
details on the application and the photograph submitted for the licence match
the person that is actually applying for the licence.

This promotes the

prevention of crime and disorder licensing objective by preventing the issue of
fraudulent licence. Prior to 1st July 2016, Police Scotland conducted these
checks.
2.7. In respect of this application –
(a)

the ID form was sent out to Aldi Stores Limited on 31st December 2018.
No response was received.

(b)

A reminder email was sent to Aldi Stores Limited on 21st January 2019.

(c)

As at the time of writing this report, the applicant has still not completed
the required ID check.

2.8. Officers have therefore not been able to satisfy themselves as to the applicant’s
identity. Officers are therefore declining to exercise their delegated power in
this instance and are referring the matter to the Board for a determination.
Implications
2.9. If the Board determines that a licence should be granted, the licence will take
effect from the date of grant.
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2.10. If the Board determines that the licence should not be granted the applicant
would still be able to work in licensed premises as a member of staff, provided
he or she had completed the staff training required under the 2005 Act.
However, the applicant would not be able to supervise or authorise the sale of
alcohol within licensed premises.
Procedure
2.11. The Legal Test is attached as Appendix 3 to this report.
2.12. The procedure is as outlined at Appendix A of the Board’s Procedures for
Hearings.
2.13. The applicant has been requested to attend the meeting.
2.14. The letters included a copy of this report, the legal test and the Board’s
Procedures for hearings and were issued on 16th August 2019.
Disposal Options
2.15. Members’ options in disposing of the application are:(a)

If satisfied that it is necessary to do so for the purposes of any of the
licensing objectives, refuse the application, or

(b)

If not so satisfied, grant the application.

(c)

Determine that further evidence is required in which case the application
should be referred to the next available Board Meeting in order that the
applicants may present their case in full or further information can be
obtained in the interim.

(d)

Decline to deal with the application on the grounds that there is
insufficient information on which to proceed and the information has not
been forthcoming from the applicant or the applicant’s agent.

2.16. When coming to a decision the Board must consider the submissions of all
parties and the legal test. Supplementary advice and information can be made
available by Officers, if required.
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3.

Governance

3.1. The Board can consider this matter as Officers have declined to exercise their
delegated power under the Scheme of Governance and are referring the
application to the Board for a determination.
4.
4.1

Equality, Financial and Sustainability Implications
An Equality Impact Assessment is not needed in this case because the
granting or refusing of the application will not have a differential impact on the
protected characteristics of the applicants or any third parties.

4.2

There are no area, policy, finance, staffing or sustainability implications
directly arising from this report.

4.3

There are no risks arising out of this report.

4.4

The Town centre principle does not apply to this application as the Board
must determine it in conjunction with the legal test set down in the Licensing
(Scotland) Act 2005.

Karen Wiles
Clerk to the Board
Report Prepared by Fiona M. Stewart, Depute Clerk, Senior Solicitor
(Governance)
Date: 16th June 2019
Reference: FMS/Personal/Kiran Duggappa Manjunatha
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APPENDIX 1

COPY APPLICATION FORM AND TRAINING CERTIFICATE
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APPENDIX 3
Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005
Part 6 & Sections 71-74
Application for Grant or Renewal of Personal Licence
LEGAL TEST
The legal tests are set out in Section 74 of the Act.
Section 74
(1)

A personal application received by a Licensing Board is to be determined by
the Board in accordance with this section.

(2)

If (a)

all of the conditions specified in subsection (3) are met in relation to the
application,
(b) the Board has received from the Chief Constable a notice under Section
73(3)(a)1
(c) the notice does not include recommendation under Section 73(4)
(ca) no information has been provided under Section 73(5) or 73A(2)
(d) The applicant has signed the application, and
(e) Subsection (8) does not apply,
The Board MUST Grant the application.
(3)

The conditions referred to in subsection (2)(a) are –
(a)
(b)
(ba)
(c)

the applicant is aged 18 or over
the applicant possesses a licensing qualification
the applicant does not already hold a personal licence2, and
no personal licence previously held by the applicant has been
revoked under any provision of this Act other than Section 87(3)3
within the period of 5 years ending with the day on which the
application was received.

(4)

If any of those conditions is NOT MET in relation to the applicant, the Licensing
Board MUST Refuse the application.

(5)

If –
(a)
(b)

1

all of those conditions are met in relation to the applicant, and
the notice received from the chief constable under Section 73(a) or (b)
includes a recommendation under Section 74(4)

The Chief Constable is not aware of the applicant having a relevant or foreign offence
This ground of refusal does not apply to applications for renewal of personal licence
3
Failure to complete refresher training timeously
2
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The Licensing Board MUST hold a hearing for the purposes of considering and
determining the application.
(5A) If –
(a) all of those conditions are met in relation to the applicant
(b) the Board has received from the constable under Section 73(3)(b), and
(c) the notice does not include a recommendation under Section 73(4)
The Board MAY hold a hearing for the purposes of considering and determining
the application
(5AA)

If -

(a)
(b)

all of those conditions are met in relation to the applicant
the notice received from the Chief Constable under Section 73(3)(a) or (b)
does not include a recommendation under section 73(4), and
(c) information has been provided under Section 74(5) or Section 73A(2)
The Board MAY hold a hearing for the purpose of considering the application.
(5B) If the Board decides not to hold a hearing under (5A) or (5AA) the Board MUST
Grant the application
(6)

At a hearing under subsection (5), (5A) or (5AA), the Licensing Board MUST,
having regard to the chief constable’s notice and any information provided
under section 73(5) or 73A(2) –
(a)
(b)

if satisfied that a ground of refusal applies REFUSE the application, or
if NOT so satisfied, GRANT the application.

(6A) The grounds for refusal are –
(a)
(b)

(7)

that, having regard to the licensing objectives, the applicant is not a
fit and proper person to be the holder of a licence,
that it is otherwise necessary to refuse the application for the
purposes of any of the licensing objectives.

Subsection (8) applies if –
(a)
(b)
(c)

all of the conditions specified in subsection (3) are met in relation to the
applicant
the Board has received from the chief constable a notice under Section
73(3)(a), and
the applicant has held a personal licence which –
(i)
(ii)

(8)

expired within the period of 3 years ending on the day on which the
application was received, or
was surrendered by the application by notice under Section 77(6)
received within that period.

The Licensing Board MAY –
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(a)
(b)

Hold a hearing for the purposes of considering and determining the
application, and
after having regard to the circumstances in which the personal licence
previously held expired, or as the case may be, was surrendered –
(i)
(ii)

REFUSE the application, or
GRANT the application

There are five licensing objectives which underpin the 2005 Act. These are:
•
•
•
•
•

Preventing crime and disorder
Securing public safety
Preventing public nuisance
Protecting and improving public health, and
Protecting children and young persons from harm.

The Licensing Boards’ policy statement must promote these licensing objectives and
sets out how the Board expects applicants to comply with and promote the
objectives. The following parts of the policy are relevant to the consideration of
applications for premises licences and provisional premises licences:
•

Supplementary Policy 6 – Licence Types and Board Procedures

1.

A personal licence is a licence issued to an individual which authorises the
individual to supervise or authorise the sale of alcohol. Once issued, it can be
used anywhere in Scotland. A personal licence is granted for a period of 10
years.

2.

An applicant must be over the age of 18 and will normally apply to the
Licensing Board that covers the area in which the applicant is ordinarily
resident. If the applicant is not ordinarily resident in Scotland, an application
can be made to any Licensing Board.

3.

All applicants must hold a relevant licensing qualification when applying for a
personal licence.
Notification of Applications

4.

The Board MUST give notice and a copy of the application to the Chief
Constable and any Licensing Standards Officer for the area.

5.

The Chief Constable MUST, within 21 days of the date of receipt of a notice
respond by giving the Board either
(a) a notice stating that, as far as the chief constable is aware, the applicant
has not been convicted of any relevant offence or foreign offence,
(S73(3)(a)), or
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(b) a notice specifying any convictions of the applicant for any such offence.
(S73(3)(b))
6.

On giving a notice under Section 73(3), if the chief constable considers that it
is necessary for the purpose of any of the licensing objectives that the
personal licence application be refused, the chief constable may include in the
notice a recommendation to that effect.(S73(4))

7.

On giving a notice under Section 73(3), the Chief Constable may also provide
to the licensing board any information in relation to the application that the
chief constable considers may be relevant to consideration by the Board of
the application. (S73(5))

8.

A Licensing Standards Officer MAY, within 21 days of receipt of a notice
respond to the notice by giving the Licensing Board any information in relation
to the applicant that the Officer considers may be relevant to consideration by
the Board of the application. (S73A(2))
Determination

9.

The Boards’ current Scheme of Delegation make the following provisions for
determination of applications for personal licences:-

Section
1.10

Section 2.8

Section
3.13

Section
3.14

Determining a Personal Licence
application or a personal licence
renewal application where the
applicant has been convicted of a
relevant or foreign offence
Where the applicant has surrendered
a personal licence within the period
of 3 years prior to an application for a
further personal licence being made
by that person to decide whether the
reasons for surrender of the previous
personal
licence
warrant
consideration of the application by
the relevant Board
Determining a personal licence
application or a personal licence
renewal application where the
applicant has NOT been convicted of
a relevant or foreign offence
To grant a personal licence where
the
applicant
has
previously
surrendered their personal licence
under S77(6) or their licence has
been revoked under S87(3) [failure
to complete refresher training]

Reserved
to
Licensing Board

the

Delegated to the Clerk
following
consultation
with the Convenor in the
first place.

Delegated to the Clerk
to the Board or any
person appointed to
assist them
Delegated to the Clerk
to the Board or any
person appointed to
assist them

Each application must be determined on its own merits.
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SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE
10.

Section 6 of the Scottish Government’s Statutory Guidance to Licensing
Authorities relates to premises licences. Part of that Section relates to
applications for Personal Licences. The Board should note that in terms of
Section 142(4) of the Act, a Board deciding not to follow this guidance must
give Ministers notice of that decision together with a statement of the reasons
for it.
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EXTRACT FROM SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE TO LICENSING
BOARDS RELATING TO PERSONAL LICENCES
6.

Background

159. This Chapter provides advice about best practice in administering the process for
issuing personal licences to sell or supply alcohol. It should be stressed that a personal
licence is not a qualification that is associated with business competency.
160. The personal licence is intended to ensure that anyone managing premises is suitably
capable to do so. In that respect the emphasis is on ensuring appropriate training,
both in the applicable law and in how to deal with customers. For this reason, we
expect the personal licence to become a recognised level of attainment held by those
pursuing a career in the licensed trade.
161. The personal licence remains in force for a period of 10 years, with the possibility of
renewal for further periods of 10 years thereafter. English and Welsh personal
licences are not transferable to Scotland under the new licensing system due to
differences in the recognised relevant convictions and training requirements.
162. When issuing personal licences, Licensing Boards may use the unique local authority
identifiers as a prefix to the numbers they issue for each personal licence. The list of
identifiers which Boards may use is set out at Annex 4 to this guidance. In cases
where local authorities have split their areas into separate Board areas, it would be
good practice to adopt unique reference numbering for each of their respective areas
to identify the Board are for which licences are issued.
Premises Manager
163. Section 19 of the Act defines the terms “premises managers”. Each premises must
have one named premises manager, whose details will be given in the premises
licence. The named premises manager must be a personal licence holder. This is a
mandatory licence condition for premises licences. A named premises manager
cannot be the premises manager for more than one premises at a time. Each
premises can have more than one personal licence holder should they wish, but only
one can be designated as the premises manager. Holding a personal licence
authorises that person to supervise or authorise the sale of alcohol.
164. The named premises manager will be responsible for the day-to-day running of the
premises, responsible for the training and supervising of the staff, and ensuring the
premises is run in accordance with the requirements of the licence. The Act requires a
named premises manager for each premises since this carries a greater responsibility,
as the sale and supply of alcohol can have a wide impact on the wider community and
on crime and anti-social behaviour. It is therefore important to have one responsible
person who will require to be knowledgeable of the law and experienced in the
supervision and training of staff and suitably qualified. Ultimately, the designated
premises manager will be held responsible by the Licensing Board.
165. Alcohol must not be sold on the premises (other than where section 54 of the Act
applies) at any time when:•
•
•

There is no named premises manager in respect of the premises (i.e. one has not
been designated);
the named premises manager does not hold a personal licence;
the personal licence held by the named premises manager is suspended; or
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•

The licensing qualification held by the premises manager is not the appropriate
licensing qualification in relation to the premises.

166. The Act does not require a holder of a personal licence to be on the premises at all
times when alcohol is being sold on the premises. Whilst the Act requires every sale to
be “authorised” by a personal licence holder, such authorisation can be a general one.
This does not mean general authorisations being necessarily given by a person who is
present on the premises when the relevant sale is made.
167. This does not, however, mean that where a personal licence holder is not present they
are removed from all responsibility. For example, where a sale of alcohol to a child is
made, then the barperson making the sale may be considered responsible under the
provisions of Section 102 of the Act. However, Section 103 may also make the
premises manager or other personal licence holder responsible (whether or not
present on the premises at the time). It will depend upon whether the sale has been
“knowingly allowed”, which will in turn depend on the facts and circumstances of the
particular case.
168. Similarly, a sale of alcohol by a non-qualified person (contrary to paragraph 6(1) of
Schedule 3) may make a (non-present) licence holder responsible under Section 1 of
the Act if that holder has knowingly allowed the sale (Section 1(3)(b)).
169. It must be stressed that these scenarios are provided as examples and each case
would have to be considered in each individual set of circumstances.
Application/Eligibility for personal licences
170. In order to be issued with a personal licence an applicant must demonstrate to the
relevant Licensing Board that:
•
•
•

They are aged 18 or over;
They possess a licensing qualification; and
No personal licence previously held by the applicant has been revoked within the
period of 5 years ending with the day on which the application was received.

171. In determining applications for personal licences an important element is the
notification process requiring Boards to notify the Chief Constable of all applications.
This notification process allows the Chief Constable to confirm whether or not the
applicant has been convicted of a relevant offence. If they have, the police can
recommend refusal of the application.
172. If the applicant has no relevant convictions and meets all the conditions set out in
Section 74(3) of the Act, then the Board must grant the licence.
173. Under Section 75 of the Act applicants are under a duty to notify the Licensing Board
should they be convicted of a relevant or foreign offence during the application period.
Should Boards receive such notifications they must suspend consideration of the
application and notify the police of the conviction seeking either confirmation of the
relevant or foreign offence or that no relevant or foreign offence has been committed.
At this time, should a relevant or foreign offence have been committed, the Chief
Constable may recommend refusal of the application. Licensing Boards must resume
consideration of the application process and, in these circumstances, take the Chief
Constable’s recommendation into consideration when determining the application.
Renewal of Personal Licence
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174. Renewal of the personal licence every ten years provides an opportunity to check that
any convictions for relevant and foreign offences have been properly notified to the
relevant licensing authority, and that all such convictions have been properly endorsed
upon the licence. It also provides an opportunity to ensure that the photograph of the
holder on the personal licence is updated to aid identification.
175. The determination of an application for renewal of a personal licence will be the same
as an application for a personal licence: the clerk may deal with it if the formalities are
correct and there are no convictions. If there are convictions and/or a recommendation
from the police, the Board must have a hearing to consider the application and may
refuse to grant a further licence.
Licensing qualifications/training
176. Section 74(3) of the Act requires that to be eligible for a personal licence the applicant
must hold a licensing qualification. Furthermore, personal licence holders are required
to undertake mandatory training every 5 years as set out in Section 87 of the Act.
Section 91 of the Act provides a power for Ministers to set out in regulations which
qualifications are applicable.
Relevant Licensing Board
177. Personal licences are valid for ten years unless surrendered, suspended or revoked.
Once granted, the Licensing Board which issued the licence remains the “relevant
Licensing Board” for it and its holder, even though the individual may move out of the
area or take employment elsewhere within the period for which the licence is valid.
The personal licence will show details of the issuing Licensing Board.
Review of the personal licence
178. The new licensing system provides for a pro-active role for Boards and a range of
sanctions that can be used against a personal licence holder where that action may be
appropriate. The Act does, however, provide a mechanism whereby Licensing Boards
should consider all the relevant fats before considering any action.
179. The Act, therefore, provides that Licensing Boards must hold a review hearing should
they become aware of the following:
•
•

They receive notification from the court of a conviction for a relevant or foreign
offence; or
They receive notification from the Licence holder of any conviction (they are required
to notify the Board within one month of the date of the conviction), for a relevant or
foreign offence.

180. These hearings are not courts of law. Anyone asked to provide the Boards with
evidence does not do so under oath, They are an opportunity for Boards to hear all the
circumstances relating to a particular case to aid them in making a judgement, and
also an opportunity for a licence holder’s case to be heard. Any hearing should not be
intimidating for the licence holder and hearings should be conducted in an open and
fair manner. However, Boards will be acting in a quasi-judicial manner and an
appropriate degree of formality will be necessary.
181. If following a Hearing, a Licensing Board considers that a sanction is required against
the personal licence holder then, depending on the circumstances, they can take one
of the following actions:-
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•
•
•

Revoke the licence;
Suspend the licence for such period, not exceeding 6 months, as the Board
considers appropriate; or
Endorse the personal licence.

182. The introduction of endorsements is based on a similar approach taken with driving
licences. Should a personal licence holder receive 3 endorsements from the Licensing
Board, Section 86 of the Act requires Boards to hold a hearing. Following a hearing,
the Board can decide to take no further action, or, if further action is warranted, may:•
•

Suspend the personal licence for such period, not exceeding 6 months, as the Board
considers appropriate; or
Revoke the licence.

183. If this action is taken, then the Board must give the Licence holder notice of this and
the reasons for the decision.
Changes in Name or Address
184. The holder of the licence is required by Section 88 of the Act to notify the Licensing
Board of any changes of name or address. These changes should be recorded by the
Licensing Board and the procedure for this is set out in Section 89 of the Act.
Updating the Personal Licence
185. It is essential that the details contained on the personal licence are accurate and kept
up to date. In order to achieve this, the Act places a duty on Licensing Boards to
update the personal licence should any of the following occur:•
•
•
•
•
•

A personal licence is renewed, enter the renewal date;
Where a licence is suspended, enter the date and period of any suspension;
The Board receives notification of a conviction, enter the date of the conviction and
the nature of the offence;
A personal licence is endorsed by the Board, the Board must enter details of the
conviction or conduct giving rise to the endorsement;
The Board received notification of a change of name and/or address the new details
must be entered; and
Where a Board received details of training undertaken those details must be entered.

Relevant Offences
186. The relevant offences will be set out in Regulations.
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ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARD
North Division
REPORT TO LICENSING BOARD – 30th August 2019
LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005
APPLICATION FOR PERSONAL LICENCE

1.

Recommendations

1.1. It is recommended that the Board refuse the application on the grounds
that, not having been able to satisfy itself as to the identity of the
applicant, the Board cannot comply with the requirements of Section 72
of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 and that to grant the application
would be contrary to the purposes of the prevention of crime and
disorder Licensing Objective.
2.

Background

2.1. An application was lodged on 12th November 2018 for the grant of a personal
licence. The application was lodged by CPL Training Limited on behalf of Jill
Merrilees, 3 Laingseat Road, Potterton, Aberdeen, AB23 8UE. The appropriate
fee, training certificate and photographs were also lodged with the application.
Copies of the application form and training certificate are attached as
Appendix 1 to this Report and referred to for their terms.
Consultations
2.2. Notice, together with a copy of the application forms was sent to the Chief
Constable and the Licensing Standards Officer on 14th November 2018.
2.3. The Licensing Standards Officer advised that there were no comments to make
on the application by email dated 14th November 2018.
2.4. The Chief Constable lodged a notice in terms of Section 73(3)(a) of the Act on
15th November 2018 advising that he had no comment to make in respect of
the application.
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2.5. At that point in time, subject to confirmation of the applicant’s identity, the
application would be normally be issued by officers in terms of the Board’s
Scheme of Delegation.
2.6. From 1st July 2016, every applicant for a personal licence is required to
complete an identity check form and present themselves at a Council Office
with photographic ID. This is to fulfil the requirements of the Section 72 of the
2005 Act where a Board can only grant a licence to a person who is resident in
the Board area and is over the age of 18. The Board has to ensure that the
details on the application and the photograph submitted for the licence match
the person that is actually applying for the licence.

This promotes the

prevention of crime and disorder licensing objective by preventing the issue of
fraudulent licence. Prior to 1st July 2016, Police Scotland conducted these
checks.
2.7. In respect of this application –
(a)

the ID form was sent out to CPL Training on 14th November 2019. No
response was received.

(b)

A reminder email was sent to CPL Training on 21st January 2019.

(c)

We were copied into an email sent to the applicant by CPL Training
forwarding the ID form to the applicant.

(d)

As at the time of writing this report, the applicant has still not completed
the required ID check.

2.8. Officers have therefore not been able to satisfy themselves as to the applicant’s
identity. Officers are therefore declining to exercise their delegated power in
this instance and are referring the matter to the Board for a determination.
Implications
2.9. If the Board determines that a licence should be granted, the licence will take
effect from the date of grant.
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2.10. If the Board determines that the licence should not be granted the applicant
would still be able to work in licensed premises as a member of staff, provided
he or she had completed the staff training required under the 2005 Act.
However, the applicant would not be able to supervise or authorise the sale of
alcohol within licensed premises.
Procedure
2.11. The Legal Test is attached as Appendix 3 to this report.
2.12. The procedure is as outlined at Appendix A of the Board’s Procedures for
Hearings.
2.13. The applicant has been requested to attend the meeting.
2.14. The letters included a copy of this report, the legal test and the Board’s
Procedures for hearings and were issued on 16th August 2019.
Disposal Options
2.15. Members’ options in disposing of the application are:(a)

If satisfied that it is necessary to do so for the purposes of any of the
licensing objectives, refuse the application, or

(b)

If not so satisfied, grant the application.

(c)

Determine that further evidence is required in which case the application
should be referred to the next available Board Meeting in order that the
applicants may present their case in full or further information can be
obtained in the interim.

(d)

Decline to deal with the application on the grounds that there is
insufficient information on which to proceed and the information has not
been forthcoming from the applicant or the applicant’s agent.

2.16. When coming to a decision the Board must consider the submissions of all
parties and the legal test. Supplementary advice and information can be made
available by Officers, if required.
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3.

Governance

3.1. The Board can consider this matter as Officers have declined to exercise their
delegated power under the Scheme of Governance and are referring the
application to the Board for a determination.
4.
4.1

Equality, Financial and Sustainability Implications
An Equality Impact Assessment is not needed in this case because the
granting or refusing of the application will not have a differential impact on the
protected characteristics of the applicants or any third parties.

4.2

There are no area, policy, finance, staffing or sustainability implications
directly arising from this report.

4.3

There are no risks arising out of this report.

4.4

The Town centre principle does not apply to this application as the Board
must determine it in conjunction with the legal test set down in the Licensing
(Scotland) Act 2005.

Karen Wiles
Clerk to the Board
Report Prepared by Fiona M. Stewart, Depute Clerk, Senior Solicitor
(Governance)
Date: 16th June 2019
Reference: FMS/Personal/Jill Merrilees
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APPENDIX 1

COPY APPLICATION FORM AND TRAINING CERTIFICATE
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APPENDIX 3
Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005
Part 6 & Sections 71-74
Application for Grant or Renewal of Personal Licence
LEGAL TEST
The legal tests are set out in Section 74 of the Act.
Section 74
(1)

A personal application received by a Licensing Board is to be determined by
the Board in accordance with this section.

(2)

If (a)

all of the conditions specified in subsection (3) are met in relation to the
application,
(b) the Board has received from the Chief Constable a notice under Section
73(3)(a)1
(c) the notice does not include recommendation under Section 73(4)
(ca) no information has been provided under Section 73(5) or 73A(2)
(d) The applicant has signed the application, and
(e) Subsection (8) does not apply,
The Board MUST Grant the application.
(3)

The conditions referred to in subsection (2)(a) are –
(a)
(b)
(ba)
(c)

the applicant is aged 18 or over
the applicant possesses a licensing qualification
the applicant does not already hold a personal licence2, and
no personal licence previously held by the applicant has been
revoked under any provision of this Act other than Section 87(3)3
within the period of 5 years ending with the day on which the
application was received.

(4)

If any of those conditions is NOT MET in relation to the applicant, the Licensing
Board MUST Refuse the application.

(5)

If –
(a)
(b)

1

all of those conditions are met in relation to the applicant, and
the notice received from the chief constable under Section 73(a) or (b)
includes a recommendation under Section 74(4)

The Chief Constable is not aware of the applicant having a relevant or foreign offence
This ground of refusal does not apply to applications for renewal of personal licence
3
Failure to complete refresher training timeously
2
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The Licensing Board MUST hold a hearing for the purposes of considering and
determining the application.
(5A) If –
(a) all of those conditions are met in relation to the applicant
(b) the Board has received from the constable under Section 73(3)(b), and
(c) the notice does not include a recommendation under Section 73(4)
The Board MAY hold a hearing for the purposes of considering and determining
the application
(5AA)

If -

(a)
(b)

all of those conditions are met in relation to the applicant
the notice received from the Chief Constable under Section 73(3)(a) or (b)
does not include a recommendation under section 73(4), and
(c) information has been provided under Section 74(5) or Section 73A(2)
The Board MAY hold a hearing for the purpose of considering the application.
(5B) If the Board decides not to hold a hearing under (5A) or (5AA) the Board MUST
Grant the application
(6)

At a hearing under subsection (5), (5A) or (5AA), the Licensing Board MUST,
having regard to the chief constable’s notice and any information provided
under section 73(5) or 73A(2) –
(a)
(b)

if satisfied that a ground of refusal applies REFUSE the application, or
if NOT so satisfied, GRANT the application.

(6A) The grounds for refusal are –
(a)
(b)

(7)

that, having regard to the licensing objectives, the applicant is not a
fit and proper person to be the holder of a licence,
that it is otherwise necessary to refuse the application for the
purposes of any of the licensing objectives.

Subsection (8) applies if –
(a)
(b)
(c)

all of the conditions specified in subsection (3) are met in relation to the
applicant
the Board has received from the chief constable a notice under Section
73(3)(a), and
the applicant has held a personal licence which –
(i)
(ii)

(8)

expired within the period of 3 years ending on the day on which the
application was received, or
was surrendered by the application by notice under Section 77(6)
received within that period.

The Licensing Board MAY –
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(a)
(b)

Hold a hearing for the purposes of considering and determining the
application, and
after having regard to the circumstances in which the personal licence
previously held expired, or as the case may be, was surrendered –
(i)
(ii)

REFUSE the application, or
GRANT the application

There are five licensing objectives which underpin the 2005 Act. These are:
•
•
•
•
•

Preventing crime and disorder
Securing public safety
Preventing public nuisance
Protecting and improving public health, and
Protecting children and young persons from harm.

The Licensing Boards’ policy statement must promote these licensing objectives and
sets out how the Board expects applicants to comply with and promote the
objectives. The following parts of the policy are relevant to the consideration of
applications for premises licences and provisional premises licences:
•

Supplementary Policy 6 – Licence Types and Board Procedures

1.

A personal licence is a licence issued to an individual which authorises the
individual to supervise or authorise the sale of alcohol. Once issued, it can be
used anywhere in Scotland. A personal licence is granted for a period of 10
years.

2.

An applicant must be over the age of 18 and will normally apply to the
Licensing Board that covers the area in which the applicant is ordinarily
resident. If the applicant is not ordinarily resident in Scotland, an application
can be made to any Licensing Board.

3.

All applicants must hold a relevant licensing qualification when applying for a
personal licence.
Notification of Applications

4.

The Board MUST give notice and a copy of the application to the Chief
Constable and any Licensing Standards Officer for the area.

5.

The Chief Constable MUST, within 21 days of the date of receipt of a notice
respond by giving the Board either
(a) a notice stating that, as far as the chief constable is aware, the applicant
has not been convicted of any relevant offence or foreign offence,
(S73(3)(a)), or
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(b) a notice specifying any convictions of the applicant for any such offence.
(S73(3)(b))
6.

On giving a notice under Section 73(3), if the chief constable considers that it
is necessary for the purpose of any of the licensing objectives that the
personal licence application be refused, the chief constable may include in the
notice a recommendation to that effect.(S73(4))

7.

On giving a notice under Section 73(3), the Chief Constable may also provide
to the licensing board any information in relation to the application that the
chief constable considers may be relevant to consideration by the Board of
the application. (S73(5))

8.

A Licensing Standards Officer MAY, within 21 days of receipt of a notice
respond to the notice by giving the Licensing Board any information in relation
to the applicant that the Officer considers may be relevant to consideration by
the Board of the application. (S73A(2))
Determination

9.

The Boards’ current Scheme of Delegation make the following provisions for
determination of applications for personal licences:-

Section
1.10

Section 2.8

Section
3.13

Section
3.14

Determining a Personal Licence
application or a personal licence
renewal application where the
applicant has been convicted of a
relevant or foreign offence
Where the applicant has surrendered
a personal licence within the period
of 3 years prior to an application for a
further personal licence being made
by that person to decide whether the
reasons for surrender of the previous
personal
licence
warrant
consideration of the application by
the relevant Board
Determining a personal licence
application or a personal licence
renewal application where the
applicant has NOT been convicted of
a relevant or foreign offence
To grant a personal licence where
the
applicant
has
previously
surrendered their personal licence
under S77(6) or their licence has
been revoked under S87(3) [failure
to complete refresher training]

Reserved
to
Licensing Board

the

Delegated to the Clerk
following
consultation
with the Convenor in the
first place.

Delegated to the Clerk
to the Board or any
person appointed to
assist them
Delegated to the Clerk
to the Board or any
person appointed to
assist them

Each application must be determined on its own merits.
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SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE
10.

Section 6 of the Scottish Government’s Statutory Guidance to Licensing
Authorities relates to premises licences. Part of that Section relates to
applications for Personal Licences. The Board should note that in terms of
Section 142(4) of the Act, a Board deciding not to follow this guidance must
give Ministers notice of that decision together with a statement of the reasons
for it.
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EXTRACT FROM SCOTTISH GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE TO LICENSING
BOARDS RELATING TO PERSONAL LICENCES
6.

Background

159. This Chapter provides advice about best practice in administering the process for
issuing personal licences to sell or supply alcohol. It should be stressed that a personal
licence is not a qualification that is associated with business competency.
160. The personal licence is intended to ensure that anyone managing premises is suitably
capable to do so. In that respect the emphasis is on ensuring appropriate training,
both in the applicable law and in how to deal with customers. For this reason, we
expect the personal licence to become a recognised level of attainment held by those
pursuing a career in the licensed trade.
161. The personal licence remains in force for a period of 10 years, with the possibility of
renewal for further periods of 10 years thereafter. English and Welsh personal
licences are not transferable to Scotland under the new licensing system due to
differences in the recognised relevant convictions and training requirements.
162. When issuing personal licences, Licensing Boards may use the unique local authority
identifiers as a prefix to the numbers they issue for each personal licence. The list of
identifiers which Boards may use is set out at Annex 4 to this guidance. In cases
where local authorities have split their areas into separate Board areas, it would be
good practice to adopt unique reference numbering for each of their respective areas
to identify the Board are for which licences are issued.
Premises Manager
163. Section 19 of the Act defines the terms “premises managers”. Each premises must
have one named premises manager, whose details will be given in the premises
licence. The named premises manager must be a personal licence holder. This is a
mandatory licence condition for premises licences. A named premises manager
cannot be the premises manager for more than one premises at a time. Each
premises can have more than one personal licence holder should they wish, but only
one can be designated as the premises manager. Holding a personal licence
authorises that person to supervise or authorise the sale of alcohol.
164. The named premises manager will be responsible for the day-to-day running of the
premises, responsible for the training and supervising of the staff, and ensuring the
premises is run in accordance with the requirements of the licence. The Act requires a
named premises manager for each premises since this carries a greater responsibility,
as the sale and supply of alcohol can have a wide impact on the wider community and
on crime and anti-social behaviour. It is therefore important to have one responsible
person who will require to be knowledgeable of the law and experienced in the
supervision and training of staff and suitably qualified. Ultimately, the designated
premises manager will be held responsible by the Licensing Board.
165. Alcohol must not be sold on the premises (other than where section 54 of the Act
applies) at any time when:•
•
•

There is no named premises manager in respect of the premises (i.e. one has not
been designated);
the named premises manager does not hold a personal licence;
the personal licence held by the named premises manager is suspended; or
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•

The licensing qualification held by the premises manager is not the appropriate
licensing qualification in relation to the premises.

166. The Act does not require a holder of a personal licence to be on the premises at all
times when alcohol is being sold on the premises. Whilst the Act requires every sale to
be “authorised” by a personal licence holder, such authorisation can be a general one.
This does not mean general authorisations being necessarily given by a person who is
present on the premises when the relevant sale is made.
167. This does not, however, mean that where a personal licence holder is not present they
are removed from all responsibility. For example, where a sale of alcohol to a child is
made, then the barperson making the sale may be considered responsible under the
provisions of Section 102 of the Act. However, Section 103 may also make the
premises manager or other personal licence holder responsible (whether or not
present on the premises at the time). It will depend upon whether the sale has been
“knowingly allowed”, which will in turn depend on the facts and circumstances of the
particular case.
168. Similarly, a sale of alcohol by a non-qualified person (contrary to paragraph 6(1) of
Schedule 3) may make a (non-present) licence holder responsible under Section 1 of
the Act if that holder has knowingly allowed the sale (Section 1(3)(b)).
169. It must be stressed that these scenarios are provided as examples and each case
would have to be considered in each individual set of circumstances.
Application/Eligibility for personal licences
170. In order to be issued with a personal licence an applicant must demonstrate to the
relevant Licensing Board that:
•
•
•

They are aged 18 or over;
They possess a licensing qualification; and
No personal licence previously held by the applicant has been revoked within the
period of 5 years ending with the day on which the application was received.

171. In determining applications for personal licences an important element is the
notification process requiring Boards to notify the Chief Constable of all applications.
This notification process allows the Chief Constable to confirm whether or not the
applicant has been convicted of a relevant offence. If they have, the police can
recommend refusal of the application.
172. If the applicant has no relevant convictions and meets all the conditions set out in
Section 74(3) of the Act, then the Board must grant the licence.
173. Under Section 75 of the Act applicants are under a duty to notify the Licensing Board
should they be convicted of a relevant or foreign offence during the application period.
Should Boards receive such notifications they must suspend consideration of the
application and notify the police of the conviction seeking either confirmation of the
relevant or foreign offence or that no relevant or foreign offence has been committed.
At this time, should a relevant or foreign offence have been committed, the Chief
Constable may recommend refusal of the application. Licensing Boards must resume
consideration of the application process and, in these circumstances, take the Chief
Constable’s recommendation into consideration when determining the application.
Renewal of Personal Licence
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174. Renewal of the personal licence every ten years provides an opportunity to check that
any convictions for relevant and foreign offences have been properly notified to the
relevant licensing authority, and that all such convictions have been properly endorsed
upon the licence. It also provides an opportunity to ensure that the photograph of the
holder on the personal licence is updated to aid identification.
175. The determination of an application for renewal of a personal licence will be the same
as an application for a personal licence: the clerk may deal with it if the formalities are
correct and there are no convictions. If there are convictions and/or a recommendation
from the police, the Board must have a hearing to consider the application and may
refuse to grant a further licence.
Licensing qualifications/training
176. Section 74(3) of the Act requires that to be eligible for a personal licence the applicant
must hold a licensing qualification. Furthermore, personal licence holders are required
to undertake mandatory training every 5 years as set out in Section 87 of the Act.
Section 91 of the Act provides a power for Ministers to set out in regulations which
qualifications are applicable.
Relevant Licensing Board
177. Personal licences are valid for ten years unless surrendered, suspended or revoked.
Once granted, the Licensing Board which issued the licence remains the “relevant
Licensing Board” for it and its holder, even though the individual may move out of the
area or take employment elsewhere within the period for which the licence is valid.
The personal licence will show details of the issuing Licensing Board.
Review of the personal licence
178. The new licensing system provides for a pro-active role for Boards and a range of
sanctions that can be used against a personal licence holder where that action may be
appropriate. The Act does, however, provide a mechanism whereby Licensing Boards
should consider all the relevant fats before considering any action.
179. The Act, therefore, provides that Licensing Boards must hold a review hearing should
they become aware of the following:
•
•

They receive notification from the court of a conviction for a relevant or foreign
offence; or
They receive notification from the Licence holder of any conviction (they are required
to notify the Board within one month of the date of the conviction), for a relevant or
foreign offence.

180. These hearings are not courts of law. Anyone asked to provide the Boards with
evidence does not do so under oath, They are an opportunity for Boards to hear all the
circumstances relating to a particular case to aid them in making a judgement, and
also an opportunity for a licence holder’s case to be heard. Any hearing should not be
intimidating for the licence holder and hearings should be conducted in an open and
fair manner. However, Boards will be acting in a quasi-judicial manner and an
appropriate degree of formality will be necessary.
181. If following a Hearing, a Licensing Board considers that a sanction is required against
the personal licence holder then, depending on the circumstances, they can take one
of the following actions:-
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•
•
•

Revoke the licence;
Suspend the licence for such period, not exceeding 6 months, as the Board
considers appropriate; or
Endorse the personal licence.

182. The introduction of endorsements is based on a similar approach taken with driving
licences. Should a personal licence holder receive 3 endorsements from the Licensing
Board, Section 86 of the Act requires Boards to hold a hearing. Following a hearing,
the Board can decide to take no further action, or, if further action is warranted, may:•
•

Suspend the personal licence for such period, not exceeding 6 months, as the Board
considers appropriate; or
Revoke the licence.

183. If this action is taken, then the Board must give the Licence holder notice of this and
the reasons for the decision.
Changes in Name or Address
184. The holder of the licence is required by Section 88 of the Act to notify the Licensing
Board of any changes of name or address. These changes should be recorded by the
Licensing Board and the procedure for this is set out in Section 89 of the Act.
Updating the Personal Licence
185. It is essential that the details contained on the personal licence are accurate and kept
up to date. In order to achieve this, the Act places a duty on Licensing Boards to
update the personal licence should any of the following occur:•
•
•
•
•
•

A personal licence is renewed, enter the renewal date;
Where a licence is suspended, enter the date and period of any suspension;
The Board receives notification of a conviction, enter the date of the conviction and
the nature of the offence;
A personal licence is endorsed by the Board, the Board must enter details of the
conviction or conduct giving rise to the endorsement;
The Board received notification of a change of name and/or address the new details
must be entered; and
Where a Board received details of training undertaken those details must be entered.

Relevant Offences
186. The relevant offences will be set out in Regulations.
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Foreword

It gives me great pleasure to provide the Annual Licensing Report for 2018/19, in
accordance with Section 12(A) Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005. During this year the
Minimum Unit Pricing of Alcohol was introduced in Scotland. We will work through
the Evaluation Advisory Group to assess the impact of this legislation.
Working in partnership is key to effective regulation in liquor licensing. Police
Scotland remains committed to working closely with partners in the 32 Local
Authorities across Scotland to ensure a fair and consistent approach. Preventing
alcohol fuelled violence, disorder and antisocial behaviour is a priority and I believe
that working together to achieve effective early intervention and enforcement is vital
to this.
I would like to acknowledge the many active local partnerships that provide
continued support, enabling Police Scotland and partners to drive improvement in
licensing. I will ensure that all officers and staff continue to recognise the importance
of working closely with key partners, including the Licensed Trade, to improve
licensing standards nationally utilising the range of options available to them.
I am confident that through strong partnerships and collaborative working, we will
meet any challenges that may arise and will continue to improve licensing standards
for the communities of Scotland.
Mr Iain Livingstone QPM
Chief Constable
Police Service of Scotland

Page | 2
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Police Scotland Licensing Overview
The Violence Prevention and Licensing Co-ordination Unit (VPLCU) sits within Safer
Communities based at Dalmarnock Police Station, Glasgow.
The VPLCU upholds the two tier structure for licensing which supports both national
and local priorities through service delivery. They have overall responsibility for
determining and delivering national licensing strategy and policy, by providing
advice, guidance and support to divisional licensing teams as well as undertaking
other specialist functions.
The Violence Prevention and Licensing Co-ordination Unit is a specialist department
which consists of a small team of officers, based in Glasgow. The officers within the
unit work with divisional licensing teams and partner agencies to help shape policy
and strategy around the police licensing function. They provide practical and tactical
advice to police licensing practitioners, operational officers, supervisors and policing
commanders.
The VPLCU seek to ensure that legislation governing the sale and supply of alcohol
is applied consistently across the country and all opportunities are taken to stop the
illegal or irresponsible sale, supply or consumption of alcohol with the intention of
preventing and reducing crime and disorder.
During 2018/2019, from a licensing perspective, our particular focus will be on the
following;
•
•
•

•

•

Scrutiny of the serious incidents of violence, disorder and antisocial behaviour
linked to licensed premises.
Continuous professional development training and guidance for staff to
harmonise licensing practice across the country.
Working closely with statutory partners within a National Licensing Trade
Forum to identify licensing related issues and prevent/reduce associated
crimes.
Governance and ongoing development of the National ICT Licensing System,
known as “Inn Keeper”, to increase the efficiency and effectiveness of liquor
and civic licensing administration and management.
The implementation and ongoing development of the Licensing Admin tool
provides divisional licensing officers with a single ICT product negating the
need to research police systems independently. Through accurate recording,
the licensing admin tool assists Police Scotland in deploying our resources to
the right places and the right time to keep people safe.

Each of the 13 Local Policing Divisions have a licensing team responsible for the day
to day management of licensing administration, complying with statutory
requirements as well as addressing any issues that may arise within licensed
premises in their local area.

Page | 3
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LICENSING BOARD AREA
The North Aberdeenshire Licensing Board area is policed by North East Division.
Chief Superintendent Campbell Thomson is the Local Police Commander who has
the responsibility for all day-to-day policing functions.

Local Policing Priorities
Following our public consultation process, the policing priorities for North East
Division, as set out in our Local Policing Plans are as follows
•
•
•
•
•
•

Anti-social Behaviour, Violence and Disorder;
Acquisitive Crime;
Road Safety and Road Crime;
Protecting People at Risk of Harm;
Serious Organised Crime;
Counter Terrorism and Domestic Extremism.

OPERATION OF THE LICENSING (SCOTLAND) ACT 2005
The North East Division Licensing Team is located across the Division in Elgin,
Inverurie, Aberdeen and Stonehaven. All staff have a division wide remit and a
working knowledge of all the areas covered.
The North East Division Licensing Team, supported by Community Policing Officers,
has promoted the Police Service of Scotland's force priorities alongside the five
licensing objectives, the overarching principles and aims of the Licensing (Scotland)
Act 2005.
In the reporting period, as statutory consultees, the team responded to the Board
regarding 323 applications for occasional licences or extended hours, 10 premises or
provisional premises applications, 125 personal licence holder applications and 44
premises variations or premises licence transfer applications.
Where any query arises from any such application, a member of the team will
attempt to discuss the application with the applicant to ensure that responses to the
Board by means of representation or objections are considered, reasonable and
proportionate.
The team enjoys a strong working relationship with the Local Authority Licensing
Standards Officers. Both teams meet on a regular basis to share information and
regularly conduct joint visits to licensed premises, on both a pro-active and reactive
basis.
The North East Division Licensing Team is represented on the Local Licensing
Forum and works alongside the following groups and organisations to jointly improve
local licensing issues:
•

Community Safety Partnership;
Page | 4
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•
•
•
•

Local Pubwatch initiatives;
Local Security Industry companies;
Street Pastors;
Alcohol and Drugs Partnership.

Reviewing incidents on, or connected to, licensed premises is a key part of our dayto-day business.
Community based Police Officers are encouraged and expected to routinely visit
licensed premises within their area. North Aberdeenshire benefits from a dedicated
Weekend Policing Plan to support the night time economy.
Within the reporting period, there were 3720 inspections (visits) to licensed premises
within across North Aberdeenshire recorded on the InnKeeper system. This is a
substantial increase from the previous year.
Any Police Officer who attends an incident at any licensed premises is expected to
submit a concise report via the InnKeeper system, particularly when the incident
involves violence, disorder, anti-social behaviour, drunkenness, drug misuse,
underage drinking, breaches of licensing legislation or any other matter that might
impact on public safety.
Within the reporting period, there were 210 incidents connected to licensed premises
within North Aberdeenshire recorded on the InnKeeper system. This is comparable
with the previous reporting period.
The information obtained may show a causal link between the operation of the
premises and the incident. An incremental intervention process allows for issues to
be addressed quickly and effectively at an early stage. This includes a low level
'interaction' which may involve a discussion between the Police and the premises
management and/or licence holder. The level of engagement from within the North
Aberdeenshire licensed trade is very good and in many instances, this approach
reduces recurrence or escalation.
Premises may become 'monitored' with closer attention being paid to any incidents
occurring there. This is often undertaken in conjunction with tasked, supportive visits
to the premises by uniformed Police Officers.
However, where necessary, the staged process allows for more formal intervention
to support premises where the need for support has been identified. A premises
licence holder and the premises management may be asked to meet with the Police,
when concerns will be discussed. This will often involve an agreed action plan being
put in place, with a reasonable time scale for completion.
The most common example of an agreed 'action' is refresher training of staff
covering their responsibilities including the sale of alcohol to underage or intoxicated
persons, 'Challenge 25' and the general terms and conditions of the licence held.
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Should the intervention stage not bring about the necessary changes, or be
otherwise unsuccessful, the next stage is the submission of a premises licence
review application for the consideration of the Licensing Board.
Over the reporting period there have been two licensed premises in North
Aberdeenshire subject to a period of monitoring or intervention, a reduction from
seven the previous year.
The issues that were addressed largely related to perceived management
shortcomings and persons who were underage consuming alcohol on the premises.
Partnership working between the Police, the Licensing Standards Officers and the
premises licence holders and premises’ management teams continues to hopefully
fully resolve the issues and prevent bringing the matters to the Licensing Board by
premises licence review application.
In the reporting period there were no premises licence review applications submitted
to the Board.

The North East Division Licensing Team also has a system in place which monitors
certain conduct of Personal Licence holders. Should such a licence holder be
charged with any offence, this is brought to the attention of the team. Should the
circumstances appear to be inconsistent with any of the five licensing objectives,
consideration will be given to bringing this to the attention of the Board by way of a
personal licence review. In addition, should an individual be convicted of a relevant
offence, this will undergo the same scrutiny.
During the reporting period the North East Division Licensing Team was actively
engaged in the consultation process for the Boards’ new Statement of Licensing
Policy.
We are very pleased to see the inclusion into the new Statement of Licensing Policy
of a condition relating to vulnerability through intoxication training and a duty of care
policy, following a request for this measure by the North East Division Licensing
Team.
The team will continue to work alongside the LSOs to assist premises complying with
this new condition.
The team will be happy to report back to Board at any stage in the future any impact
on policing which may relate to any change in the Board’s policy.

PREVENTING THE SALE OR SUPPLY OF ALCOHOL TO CHILDREN OR YOUNG
PEOPLE
North Aberdeenshire attracts a relatively low number of reports of underage drinking
or youth congregation involving alcohol when considering other towns and cities
across Scotland.
Page | 6
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Where a person under 18 years of age is found to be either under the influence of
alcohol, drinking alcohol in a public place or in possession of alcohol, the Police
Officer involved will take all appropriate steps to ascertain the source of the alcohol.
Where information that cannot be fully evidenced is received regarding the sale of
alcohol to children and young persons, in accordance with the national guidance
contained within the 'Alcohol Toolkit', letters will be sent to licensed premises in the
area reminding them of their responsibilities and requesting extra vigilance.
If such concerns were to continue in respect of specific premises, then other
operational strategies would be considered.
One way in which North East Division delivers our commitment to the community is
through our School Liaison Officers and School Based Officers. These Officers
attend schools and other educational establishments seeking to equip our young
people with the appropriate information and understanding that will allow them to
make better informed decisions in key areas of their lives, both now and in the
future. To this end they deliver lessons, linked to the Curriculum for Excellence, on a
range of subjects including alcohol, controlled drugs and anti-social behaviour –
particularly alcohol fuelled anti-social behaviour and the potential for related safety
issues and consequences.
During the reporting period, the team was actively engaged in promoting the national
‘You’re Asking for It’ campaign aimed at deterring proxy sales of alcohol for supply to
children and young persons.

In support to the Protection of Children from Harm licensing objective, applications
for premises licences and variations to premises licences come under close scrutiny
often resulting in the submission of letters of objection, or more commonly, of
representation, in which the imposition of conditions in respect of on sales, with
regard to the times and terms in which children can be on such premises, will be
recommended by the Chief Constable.

TACKLING SERIOUS AND ORGANISED CRIME
Many of the processes and procedures involved in licensing applications are carried
out to guard against Serious Organised Crime Groups (SOCG) infiltrating the
licensed trade in any way. This scrutiny is further enhanced with the nation-wide
InnKeeper system. This database contains details of all liquor and civic licences for
every Division in Scotland, and enhances our information sharing in respect of
premises and people in the licensed trade as they move about the country and work
in multiple venues.
If such an SOCG were able to gain a foothold in licensed premises this would afford
the criminal group a seemingly legitimate income stream, which could be no more
Page | 7
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than a veneer for other criminal activities such as money laundering, tax evasion,
drug and people trafficking and other dishonest activities.
Many of the procedures currently carried out by the North East Divisional Licensing
Team, particularly in relation to new premises licences and the transfer of premises
licences are done to ensure complete financial transparency and to ensure there are
no business related irregularities which may be indicative of SOCG involvement.
Frequent and directed Police attendance and contact with licensed premises also
increases the opportunity for irregularities to be identified or reported.
As part of this, the North East Division Licensing Team regularly liaise with Police
Interventions staff who are aware of SOCG activity within the Division to ensure that
applicants are not affiliated in any way to such groups, before responding to the
Licensing Board.
The consistent high profile approach and interaction with licensed premises in direct
correlation with the aforementioned close scrutiny in the application process should
reinforce the work carried out to maintain this position.

PROPOSED ACTIVITY FOR THE YEAR AHEAD
Over the forthcoming year, North East Division Licensing Team, in conjunction with
Community Policing Teams, will work alongside licensed premises, to ensure that
these premises are adhering to the spirit of the legislation and operate in a manner
that supports the five licensing objectives. We aspire to maintain our number of
supportive visits to licensed premises and hope to see a continued reduction in the
number of incidents taking place on licensed premises.
It is intended that our involvement and participation in public safety campaigns will
continue, such as the ’Ask for Angela’ personal safety campaign and the ‘One
Punch’ campaign which consequences for both victims and perpetrators of
spontaneous acts of violence.
Working with established partnerships but particularly with the licensed trade, we
hope to continue to see a reduction in alcohol-related crime, particularly violence,
whether perpetrated within licensed premises, public places or private spaces.
To conclude we would like to thank you for your continued support and stress the
importance of this collaborative problem solving approach. This ensures that police,
licence holders and licensed premises staff have a better understanding of their
responsibilities. We look forward to furthering this partnership over the coming year.
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REPORT TO ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARD – 30 AUGUST 2019
ABERDEENSHIRE LOCAL OUTCOMES IMPROVEMENT PLAN (LOIP) AND
LOCALITY PLANNING ANNUAL REPORTING
1

Recommendations
It is recommended that Licensing Board members: 1.1 Provide comment on the draft Aberdeenshire Community Planning
Partnership (CPP) LOIP and Locality Planning Annual Report
2018/19.

2

Background

2.1

Under Sections 8 and 12 of the Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act
2015, Part 2 Community Planning, Guidance and Regulation, CPPs are
required to publish annual reports which describe progress made towards
ambitions in their LOIP and Locality Plans. The annual progress report on the
LOIP should also include an assessment of how the CPP has participated
with community bodies during the reporting year and how effective that has
been in enabling community bodies to shape and influence community
planning. CPPs should publish these reports within 6 months following the
end of the reporting year, providing partners and communities with an
assessment of progress.

2.2

The first annual report (Oct 2017- Oct 2018) was endorsed by the CPP Board
in March 2019. It was agreed at this meeting any subsequent reports would
be discussed at Licensing Board meetings and Communities Committee prior
to approval at Board meetings. Following the first edition, it was agreed that
consecutive reports will be adapted to fit within the financial year cycle.
LOIP Reporting Period

Annual Report Published

Oct 17- Oct 18

March '19

April 18- March 19

Oct '19

April 19- March 20

Oct '20

3

Annual Report

3.1

The first Aberdeenshire LOIP & Locality Planning Annual Report (October
2017-October 2018) primarily focused on the context for each of the LOIP
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priorities, the approach taken to develop the delivery plans, progress to date
and a summary of the stakeholder engagement activities which took place.
3.2

The LOIP and Locality Plans are monitored and scrutinised by the CPP
Executive and CPP Board through update reports on a quarterly basis. The
second annual report (2018/19) in Appendix 1 highlights a number of
performance indicators (PIs) to illustrate where the LOIP is achieving its
outcomes as well as the gaps that remain. Over the coming years, targets
identified for each of the PIs will give a clear sense of aims and allow the CPP
to assess whether as much progress is being made as it should be. Where
set, targets are ambitious but realistic.
PIs have yet to be established for the Locality Plans and as such, case study
examples of progress have been provided to demonstrate how outcomes are
being achieved.
The final draft of the report will be presented to the CPP Board at its meeting
on 20 September 2019 for endorsement.

3.3

The format of both annual reports have incorporated infographics to reduce
the amount of text. Efforts have been made to use plain language, avoiding
technical jargon to make the document as accessible and easy to understand
as possible for communities.

3.4

The Monitoring Officer has been consulted in the preparation of this report
and is satisfied that the report complies with the Scheme of Governance and
relevant legislation.

4

Implications and Risk

4.1

An Equalities Impact Assessment has been undertaken on the Local
Outcomes Improvement Plan and will continue to be reviewed as action plans
are further refined.

4.2

There are no implications for the Town Centre First principle.

4.3

There are no specific financial and staffing implications due to this report.
Partners are committed to the delivery and resourcing required for the LOIP.

4.4

The following risks have been identified as relevant to this matter on a
Corporate Level:
Working with other organisations – all statutory community planning partners
have a legislative responsibility to ensure that a LOIP is agreed in the area
and that progress takes place towards the agreed outcomes. Progress on the
LOIP will be reported to the CPP Board by the lead partnerships and be
available to communities on an annual basis.

Angie Wood, Executive Chair
Aberdeenshire Community Planning Partnership
Report prepared by: Moyra Stephen, Strategic Policy Leader (Corporate Policy and Strategic
Community Planning), Aberdeenshire Council, 3 July 2019.

ABERDEENSHIRE
COMMUNITY PLANNING
PARTNERSHIP
LOCAL OUTCOMES IMPROVEMENT PLAN
APRIL 2018 - MARCH 2019
ANNUAL REPORT
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2

FOREWORD

Welcome to the second Annual Report
of Aberdeenshire’s Local Outcomes
Improvement Plan (LOIP) 2017-27.
This report will give an overview of Aberdeenshire
Community Planning Partnership (CPP) LOIP’s progress
from April 2018 – March 2019.
The sharp-eyed among you will notice the overlap with our first
report, which covered October 2017 – October 2018. This edition
aligns our reporting to the financial year, which is the time period
we will use in future. It also confirms the CPP’s aim to make this
document very visual and easy for communities to understand,
at a glance, the difference that our LOIP Priorities and Locality
Plans are making every year.
We hope you enjoy learning about the work that is being
done to improve outcomes across Aberdeenshire.
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Cllr James Gifford
Chair of the Aberdeenshire
Community Planning Partnership Board

3

BACKGROUND

In March 2017, the CPP Board formally agreed three LOIP
priorities for Aberdeenshire. To enable the CPP progress
this 10-year plan (2017 - 2027), three Strategic Lead
Partnership (SLP) groups oversee the development of
the priorities.
These are:
• Changing Aberdeenshire’s Relationship with Alcohol Lead group:
Aberdeenshire Alcohol & Drugs Partnership (ADP)
• Reducing Child Poverty Lead group: Tackling Poverty & Inequalities
(TP&I) Strategic Group
• Connected and Cohesive Communities (Locality Plans) Lead group:
Connected & Cohesive Communities (C&CC)
A strategic partnership group involving third sector
and partner organisations.

The October 2018- October 2019 Annual Report
primarily focussed on:
• the context for the development of each of the LOIP priorities
based on quantitative and qualitative information;
• the approaches taken to develop the delivery plans;
• the groups, networks, partnerships and forums that
informed the LOIP priorities;
• stakeholder engagement activities undertaken, including the
mechanisms used (e.g. mini publics and the place standard tool)
as well as the involvement of hard-to-reach groups
(e.g. young people through MODO and Youth Forums);
• the progress made over the past 12 months in each of the
3 LOIP priority areas; and
• proposals for progressing the priorities in the short,
medium and long-term.

Locality plans for the localities of Peterhead, Fraserburgh and Banff &
Macduff, were chosen based on key areas of disadvantage, highlighted
in the most recent Scottish Index of Multiple Deprivation (SIMD, 2016)
and the Improvement Service’s Community Planning Outcomes Profile
(CPOP) tool.

This annual report (April 2018- March 2019) will highlight a number of
Performance Indicators (PIs) to illustrate whether the LOIP is achieving
its outcomes as well as the gaps that remain. Targets identified for each
of the PIs will give a clear sense of aims and allow the CPP to assess
whether as much progress is being made as it should be.
Item No.: 10
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ABERDEENSHIRE
LOIP PRIORITIES
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CHANGING ABERDEENSHIRE’S RELATIONSHIP
WITH ALCOHOL PRIORITY

Partners in the Community Planning Partnership (CPP), led by the Alcohol
and Drug Partnership (ADP), continue to work together to achieve the
revised high level aim “Aberdeenshire will have closed the gap in healthy
life expectancy between advantaged and disadvantaged communities
because of an improved relationship with alcohol”.
WHAT WE SAID WE’D DO:
In the last annual report we said we would focus on the following in 2018/19:

1 - Find opportunities to promote and normalise low-risk alcohol consumption with guidance
from the national Alcohol Framework 2018.
2 - Identify and reach out to people and families who are experiencing health inequalities
and have multiple issues by creating cross system pathways.
3 - Work across the partnership to address route causes of harmful use of alcohol
(e.g mental health, childhood trauma etc.)

Item No.: 10
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WHAT WE DID:

1- OPPORTUNITIES TO PROMOTE AND NORMALISE LOW-RISK ALCOHOL CONSUMPTION WITH GUIDANCE FROM
THE NATIONAL ALCOHOL FRAMEWORK 2018.

Developed a new ADP
website featuring a
video and self-test
questionnaire promoting
the low-risk consumption
guidelines. The website
has received over 8,100 unique page views
(at July 2019) since its launch in December 2018.
www.aberdeenshirealcoholdrugs.support

3 Aberdeenshire Licensing Boards
have adopted new Licensing Policy
Statements including presumption
against occasional alcohol
licenses at events associated with
children.

Provided promotional
resources including
leaflets, measuring cups
and locally branded
service promotional
materials.

Alcohol Free Space branding
kitemark, designed to promote
the normalisation of alcohol free
spaces, has been supported by
businesses in Stonehaven and
Banchory.
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Currently developing local
profiles including community
alcohol experiences at a
local level.
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WHAT WE DID:

2- IDENTIFY AND REACH OUT TO PEOPLE AND FAMILIES WHO ARE EXPERIENCING HEALTH INEQUALITIES AND
HAVE MULTIPLE ISSUES BY CREATING CROSS SYSTEM PATHWAYS.
Capacity building and staff development enabling quality
improvements within alcohol and drug services resulting in
increasing engagement and retention of people within services.
800
600
400
200
0

£

Funding has been secured
and a specification coproduced to tender for
a service to help build,
coordinate and support peer
support groups to use their
lived experience to help
others
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Aberdeenshire Youth Forum
designed a survey to obtain the
views of young people about their
communities. It was completed
by 2401 young people aged 1018 years. Alcohol was the second
highest issue (joint with bullying).

CPP Communications Group
has been helping to promote
and implement
the low-risk
consumption
campaign.
“Count 14”.
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WHAT WE DID:
		

3 - WORK ACROSS THE PARTNERSHIP TO ADDRESS ROUTE CAUSES OF HARMFUL USE OF ALCOHOL
(E.G MENTAL HEALTH, CHILDHOOD TRAUMA ETC.)

A very well received and
attended ‘Vulnerability in
Pregnancy’ conference,
held on Nov 2018, raised
awareness
of the
permanent
damage
alcohol
can cause
during
pregnancy.

An evaluation of the ‘Active
Hub’ pilot in Inverurie,
designed to offer diversion
from alcohol and other
drugs, concluded it had been
unsuccessful. However, the
lessons learned from this
persuaded Corra Foundation
to fund a new programme for
2 years starting in Sept 2019.

Housing First, a program
enabling rapid rehousing
of people with active
alcohol or drug issues, has
successfully commenced in
Aberdeenshire.
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CHALLENGES

  

  

The Alcohol Priority is very much still work in progress. Some
Aberdeenshire partners are still working on raising awareness and
including it within their organisational priorities. Further work needs to
take place to ensure implementation of the priority at local levels.

  

Specific challenges include:
• The need to increase the inclusion of ‘normalisation
of low-risk alcohol consumption’ within partner publications.
This could be addressed by ensuring ‘Count 14’ is evident in our
letters, circulars, emails and staff communications.
• Ongoing difficulties in meeting Alcohol Brief Intervention (ABI)
targets within General Practice as a result of the
well-publicised challenge this sector faces.
• Inability to record and report on alcohol treatment outcomes
because the national Drug and Alcohol Information System (DAISy)
implementation date originally scheduled for April 2016 has been
shifted to December 2019. Partners are unable to extract
the information that they need from the systems currently in use.
• We need to reduce siloed working and ensure addressing alcohol
and drugs issues is core business across the widest partnership.
This is being addressed through a governance review and
development of new strategic priorities for the ADP during 2019.
Item No.: 10
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IN ABERDEENSHIRE:
Alcohol related deaths

33

AT 33 IN 2018,

it is the highest number since records began. However,
the gap between the average rate of alcohol related deaths
between the most and least deprived communities is closing.

Hospital stays due to
alcoholic liver disease
The number of stays has
increased by 29.5%,
from 156 in 2015/16, to

202

in 2017/18.

This was

increasing to

4 out of
87 children

7 out of
77 children

4.5%

9%

at end
March
2018

at end
March
2019

Dwelling fires
suspected to have
alcohol as a
contributing factor
The proportion
increased from
8.93% in 2017/18 to

11.8%
in 2018/19.

Road Traffic Accidents
recorded where pedestrian
or driver alcohol use
was a suspected
contributing factor
In 2018/19,
the number was

34.

People who waited longer
than 3 weeks from referral
to get specialist help for
an alcohol problem
The proportion was 8%
in 2015/16, rising and
falling again to

9.1%

in 2018/19.
In Scotland, this was
6.1% in 2018/19.
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(per 100,000 population)
compared to a rate of
139.8 for Scotland.

142.

Children on the Child
Protection Register affected
by parental alcohol use

The rate in Aberdeenshire
in 2017/18 is

75.7

Cases of alleged driving
under the influence of
alcohol
In 2018/19,
the number was

11

The proportion estimated dependent drinkers
in Aberdeenshire accessing specialist alcohol
treatment and support services

24%

2016/17

29%

2017/18

36.2%
2018/19

NEXT STEPS:
The outcomes for the priority have been reviewed and those that
partners will now work to are shown below:
• Partners proactively and proportionately contribute
to the alcohol LOIP.
• Those vulnerable to harm from alcohol are protected.
• Our environment promotes the social norms of low-risk
drinking and avoidance of drunkenness.
• Those experiencing difficulties due to alcohol can readily
access the help they need unhindered by stigma.
The alcohol action plan is also now in the process of being
reviewed. It will be a more streamlined action plan focussed on
where the added value of partnership working can make the most impact
on changing Aberdeenshire’s relationship with alcohol.

The % of people in Aberdeenshire who waited
longer than 3 weeks from referral to get specialist
help for an alcohol problem

2016/17

12.1%
2017/18

9.1%

2018/19
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10.4%
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REDUCING CHILD POVERTY IN
ABERDEENSHIRE PRIORITY

The Aberdeenshire Child Poverty LOIP priority focusses on tackling the
root causes of poverty and building people’s capabilities through income
maximisation, employability, improving quality of life, helping families
manage the impacts of poverty and promoting positive life chances.

WHAT WE SAID WE’D DO:
In 2018/19 we will build on the work we have started and focus on the following:
• Ensure that existing programmes, like the Universal Health Visiting Pathway, maximise
opportunities to signpost mothers/families in or at risk of poverty to relevant services.
• Develop the Aberdeenshire Poverty Forum.
• Review evidence and consult with schools to identify how to reduce the cost of the school day.
• Explore how Aberdeenshire’s schools can use the Pupil Equity Fund (PEF) to tackle child poverty.
• Roll out community-based support services to other areas to improve employability prospects
for priority target groups.
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WHAT WE DID:

DEVELOPING THE ABERDEENSHIRE POVERTY FORUM.

Options are being appraised to choose the digital
engagement tool that the Poverty Forum will use.
Data has been
gathered to identify
families experiencing
poverty who will be
invited to participate
in the Forum.
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Recruitment started for
the post of Child Poverty
Worker.
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• REVIEW EVIDENCE AND CONSULT WITH SCHOOLS TO IDENTIFY HOW TO REDUCE THE COST OF THE SCHOOL DAY
• EXPLORE HOW ABERDEENSHIRE’S SCHOOLS CAN USE THE PUPIL EQUITY FUND TO TACKLE CHILD POVERTY

•

•

•

A successful workshop on the “Cost of the School
Day” in the Stonehaven Cluster was given to various
partners as a pilot.
Aberdeenshire Council’s Education and
Children’s Services have evaluated good practice for
the best use of the Pupil Equity Fund in schools.
A placement student engaged with local young
people and published a report to understand their
views on poverty and the support they need.

New minimum school clothing
grant payment set at £100 per
child, paid directly to families
by Aberdeenshire Council.

CASE STUDY
A quarter (24%) of surveyed secondary schools students across
the UK say they do not have any food or drink before starting
their school day - British Nutrition Foundation 2019.
A pilot ran in Banff, Fraserburgh, Mintlaw, Peterhead and
Turriff Academies and the Gordon’s School Huntly to increase
students’ allowance so they could access a £1 breakfast deal in
addition to lunch. It benefited 557 students.
Schools self-funded this intervention and extended it till the end
of term (June 2019) when they saw an increased uptake of free
school meals.
One parent noted: “I suffer from depression & anxiety. Knowing
that my children are getting breakfast and lunch really gives me
a sense of relief, thank you”.
Other Academies
across Aberdeenshire
have said they will also
introduce this initiative.
Item No.: 10
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ROLL OUT COMMUNITY-BASED SUPPORT SERVICES TO OTHER AREAS TO IMPROVE
EMPLOYABILITY PROSPECTS AND SUPPORT FOR PRIORITY TARGET GROUPS.
Learning key lessons from the
Health 4 Work pilot project,
which successfully signposted
services to families in GP
offices in Peterhead and
Fraserburgh.

Local Citizens’ Advice Bureaus
developed a referral pathway,
along with NHS Grampian
so that Midwives and Health
Visitors can refer families to
specialist money and welfare
advice.
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Aberdeenshire Council
is one of the seven
Local Authorities
who will participate in
the Carnegie Trust’s
new research on the
provision of affordable
credit in rural areas.

Parents are now supported
to apply for Best Start Grants
and Child Benefit at birth
registration.
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PERFORMANCE MEASURES

All the figures below correspond to the Aberdeenshire local authority area

Uptake of free school
meals
Total children registered
for free school meals

10,978

Uptake of clothing grant

Uptake of Best Start Grants

Children in P4-S6 who
have successfully applied
for free school meals
automatically also get the
School Clothing Grant,
worth £100 per child.

Pregnancy and Baby
Payments

1%

10,842

420

applications
made

230

£255,600
awarded (2018/19)

End Child Poverty figures
(after housing costs)

applications
authorised

12.59%
2017

14%*
2019

= £80,700
awarded

https://www2.gov.scot/ Topics/
Statistics/Browse/Social-Welfare/
SocialSecurityforScotland/BSGFeb2019

*A new methodology

was introduced in 2019.
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Further information can
be accessed here:
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LOCAL INVOLVEMENT
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND PARTICIPATION
The Tackling Poverty & Inequalities Group worked with
partners and facilitated presentations and workshops in:

• Scotland’s Welfare Rights Conference in partnership
with Glasgow City Council and the Child Poverty Action Group,
May 2019

PLANS FOR THE YEAR AHEAD

• Roll out the breakfast deal across all Academies in Aberdeenshire.
• Continue to roll out “Cost of the School Day” training to
all 17 School Clusters by 2021.

• Grampian Child Poverty event, March 2019

• The Health 4 Work project received new funding for implementation
in other Primary Care Settings in Aberdeenshire during 2019/20.
Review how to roll out successful elements of it, like “warm
handovers”, to other areas of work.

• Buchan Development Partnership Forum

• Continue to promote the Best Start Grants, particularly
the early years and primary school payments.

• Peterhead Poverty Summit, February 2019
• Fraserburgh Local Learning Partnership

• Buchan Local Community Planning Group
• Turriff Learning Partnership

• Banff & Buchan Community Planning Group

• Embed the new post of Child Poverty family support worker,
who will recruit and support 30 families to participate in an online
Aberdeenshire lived experience forum.
• Use the data and recommendations from the Carnegie
Trust research to identify ways to provide affordable credit
in Aberdeenshire.
• Support Community Planning Partners to explore
becoming accredited as a Living Wage Employer.
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CONNECTED & COHESIVE COMMUNITIES
(LOCALITY PLANS) PRIORITY

PETERHEAD LOCALITY PLAN
In 2017, the Buchan Community Planning Partnership produced a
Locality Plan for Peterhead to help provide a focus on areas that will
benefit most from improvement.
Initially, a set of 9 priorities was developed to be addressed in the next
five years which has provided a focus on outcomes including
• healthy life expectancy,

• educational attainment,

• improving outcomes for children and young people,
• promoting economic growth; and

• engaging people and communities in active citizenship.
Addressing key issues around these will help to reduce social inequality
and bridge gaps between our communities.
To take these forward partners have put the following measures in place:
• Strengthening local partnership networks

• Increased engagement and consultation with communities

• Priority setting to establish short, medium and long-term goals
• Developing Booster Projects to give local priorities ‘a step up’
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• Bringing together relevant information and evidence
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PETERHEAD
LOCALITY PLAN
WHAT WE SAID WE’D DO:

Improve healthy life expectancy, improve outcomes for children
and young people and engage with the community, developing
a Sports Hub for Peterhead
WHAT WE DID:

PETERHEAD AREA COMMUNITY TRUST (PACT

was set up in 2017 to address substantial gaps in local leisure
facility provision. The project will bring the Pavilion back into
public use by October 2019 with a new community space, a
small kitchen and upgraded changing rooms.
NEXT STEPS
A public consultation is planned for over the summer. The
findings of the consultation along with services being provided
in the new Peterhead Community Campus will shape Phase 2
of this project.

DEVELOP A COMMUNITY SPORTS
AND LEISURE BULLETIN
https://bit.ly/2Y9WR6Q

In response to local feedback which highlighted a need to
improve upon local communications, a regular quarterly
community sports & leisure bulletin is now being produced
which is circulated to Clubs and Groups within the Buchan area.
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WHAT DIFFERENCE HAS THIS MADE?
Peterhead Clubs and Groups are concerned about the lack
of facilities which exist locally, and the PACT project will help
to address this gap whilst also providing opportunities for the
integration of migrant communities and improving upon the
health & wellbeing within a socially deprived area and the wider
community.

BOOSTER PROJECT
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PETERHEAD
LOCALITY PLAN
WHAT WE SAID WE’D DO:

Deliver outcomes relating to Peterhead Town Centre
with a focus on retail, arts & culture, economic development
and community engagement:
WHAT WE DID:

   

NEXT STEPS
A proposal to install CCTV is to be
developed following support by the
community to improve and boost
the town’s centre safety.
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NEXT STEPS
Peterhead Decides steering group
are now developing the public
voting method. A community
event within Longate is planned
for summer 2019 with a focus on
helping reduce social isolation.

Proactive regeneration of derelict or empty premises
using the Property Investment Fund is currently
underway. New artworks along with upgraded
lighting and electrical points are in the final
stages of planning. Development of the
cycling town initiative and heritage
trail are being taken forward by
partnership working.
  

Peterhead Decides received
8 applications for public
consideration. The mini public in
Longate helped to pick up on gaps
around particular support needs
including literacy which is now
being provided.

EMPOWERING TOWN CENTRE RETAIL

  

TOOK FORWARD THE PARTICIPATORY
BUDGETING (PB) PROGRAMME / COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT THROUGH A ‘MINI
PUBLIC’ APPROACH
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PETERHEAD
LOCALITY PLAN
WHAT WE SAID WE’D DO:

Deliver outcomes relating to Peterhead Town Centre
with a focus on retail, arts & culture, economic development
and community engagement:
WHAT WE DID:

DEVELOP AND TEST THE BUSINESS CASE FOR A CULTURAL HUB
An Arts & Culture proposal is currently being developed with support from Cultural
Services. Linking to the Peterhead Regeneration Action Plan. A proposal to develop
a Creative Industries Hub is being considered which will aim to support the Arts &
Culture Community.

ARTS & CULTURE NETWORK EVENTS
Two Engagement Events held in 2018
helped to engage community members
interested in Arts & Culture and provided
a focus for identifying current gaps,
showcasing local talent and providing
a view on what future aspirations could
include.

  

WHAT DIFFERENCE HAS THIS MADE?
Various initiatives for example ‘Choose Peterhead’ Charrette, Peterhead Partnership
Regeneration Action Plan and Arts & Culture Network Events have helped capture
and evidence community aspirations.

BOOSTER PROJECT

  

NEXT STEPS
The Cultural Service Proposal once agreed will be launched to the community
and will seek to engage with the local community, developing support and
involving community members in its delivery as this will be central to ensuring
successful outcomes for this. A draft proposal for a Cultural Industries Hub
has been shared with external consultants working with ‘Invest in Peterhead’.
A planned engagement session with the consultants will take place later in the year.
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PETERHEAD
LOCALITY PLAN
WHAT WE SAID WE’D DO:

Improve outcomes for children and young people, to
continue to raise attainment and aspirations and engage local
communities to integrate, contribute to and feel part of the town
WHAT WE DID:
DELIVER THE PETERHEAD LEARNING ESTATE
A Peterhead Masterplan reference group is now established to steer the
significant capital investment in Peterhead over the next 10 years.
Consultation with the local community is due to take place and will focus
on the options to be considered to move this forward, to establish what
is required for the new community campus.

LOOKING AHEAD
A co-ordination hub approach under the 3 LOIP priorities is being
developed which will result in a more dynamic and collaborative way of
working, making the best use of partner resources and funding. These
Hubs will also influence the development of the Peterhead Locality Plan,
with an emphasis on bringing together community consultation and
priority setting sessions, whilst ensuring statutory partners focus their
services on what the community see as their priorities.
CHALLENGES
Although much progress has been made with the help of statutory
partners to develop this new approach, there is still work to be done
including the establishment of co-ordination hubs, restructuring the
Community Planning Group and developing a consultation strategy that
will fit with all the partners service delivery.
NEXT STEPS

• Support the delivery of the priorities for the Aberdeenshire LOIP
and ensure that these are captured in Peterhead Locality Plan.
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• Further develop and co-ordinate priorities for the Peterhead
Locality Plan including addressing any particular needs which
require additional ‘booster’ support for improvement.
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FRASERBURGH
LOCALITY PLAN

FRASERBURGH
LOCALITY PLAN
Fraserburgh Locality Plan was developed during 2018/2019 on
behalf of the Banff and Buchan Local Community Planning Partnership,
through a co-operative process involving local residents, community
organisations, and partner agencies in the voluntary, private and public
sectors. In that process, we considered what we can all do together to
improve the quality of life for people who live in the area.
In March 2019, the Locality Plan was endorsed by the CPP Board.
The Action Plan within the Locality Plan sets out the local community
partnership priorities to improve the high-level outcomes to address
inequalities.
The Action Plan is a pro-active approach in developing partnership
working to meet the needs of the community. The approach includes
partnering with non-government, private sector and local community
groups to deliver services tailored to needs of our community. This
includes community projects, events, community facilities and service
delivery.
Item No.: 10
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Actions vary from short term booster projects to medium and long term
actions
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FRASERBURGH
LOCALITY PLAN

s

month

BOOSTER PROJECTS

Since the endorsement of the plan, workshops have been ongoing to
identify potential booster projects for implementation.
Booster Projects are being developed with an expected lifespan of 12-24
months led by Community Planning Partners in collaboration where the
work is relevant to their area. The overall aim is to bring together local
networks and resources to progress the booster projects identified for
implementation
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WHAT WE SAID WE’D DO:
Continue to monitor progress on socio-economic performance in
Fraserburgh and develop fit for purpose short-life projects where there
is a need to provide Fraserburgh with the additional boost it deserves.
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FRASERBURGH
LOCALITY PLAN

WHAT WE DID:

To increase our understanding about the issues underpinning
food poverty in Fraserburgh a pilot was undertaken in the
summer of 2018. Preparing food provided an excellent
interactive tool that engaged hard to reach families. This
included 2 sessions per week for 4 weeks during the summer
holidays. The activities were held in North School upper floor
kitchen area and separate room for arts/crafts. Use of the gym
hall for physical activities were also made available.

FOOD AND FUN WITH
THE FAMILIES
GETTING PREPPY
IN THE KITCHEN
Families enjoyed getting together to prepare the food,
allowing them to build relationships with staff.
Food was an excellent interactive tool.

GETTING CRAFTY
IN THE ART ROOM
Families were encouraged to
move freely between kitchen
area and craft room, allowing
them to feel more relaxed and
encourage creativity.
  

SUMMER 2018 HOLIDAY HUNGER PILOT
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FRASERBURGH
LOCALITY PLAN

OUTCOMES ACHIEVED:

• Trust and relationships were developed / nurtured with the families.
• Increased understanding of needs.
• Identified risk factors and key areas for intervention.
Partners involved: North School; NHS; Social Work; Tesco Foodshare; CFINE; Assembly of God; Home Start; and Early Years Development.
WHAT DID WE LEARN?
• 5 out of the 9 mothers had physical health, lifestyle and disability issues – impacting on mobility and employment.
• All families had at least one working parent on a low income.
• Shift patterns of parents impacted on regular meals at home.
• Language barriers.
• ADHD problems required a high level of physical activity.
• Unmet need of physical activity for majority of the children.
• Active Schools were committed to the pilot, could not attend as often as they had anticipated.
• Staff holiday time and unexpected illness.
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PROJECT EVALUATION:
• Increased confidence to interact with peers.
• One parent is now a member of the local school parent council since participating.
• NHS and the school to improve lunch boxes/ hydration drinks for pupils.
• Identification of potential spin off projects - regular family kitchens, Arts and Crafts, Dad’s group and Taste the
Difference/multicultural sessions.
• Parent Council and Community Wardens continue to report positive feedback about the project.
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FRASERBURGH
LOCALITY PLAN

WHAT WE DID:

NORTH ACADEMIES FREE SCHOOL MEAL PILOT

An additional allowance funded by Community Learning &
Development (CLD) was added to the pupil’s payment card for
those entitled to free school meals to purchase a breakfast free
of charge.
The pilot ran from January 2019 to Easter 2019. Early evidence
is showing a positive impact on several levels.
The schools that took part are now funding the breakfast
allowance from their budget until summer break in 2019. Other
Academies are now also funding this provision.
• Uptake of breakfast entitlement increased over
the term 50 participants
• The breakfast entitlement has had a positive
effect on the lunch uptake too.
A case study will be produced around the impact the breakfast
allowance is making in Fraserburgh.

“If it wasn’t for the school canteen I wouldn’t have a
home-cooked meal. I don’t consider something from the
freezer home-cooked” - Learner

“I only get a home-cooked meal
at home if I make it” - Learner

“I go to the canteen everyday it really
helps things at home” - Learner

“I received FSM when I was young and I was
made to feel so different, it is good to see how
things have changed now” - member of staff
Item No.: 10
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FRASERBURGH
LOCALITY PLAN

COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION AND ENGAGEMENT
Fraserburgh Have Your Say’ in April 2018. Multi-agency partners and the
local community workshops were carried out in Fraserburgh to create a
future vision of the needs of communities. A diverse, engaged group
came together for the workshops and the participation was excellent.
Through the Fraserburgh & District Local Learning Partnership a
workshop with community planning partners, local schools, third
sector and supporting organisations conducted in November 2018.
The workshop began the work to develop a joined-up approach for
Fraserburgh and actions identified for initial work focussing on reducing
child poverty. However efforts will be made to target participants of all
ages (not just youth).
Banff and Buchan Community Planning Group Membership has been
extended to include additional partners to broaden the scope, particularly
to help deliver the locality plans.

CHALLENGES

Although much progress has been made, there remains a challenge
to develop a more co-ordinated approach for those with more complex
issues, such as support for vulnerable families.
NEXT STEPS
It is also recognised that the wider community should have opportunities
to participate in the development and delivery of the actions throughout
the life of the Plan. This will be done by working with existing networks,
developing regular stakeholder events, community surveys, using digital
platforms for engagement as well as developing new ways of engaging.
IN 2019/20 WE WILL:
• evaluate the booster projects that are currently on stream
and implement those currently in the development stage.
• focus on medium and long term actions within the action
plan and in particular we will:
• Develop access to money / benefits advice in additional locations
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• Design local interventions to create a healthier community,
in particular focussing on people intermittently or irregularly
engaging with alcohol and drugs service providers, and for
earlier identification and intervention of those people at risk
of causing harm to themselves or their neighbourhood as
a results of alcohol or drugs consumption.
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BANFF & MACDUFF
LOCALITY PLAN

Banff & Macduff Locality Plan, prepared on behalf of the Banff and Buchan
Local Community Planning Partnership, is currently being developed
through a cooperative process involving local residents, community
organisations, and partner agencies in the voluntary, private and public
sectors.
In that process, we are considering what we can all do together to improve
the quality of life for people who live in the area.
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Analysis of the most up-to-date data and engagement exercises were
carried out in the area similar to what was done for Fraserburgh to
determine emerging priorities as well as a review of partners’ plans to
identify the gaps to be addressed. Workshops involving council services,
public-sector partners and third sector organisations have been arranged.
The purpose of these workshops is to give consideration to key priorities
and actions that have the most impact on socio-economic disadvantage
as well as identifying any gaps or weaknesses in performance that create
barriers. Engagement exercises will also provide opportunities to engage
with members of the public so they can have their say on what are their
key priorities.
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BANFF & MACDUFF
LOCALITY PLAN
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Throughout 2019/20 we will carry out Stages 3-8 and actions
for Banff and Macduff localities will be developed.

s

month

FUTURE LOCALITY PLANS

Currently strategic overviews of these are being developed and any socio-economic disadvantage woill be picked up and where appropriate
consideration given to developing locality plans for these areas.
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Peterhead, Fraserburgh and Banff & Macduff are referred to as “Tier One Areas”. Although the areas of Huntly, Inverurie South, and Turriff tend to
experience better outcomes relative to Peterhead and Fraserburgh (in particular), there are tentative signs that some socio-economic indicators in
these areas are worsening. These 3 areas are described as ‘Tier Two Areas’ – i.e. areas to watch.
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We couldn’t do all this without the help of the following groups, networks, partnerships and forums,
working together to help address local priorities in the LOIP and Locality Plans and meet our outcomes:

ARTVENTURE
COMMUNITY
GROUP

CITIZEN ADVICE
BUREAUS
ABERDEEN FOYER
TESCO
FOODSHARE

PEOPLE FIRST

ALCOHOL & DRUGS
PARTNERSHIP (ADP)

PETERHEAD
TOWN TEAM

FINANCIAL INCLUSION PARTNERSHIP

THIRD SECTOR
ORGANISATIONS

FRASERBURGH
LOCAL LEARNING
PARTNERSHIP

GORDON
RURAL ACTION
SCARF

TACKLING POVERTY AND INEQUALITIES (TP&I)
EMPLOYABILITY
PARTNERSHIP

QUARRIERS

ARTS & CULTURE NETWORK

ABERDEENSHIRE
COUNCIL ELECTED
MEMBERS
COMMUNITY FOOD
INITIATIVES NORTH
EAST (CFINE)

REDISCOVER
PETERHEAD

SOCIAL SECURITY
SCOTLAND

ASSEMBLY
OF GOD

HOME START

ABERDEENSHIRE LOCAL
LICENSING FORUM
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PARTNERS’ PLEDGE
Commit to helping deliver the Aberdeenshire LOIP Priorities and
Locality Plans in 2019/20 and demonstrate involvement in meeting
the outcomes in 2019/20 Annual Report.

www.ouraberdeenshire.org.uk
Contact:
Corporate Policy & Strategic Community Planning Team
Aberdeenshire Council
communityplanning@ouraberdeenshire.org.uk
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REPORT TO ABERDEENSHIRE DIVISIONAL LICENSING BOARDS
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CENTRAL BOARD 21ST AUGUST 2019
SOUTH BOARD 28TH AUGUST 2019
NORTH BOARD 30th AUGUST 2019
REVIEW OF FEES

1

Recommendations
The Licensing Boards are recommended to:

1.1

Agree to a formal consultation on proposed changes to certain Licensing Board fees as
detailed in this report and in Appendix 2 from the 30th August to the 20th September.

1.2

Agree that the results of the consultation exercise be reported back to the Licensing
Boards in October with a view to introducing any changes to the fees from 1st November
2019.

Background / Discussion
2.1

The Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 as amended provides for a mixed approach to licensing fees.
The majority of the fees are set by legislation, particularly the Licensing (Fees) (Scotland)
Regulations 2007 (“the Regulations”). The Aberdeenshire Licensing Boards currently charge the
maximum fee, as do all Boards across Scotland, permitted under the regulations for those fees
which are set.

2.2

However, there are some types of application where there is more discretion afforded to local
licensing boards. Under the Regulations, licensing boards are empowered to set their own fees
for:•
•
•
•
•
•

2.3

Transfer on Application of the Licence Holder under s. 33(1) which includes an
application for variation under s.35 (1)
Transfer on Application of the Licence holder under s. 33(1) without an
application for variation
Transfer on Application of a person other than the licence holder under s.
34(1) which includes an application for variation under s.35(1)
Transfer on Application of a person other than the licence holder under s.
34(1) without an application for variation
Major Variations
Replacement Personal Licences

The existing fees were set by the Licensing Boards prior to the implementation of the 2005 Act in
2009 and have not been reviewed since.
Methodology in reviewing Licence fees

2.4

Regulation 13 states that “in determining any fee, a board is to have regard to the desirability of
ensuring that the total fees payable under these Regulations to that Board in respect of any period
are likely to be broadly equivalent to the expenses incurred by that Board, and the council for the
area of that Board, in administering the Act generally during that period”. However, the Provision
of Services Regulations 2009 which implements the European Services Directive from 2006
restricts the discretion afforded to the Boards slightly in this regard as charges should not exceed
the cost of procedures and formalities. This focusses the attention to how much does it cost to
process, hear and grant applications but does not permit the costs of enforcement action against
unlicensed operators to be included in the costs.
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Major Variation Fees
2.5

Major variations are not defined in the legislation. Minor variations are defined as
(1) a variation of the layout plan which is not inconsistent with the operating plan
(2) a restriction on access for children and young persons
(3) a variation of any of the information relating to the premises manager including the substitution
of a new premises manager.
Any variation which does not fall under the minor category is treated as being a major. Officers
have undertaken an analysis of how much the average major variation application costs to process.
Major variations, by their nature, differ from application to application. Some can be relatively
straightforward, others can be as complex as a new licence application. The process for dealing
with a major variation is very similar to that of a new premises with a lot of work involved including
consultation, resolving issues, mediation, negotiating amendments to applications and
coordinating with consultees. Officers have split the applications, for major variations of licences
into three categories:Category
Straightforward applications with no objections or
representations

Number across Aberdeenshire
over the last 2 years
60

Applications where there have been objections or
representations however these have been resolved
due to work done by officers and applicants
negating the need for a hearing

45

Applications where there has been a need to hold
a hearing where objections or representations
could not be resolved in advance.

10

This information is useful in assisting to calculate an average time spent on a major variation
application in order to calculate the average cost of processing. The legislation provides that each
application of a specific type should be charged the same, therefore regardless of the time spent
processing an application or whether an application requires a hearing, the fee that is charged
should be the same.
2.6

Each application is treated very much on its own merits and so officers have taken account of all
of the applications of the different types that have been presented to the Boards in the last 2 years
to get a flavor for the types of applications presented and an idea of the time spent on each of the
applications which then gives an indication of the average time spent on that type of transaction,
albeit that it is not an exact science.

2.7

Taking into account the number of applications received in each category and averaging this out
over all of the received applications, officers have been able to calculate how much the average
application would cost taking into consideration all factors including staff time. On average, a major
variation costs the Council £354.29 to process. This is substantially higher than the current fee of
£200. The Corporate Charging Policy seeks to ensure that there is full cost recovery wherever
possible therefore it is proposed to raise the fee for a major variation to £350 and should be
increased by inflation as notified to the Head of Legal and Governance by the Head of Finance
each year from the 1st April beginning from 1st April 2021.
Transfer Fees

2.8

The current transfer with a variation is set at £200. Following analysis by officers, this would
adequately cover the cost of a transfer with a minor variation, however does not cover the cost of
a transfer with a major variation. The current fee structure only covers a “variation” with no
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distinction between minor and major variations. Officers propose to amend the current fee structure
by distinguishing fees for transfers, transfers with minor variations, and transfers with major
variations. The proposal is to agree a transfer fee of £180 and a major variation fee of £350, as
per above. Then the relevant fee is calculated depending on the requirements of the application,
for example, if an applicant wants a transfer with a change of premises manager, the fee payable
would be the transfer fee plus the relevant minor variation fee. Similarly, if the application is for a
transfer with major variation, the fee payable would be the transfer fee plus the major variation fee.
The proposals are set out in Appendix 1 to this report alongside the current fee and the national
average comparator. The proposed consultation is set out at Appendix 2.
Replacement Personal Licences
2.9

Boards can also set costs for replacement personal licences where these have been misplaced by
the holder. The current fee is £10 and on analysis a proposal of £20 going forward would be
appropriate.

2.10

Cost comparisons with other Licensing Boards across the country have been completed and are
included for those fees that there is a proposed increase. The Aberdeenshire Council fees have
not been reviewed since September 2009. Some Boards charge by rateable value in the same
way that fees are charged for the initial premises licence fee, others charge by the type of
variation. Officers have compared our current fees with other local authorities and we are lower
others as shown in Appendix 3 shows the proposals where there is an increase proposed along
with how they compare across the country.

2.11

It is proposed that in order to ensure that the income keeps up with expenditure that any fee over
which the Boards have discretion to set should rise with inflation as set out by the Council’s Head
of Finance annually from the 1st of April, but that the first of these inflationary increases is not
until the 1st April 2021. This is an exception the Corporate Charging Policy as the increase would
usually be applied from the next financial year, however, the legislation is clear, and it is only
fair, that there can only be one increase in any one financial year and the calculation includes the
increased pay award for next year.
Proposals for Consultation

2.12

Officers recommend that fees are structured so that applicants effectively pay for the processing
of the type of application that they require. The consultation should focus on:•
•
•

•

the structure of the fees
Inviting comment on the proposed fee table as per the proposed consultation at
Appendix 1.
canvassing views of the public, including the trade, on applying an inflationary increase
every year in line with the Council’s corporate charging policy rather than a large price
increase going forward. It should be noted that the Boards are separate legal entities
from the Council and are not subject to their policies however applying inflationary
increases with reviews every 3 years in accordance with the corporate policy ensures
that fees are at an appropriate level,
the proposal to start the first inflationary increase from 1st April 2021 as no more than one
price increase is permitted in any 1 year period as detailed above.

2.13

The consultation would note that proposed new fees will come into force from 1st November this
year. Due to the tight timescales, the consultation period will be relatively short. The method of
consultation will be electronic through Survey Monkey and emails will be sent to those licensees
for whom we have email addresses for and we will utilise social media as well as getting in touch
with community councils and our statutory partners. The proposed consultation is set out at
Appendix 3.

2.14

The Boards will be aware, from previous reports, that the Scottish Government are currently
consulting on proposed changes to occasional licence fees and the Boards response to that
consultation has been submitted to the Scottish Government. Other fees charged by the Council
for liquor licensing are set by the Scottish Government.
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2.15

The Head of Finance and Monitoring Officer within Business Services have been consulted in the
preparation of this report and had no comments to make and are satisfied that the report
complies with the Scheme of Governance and relevant legislation.

3

Implications and Risk

3.1

An equality impact assessment has been carried out as part of the development of the proposals
set out above. It is included as Appendix 4 and no impact has been identified at this stage. Any
equalities issues which are brought to our attention during the public consultation stage will be
assessed prior to bringing finalized proposals to the Boards.

3.2

There are financial implications in that increased fees will increase income.

3.3

The following Risks have been identified as relevant to this matter on a Corporate Level;
ACORP001 – Budget Pressures and the following Risks have been identified as relevant to this
matter on a Strategic Level BSSR001 – Balancing The Books, Directorate Risk Registers].

Ritchie Johnson
Director of Business Services

Report prepared by Lauren Cowie, Principal Solicitor (Governance) and Clark Simpson (Paralegal)
Date July 2019

APPENDIX 1
CURRENT FEES, PROPOSED FEES and NATIONAL AVERAGE COMPARATOR

Type of Application

Current Fee

S.33 and s.34 –
Transfer

£180.00
(included
variation
element)

S.33 and s.34 –
Transfer – With Minor
Variation

£200.00

National Average
Comparator
£90.04.

Proposed Fee

Comment

£180.00

£233.46

Transfer with Minor
Variations - £200.00

There is no proposal to increase this fee as the
current fee sufficiently covers the transfer costs. The
variation element of an application will be charged
separately. There is no proposal to reduce this fee as
the costs of transfer, particularly for contentious
transfers, are adequately met by the existing £180
fee.
The majority of fees that fall into this category will not
change other than where there is a change to the
premises manager.

Transfer with Change
to Premises Manager
Minor Variation £211.00

Major Variation Fee

£200.00

£302.74

£350.00

Replacement Personal
Licence Fee

£10.00

£22.15

£20.00

The proposal is that the transfer fee is agreed at £180
and then the appropriate minor fee is added. This is
£20 for layout changes or restrictions to children and
young persons access or £31 for a change to the
premises manager. Both the £20 and £31 fees are set
by the Scottish Government.
This is an increase following analysis of the average
time spent on processing major variation applications
as detailed in the report.
This covers the costs of processing.
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APPENDIX 2
PROPOSED CONSULTATION
The Aberdeenshire North, Central and South Divisional Licensing Boards are consulting on proposed
amendments to their fees for major variations, transfers and replacement personal licences.
The Licensing Boards have maintained the current fee structure for the last 10 years however this is no
longer sustainable and there are proposals for increasing how fees are calculated.
Please complete the following questions to let us know your views.
1. Are you a
a. Member of the licensed trade
b. Statutory Consultee
c. Member of the public?
2. Do you agree that the Licensing Boards should aim to recover their costs as much as
possible through their fees?
a. Yes
b. No
3. The proposal is to change how fees are calculated. Currently, there is a set fee for a transfer with
a variation, without specifying whether that transfer is a major or a minor variation. This means
that all applicants are paying the same regardless of how much that application costs to process.
The proposal means that applicants pay for the application they have submitted to be processed.
E.g. if a transfer application is required only, then the fee is the transfer fee. If the application is
for a transfer and a variation, the applicant pays for the transfer fee plus the appropriate variation
fee. The impact is minimal for applicants who apply for a transfer with or without a minor
variation. There is some impact for those who wish to apply for a major variation.
Proposed Fee Structure as of 1st November 2019
Type of Application

Proposed
Fee
– £180.00*

S.33 and s.34
Transfer
Minor Variation
£20.00
Minor Variation – £31.00
Change to Premises
Manager
Major Variation Fee £350.00*

Comment
There is no proposal to increase this fee as the
current fee sufficiently covers the costs.
This fee is set by statute.
This fee is set by statute.

This is an increase from the current fee as explained
in the body of the report.
This is an increase to match costs.

Replacement
£20.00*
Personal Licence
Should an applicant require to apply for a variation at the same time as a transfer, then they will be liable
to pay for the transfer fee and the relevant variation fee.
Those fees marked with an asterisk will increase by inflation as set by the Head of Finance annually
from 1st April 2021.
Do you think that this is a fair way to charge licensing fees?
Yes.
No - If not, what would you propose instead?
4. By applying inflation to the discretionary element of the fees the fees will gradually
increase rather than a sharp increase at every review point. Do you have any comments
on the proposal to apply inflation on the fees every year from 1st April 2021?
a. Yes – Comments.
b. No
Thank you for your time.

APPENDIX 3 - COMPARISON OF PROPOSED INCREASES OF FEES ACROSS THE COUNTRY
Major Variation
Council
Aberdeenshire (current)
Aberdeenshire (Proposed)
Aberdeen City
Angus
Clackmannanshire
Dumfries and Galloway
East Ayrshire
East Dunbartonshire
East Lothian
East Renfrewshire
Edinburgh City
Falkirk
Fife
Glasgow
Highland
Inverclyde
Midlothian
Moray
North Ayrshire
North Lanarkshire
Orkney Islands
Perth and Kinross
Renfrewshire
Scottish Borders
Shetland Islands
South Ayrshire
South Lanarkshire
Stirling
West Dunbartonshire
West Lothian
MEAN AVERAGE

Max Fee
£200.00
£350.00
£150.00
£200.00
£170.00
£1,000.00
£125.00
£130.00
£170.00
£220.00
£130.00
£160.00
£160.00
£160.00
£721.00
£200.00
£160.00
£500.00
£900.00
£160.00
£100.00
£500.00
£175.00
£210.00
£165.00
£200.00
£1,333.33
£200.00
£200.00
£100.00
£302.74

Replacement Personal Licence
Council
Aberdeenshire (current)
Aberdeenshire (proposed)
Aberdeen City
Angus
Dumfries and Galloway
Dundee
East Ayrshire
East Dunbartonshire
East Lothian
East Renfrewshire
Edinburgh City
Falkirk
Fife
Glasgow
Highland
Inverclyde
Midlothian
Moray
North Ayrshire
North Lanarkshire
Orkney Islands
Perth and Kinross
Renfrewshire
Shetland Islands
South Ayrshire
Stirling Council
West Dunbartonshire
West Lothian
MEAN AVERAGE

Max Fee
£10.00
£20.00
£25.00
£27.00
£25.00
£20.00
£20.00
£15.00
£25.00
£25.00
£25.00
£25.00
£20.00
£20.00
£11.00
£35.00
£25.00
£25.00
£25.00
£10.00
£20.00
£10.00
£25.00
£40.00
£20.00
£20.00
£25.00
£25.00
£22.15
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APPENDIX 4
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EQUALITY IMPACT ASSESSMENT
Stage 1: Title and aims of the activity (“activity” is an umbrella term covering policies,
procedures, guidance and decisions).
Service

Business Services

Section

Legal and Governance

Title of the activity etc.

Review of Liquor Licensing Fees

Aims and desired
outcomes of the
activity
Author(s) & Title(s)

To review the liquor licensing fees to enable the service to
recover costs.
Lauren Cowie, Principal Solicitor (Governance)

St

Stage 2: List the evidence that has been used in this assessment.
Internal data
(customer satisfaction
surveys; equality
monitoring data;
customer complaints).

Internal consultation
with staff and other
services affected.

External consultation
(partner organisations,
community groups,
and councils.

External data (census,
available statistics).

Other (general
information as
appropriate).
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Stage 3: Evidence Gaps.
Are there any gaps in
the information you
currently hold?

The proposal has not yet gone out to consultation and so we have not
received evidence that there will be an equalities implication however
should any evidence be forthcoming, this assessment will be reviewed
and updated.

Stage 4: Measures to fill the evidence gaps.
What measures will be
taken to fill the
information gaps
before the activity is
implemented? These
should be included in
the action plan at the
back of this form.

Measures:

Timescale:

Public Consultation

End
September
2019

Stage 5: Are there potential impacts on protected groups? The protected groups covered by
the equality duty are: age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and maternity, race,
religion or belief, sex and sexual orientation. The duty also covers marriage and civil
partnerships, but only in respect of eliminating unlawful discrimination.
Who is affected by the activity or who is intended to benefit from the proposed policy and how?
Please complete for each protected group by inserting “yes” in the applicable box/boxes below.
Positive

Negative

Neutral

Unknown

Age – Younger
Eliminating unlawful
discrimination,
harassment and
victimisation
Advancing equality of
opportunity
Promoting good
relations among and
between different age
groups
Age – Older
Disability
Race – (includes
Gypsy Travellers)

The impacts are
all unknown at
this stage
however there is
minimal risk to
equalities as
applicants who
will be affected
usually apply on
behalf of
businesses.
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Religion or Belief
Sex (Gender)
Pregnancy and
maternity
Sexual orientation –
(includes Lesbian/
Gay/Bisexual)
Gender reassignment –
(includes Transgender)
Marriage and Civil
Partnership
eliminating unlawful
discrimination

Stage 6: What are the positive and negative impacts?
Positive
(describe the impact for each of
the protected characteristics
affected)

Impacts.

Negative
(describe the impact for each of
the protected characteristics
affected)

Please detail the
potential positive
and/or negative
impacts on those with
protected
characteristics you
have highlighted
above. Detail the
impacts and describe
those affected.
Stage 7: Have any of the affected groups been consulted?
If yes, please give
details of how this was
done and what the
results were. If no,
how have you ensured
that you can make an
informed decision
about mitigating
steps?
Stage 8: What mitigating steps will be taken to remove or reduce negative impacts?
These
should be
included in

Mitigating Steps

Timescale
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any action
plan at the
back of this
form.

Stage 9: What steps can be taken to promote good relations between various groups?
These should be
included in the action
plan.

Stage 10: How does the policy/activity create opportunities for advancing equality of
opportunity?

Stage 11: What equality monitoring arrangements will be put in place? How the EIA will be used
to monitor the proposal
These should be
included in any action
plan (for example
customer satisfaction
questionnaires).
Stage 12: What is the outcome of the Assessment?
1

No negative impacts have been identified –please explain.

No negative impacts are identified at this stage however a full assessment
will be done after the public consultation element before we take a paper
back to the Licensing Boards for final determination.

Please complete
the appropriate
box/boxes

2

Negative Impacts have been identified, these can be mitigated please explain.
* Please fill in Stage 13 if this option is chosen.

3

The activity will have negative impacts which cannot be
mitigated fully – please explain.
* Please fill in Stage 13 if this option is chosen
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* Stage 13: Set out the justification that the activity can and should go ahead despite the
negative impact.

Stage 14: Sign off and authorisation.
1) Service and
Team

Business Services, Legal and Governance

Sign off and authorisation.

2) Title of
Policy/Activity

3) Authors:
I/We have
completed the
equality
impact
assessment
for this policy/
activity.

Review of Liquor Licensing Fees
Name:

Lauren Cowie

Position:
Solicitor

Principal

Date:

01.08.19

Name:
Position:
Date:
Signature:

Signature:
Name:

Name:

Position:

Position:

Date:

Date:

Signature:

Signature:

4) Consultation
with Service
Manager

Name:
Date:

Geraldine Fraser

5) Authorisation
by Director or
Head of
Service

Name:
Position:
Date:

Karen Wiles
Head of Service

Name:
Position:
Date:

6) If the EIA relates to a matter that has to go before a Committee,
Committee report author sends the Committee Report and this
form, and any supporting assessment documents, to the Officers
responsible for monitoring and the Committee Officer of the
relevant Committee. e.g. Social Work and Housing Committee.

Date:

7) EIA author sends a copy of the finalised form to:
equalities@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

Date:
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(Equalities team to complete)
Has the completed form been published on the website?

YES/NO

Date:
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Action Plan
Action

Start

Complete

Lead Officer

Expected
Outcome

Resource
Implications
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ABERDEENSHIRE LICENSING BOARDS
North, Central and South Divisional Licensing Boards
REPORT TO the CENTRAL, SOUTH and NORTH DIVISIONAL LICENSING
BOARDS – 21st August 2019 (Late Report), 28th August 2019 and 30th August
2019
EQUALITY ACT 2010 (SPECIFIC DUTIES)(SCOTLAND) REGULATIONS 2012
EQUALITIES MAINSTREAMING & OUTCOMES PROGRESS REPORT 2019
APPROVAL OF UPDATED EQUALITIES POLICY FOR THE LICENSING BOARDS
1

Recommendations
The Boards are recommended to:

1.1

Consider the progress made towards meeting the Public Sector Equality
Duty and specific duties in terms of the Equality Act 2010 (Specific
Duties) (Scotland) Regulations 2012.

1.2

Approve for publication the joint Aberdeenshire Council, Aberdeenshire
Education Authority and Aberdeenshire Licensing Boards’ Equality
Mainstreaming & Outcomes Progress report 2017-2019 (Appendix 1).

1.3

Agree the terms of the updated Equalities Policy for the Boards
(Appendix 2) and authorise the Depute Clerk to publish the updated
Policy on the Boards’ website.

2

Background / Discussion

2.1

The Public Sector Equality Duty, referred to as the General Duty, is a legal
duty under the Equality Act 2010 whereby Local Authorities, Local Education
Authorities and Licensing Boards must give ‘due regard’ to (or to consciously
consider) nine protected characteristics specified in the Act when exercising
its public functions.

2.2

Furthermore, the Scottish Government passed the Equality Act 2010 (Specific
Duties) (Scotland) Regulations 2012, which came into force in May 2012.
These specific duties require for all three of the above entities to identify and
publish fresh Equality Outcomes every four years, and to publish an equality
outcomes progress report every two years. At its meeting on 27 April 2017,
Aberdeenshire Council approved new Equality Outcomes for 2017 – 2021.
The report was also approved by the Licensing Boards and the Education and
Children’s Services Committee on 23 March 2017 and 30 April 2017
respectively.

2.3

Since then, considerable work has been undertaken regarding both, the
integration of equalities into the council’s structure, and in respect of our six
Equality Outcomes. It is two years now since publishing the new outcomes,
and the Equality Mainstreaming & Outcomes Progress report 2017-2019 is
now put before the Licensing Boards for consideration on progress made in
matters relating to the Licensing part of the Equality Outcomes.

2.4

The legislation states that an interim report on progress must be made in
relation to mainstreaming equalities and also that progress made in respect of
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the Equality Outcomes is published. The aim is to build on previous work and
promote a fairer, more inclusive Aberdeenshire where everyone can feel part
of the community and ensure that equalities are always an important
consideration in everything we do.
2.5

Furthermore we are required to publish information in relation to the
following:• Assess and review policies and practices;
• Gather and use employee information;
• Report and publish gender pay gap information;
• Consider award criteria and conditions in relation to public
procurement; and
• Publish in an accessible manner.

2.6

The Equality Mainstreaming & Outcomes Progress report 2017-2019 has
been presented to the Education and Children’s Services Committee and is
now being presented to the Licensing Boards for approval. This will be
followed by a report to Full Council on 26th September for approval. The
purpose of this is to have the joint report approved by all three authorities,
those being Aberdeenshire Council, Aberdeenshire Education Authority and
Aberdeenshire Licensing Boards, in a transparent manner. The report is
scheduled to be published on later date in September, subject to its approval.
(See Appendix 1)

2.7

The Boards’ Equality Policy has been updated as follows (see Appendix 2):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3

The Policy has been formatted into the new corporate layout for
Licensing Board Policy documents, for consistency
The information relating to obtaining copies of the Policy in alternative
languages has been updated to reflect current information
There has been a table added to the bottom of the foreword to indicate
the dates the current licensing boards formally adopted the Equality
Policy
Paragraph 2.5 of the Policy now names the Equalities Champions for
the Licensing Boards
5.2 of the Policy reflects the fact that there is now one Licensing Forum
for Aberdeenshire
Paragraph 8.3 has been corrected to reflect the fact that progress
report is required bi-annually rather than annually.
Contract details for the Depute Clerks have been updated
Appendix 1 has been updated to show evidence of work done to date.
This evidence has been incorporated into the Progress Report that has
been prepared.
The statistics in Appendix 2 have been updated and will continue to be
updated on an annual basis
The Equalities Overview will be revised when the new outcomes are
set in 2 years’ time
Work on the Equalities Outcomes has been evidenced

Governance
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3.1

The Licensing Boards have the authority to approve all matters relating to
Equalities for licensing purposes which have not been delegated to officers
and are therefore able to consider and approve the subject matter of this
report.

4

Equalities, Staffing and Financial Implications

4.1

A live Equality Impact Assessment currently exists for the Mainstreaming and
Equality Outcomes 2017-2021. As this is a progress report there is not the
requirement for an additional Equality Impact Assessment to be completed.

4.2

Staff within the Licensing and Governance Teams are committed to furthering
activity in support of equalities and this is considered as part of the wider staff
implications and embedded in day to day activity. There are no financial
implications.

Karen Wiles
Clerk to the Board
Report prepared by Fiona M. Stewart, Senior Solicitor (Democratic Services),
Depute Clerk to the Board
Date of report 14th August 2019
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1

From mountain to sea

Rep
Aberdeenshire’s Equalities
Mainstreaming and Outcomes Progress
Report 2019
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1 Foreword
This report highlights the progress made by Aberdeenshire Council, Aberdeenshire
Education Authority and the three Aberdeenshire Licensing Boards (in this document
for ease of reference, these three entities are known as ‘Aberdeenshire’) in
embedding equality practices across different levels of the organisation.
In Aberdeenshire we have a strong commitment to equality for all, and we are
continuing our journey, building on our previous work to support a fairer, inclusive
Aberdeenshire where equality of opportunity is an important consideration in
everything that we do.
This report is designed to provide an overview of progress since the 2017 report in
relation to:
•

•

Mainstreaming equalities into the structures of Aberdeenshire Council,
Aberdeenshire Education Authority and the three Aberdeenshire Licensing
Boards (‘Aberdeenshire’)
Progress in relation to our current Equality Outcomes (2017 – 2019)

This report provides evidence of what we have achieved over the last two years as
well as highlighting the actions to be taken over the next two years of the current
equality outcomes life cycle.

2 Mainstreaming Equalities.
2.1 Our journey so far…
The equality outcomes 2017-2019 continue to demonstrate that we are taking
equalities into account in the way that we go about our business when acting as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

An employer;
A policy maker;
A service provider;
A buyer of goods and services;
A decision maker;
An education authority; and
Licensing boards.

During summer 2017 an extensive engagement exercise was undertaken across
Aberdeenshire and as a result of this community engagement activity and the
evidence-based approach (Strategic Assessment) used by the council, the council’s
priorities were set with the belief that they provide Aberdeenshire Council with the
best chance of meeting its ambitions over the next five years.
Through the delivery of our Priorities and resulting work plans, we will ensure that
Aberdeenshire continues to be seen, both within and out-with our area as a
welcoming place which enables everyone in our communities to build and live fulfilled
lives.
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In addition to corporate activity taking place, parallel work was being done by the
Education and Children’s Services and partners in developing the Children’s
Services Plan, the results of which formulate our overall approach.
The Children’s Services three-year plan provides information on how local services
plan and deliver support to children, young people and families across
Aberdeenshire; to make sure they get the right support, at the right time, by the right
people.
A joint assessment of need was carried out to help identify local strategic priorities.
This assessment was based on a range of organisational performance data,
information from services, and listening to what children, young people,
parents/carers, and practitioners told us was important to them.
The five priorities agreed for the 2017-2020 Plan are:
•
•
•
•
•

Early Years
Children & Young People’s Mental Health &
Wellbeing
Children with a Disability
Substance Misuse
Corporate Parenting

Each priority is addressed by a multi-agency action
plan. These include specific aims which detail how we
are working in partnership to tackle this issue, and
what action we are taking to make an impact on the
lives of those children, young people, and families
affected.
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2.2 The Legal Context
2.2.1 The Public Sector Duty
Section 149 of the Equality Act (2010) came into force in April 2011 which introduced
a new Public Sector Equality Duty. It requires public sector organisations such as
Aberdeenshire Council, Aberdeenshire Education Authority and the three
Aberdeenshire Licensing Boards to have due regard, or to consciously consider, the
need to:
1. Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation
2. Advance equality of opportunity between those who have protected
characteristics and those who don’t; and
3. Foster good relations between those who have protected characteristics and
those who don’t.
Everyone is protected by the Act. Every person has one or more of the protected
characteristics, so the Act protects all of us against unfair treatment. The protected
characteristics are:
Protected Characteristics
Age

Religion or Belief

Sexual Orientation

In the Equality Act 2010,
religion includes any religion.
It also includes a lack of
religion. Belief means any
religious or philosophical
belief or a lack of such belief.

The Equality Act 2010
protects

Disability

Sex

Gender Reassignment

‘Disability’ includes
people with physical,
learning and sensory
disabilities, people
with a long-term
illness, and people

A person has the protected
characteristic of gender
Both males and females are
reassignment if the person
protected under The Equality is proposing to undergo, is
undergoing or has
Act 2010.
undergone a process (or
part of a process) for the

The Equality Act 2010
protects people of all
ages. Aberdeenshire
Council has divided
this into two groupsage (younger) and
age (older).

lesbian, gay, bisexual and
Heterosexual people.

Please note that there
is no fixed boundary
between age
(younger) and age
(older) as this will
depend on the
context.
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with mental health
problems

purpose of reassigning the
person's sex by changing
physiological or other
attributes of sex.

Race

Pregnancy and

Marriage and Civil

Under the Equality Act
2010 ‘race’ includes
colour, nationality and
ethnic or national
origins. It also
includes Gypsy
Travellers.

Maternity

Partnership

The law covers pregnant
women or

Marriage is defined as a
‘union between a man and
a woman’ or a same sex
couple. Same-sex couples
can also have their

those who have given birth
within

the last 26 weeks, and those
relationships legally
who are breast feeding.
recognised as
‘civil-partnerships’. Civil
partners must be treated
the same as married
couples on a wide range of
legal matters.

2.2.2 The Equality Act 2010 (Specific Duties) (Scotland) Regulations 2012

The Scottish Government introduced a set of specific equality duties to support the
better performance of the general duty by public bodies. These duties include
requirements to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publish a report on the progress of mainstreaming the equality duty every two
years
Publish equality outcomes and report on progress;
Assess and review policies and practices
Gather and use employee information;
Publish gender pay gap information
Publish an equal pay statement; and
Consider award criteria and conditions in relation to public procurement.

At its meeting on April 27th, 2017 Aberdeenshire Council approved Aberdeenshire’s
Equalities Mainstreaming and Equality Outcomes Report 2017-2021. The report was
also approved by the Licensing Boards and the Education and Children’s Services
Committee on 23 March 2017 and 30 April 2017 respectively.
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This report highlights the progress that has taken place since April 2017. We are
committed to meeting the Public Sector Equality Duty and Specific Duties. We will
ensure that we will:
• Take effective action on equality
• Make the right decisions first time around
• Develop better policies and practices based on evidence
• Be more transparent, accessible and accountable
• Deliver improved outcomes for all in the community; and
• Ensure our equality outcomes have a positive impact.

2.2.3 Fairer Scotland Duty
Part 1 of the Equality Act (2010), The Fairer Scotland Duty, came into force in
Scotland from April 2018. It places a legal responsibility on particular public bodies
(including Local Authorities) in Scotland to actively consider (pay due regards to) how
they can reduce inequalities of outcome caused by socio-economic disadvantage
when making strategic decisions.
To fulfil our obligations under the duty we must be able to demonstrate that we meet
the following key requirements:
•
•

To actively consider how they could reduce inequalities of outcome in any
major strategic decision they make; and
To publish a written assessment, showing how they have done this.

2.2.4 Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015
The Community Empowerment Act 2015 aims to strengthen communities across
Scotland by strengthening their voices in decisions about public services and making
it easier for them to own land and manage buildings.
The different sections of the Act, there are 11 in total, have been coming into force
since 2015.
Part 3 of The Community Empowerment (Scotland) Act 2015 introduced a new right
by which community groups can request to be involved in, and have influence over,
decisions and services that affect communities. This involvement is described as an
Outcome Improvement Process (OIP) and is initiated by a Participation Request
(PR).

2.2.5 Equalities Governance Framework
The Equalities Governance Framework in Aberdeenshire is designed to support,
embed and promote the equalities agenda throughout Aberdeenshire. There are
several elements to the structure as follows;
•

Equality and Human Rights Strategy Board; The EHRSB is made up of senior
employees who have been nominated to represent their relevant service.
Membership reflects the broad range of services provided by the council and
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•

•

•

the need for a council-wide approach to equalities. The Board meets twice a
year and is chaired by the Director of Education and Children’s Services.
Service Champions; Approximately 60 service champions have been
nominated across the council, Education Authority and licensing boards. Their
role is to support the mainstreaming of equalities by assisting staff when
completing the Equality Impact Assessments.
Elected Member Equality Champions: There are 11 elected member equality
champions who act as a point of contact for any equality related queries which
elected members may have. Three of these elected member equality
champions support the Aberdeenshire Licensing Boards. The role of the
elected member champion is to encourage discussion on equalities when
attending meetings, committees and conferences.
Policy & Performance Team; Within the policy and performance team, the
Strategic Policy Leader (Community Engagement and Equalities) leads a
small team which progress the actions of the EHRSB. The team supports the
corporate approach to equalities, complements the work of services and
monitors reports on progress.

2.2.6 Equality Impact Assessments
Aberdeenshire uses the Equality Impact Assessment (EIA) process to ensure that we
evidence how we are giving due regard to the three elements of the Public Sector
Equality Duty. This process takes account of all nine Protected Characteristics and
includes all three parts of the Public Sector Equality Duty. A revised version of the
EIA has recently been developed which will evidence how the Aberdeenshire has
shown due regard in terms of the duties under Fairer Scotland legislation. The
revised guidance supports the EIA process providing additional information when
considering the Fairer Scotland Duty. Training for staff and elected members will be
taking place in late summer 2019.

2.2.7 Prejudice and Discrimination Reporting
With the introduction of General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) the council’s
approach to Prejudice and Discrimination Reporting was reviewed in Summer 2018.
The Prejudice and Discrimination Report can be used to report behaviour such as,
but not restricted to:
•

offensive language

•

threatening behaviour

•

physical violence

•

abusive text messages, emails or comments on social media

•

spreading rumours, being ignored or excluded

•

having belongings stolen or damaged, based on having one or more of the
Protected characteristics

As a result of the review it was agreed that prejudice and discrimination incidents
would be recorded by one of the three existing processes:
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1. Schools: prejudice and discrimination Incidents are recorded within the
Bullying and Harassment module of SEEMIS;
2. Service users/customers: prejudice and discrimination incidents are recorded
through the council’s Feedback Team;
3. Employees: HR&OD record details of prejudice and discrimination incidents
between staff members.
An update report on prejudice and discrimination incidents is provided to the EHRSB
twice a year for consideration and action as appropriate.
Aberdeenshire Council is now recognised as a third-party reporting centre for Hate
Crime. Police Scotland are aware that some people may not feel comfortable
reporting the matter directly to the police and as a result they work in partnership with
other organisations which can perform the role of a third-party reporting centre.
There are two third party reporting centres within the Aberdeenshire:
•
•

Aikey Brae Traveller Site, Maud, Peterhead (Gypsy/Traveller Matters)
Aberdeenshire Council, Gordon House, Inverurie.

2.3 Budget Setting
Equality Impact Assessments are an integral part of the council’s budget setting
process. The revised EIA will be used as part of the budget setting process for
2020/2021 ensuring that we have considered the duties as required under the Fairer
Scotland Duty.

2.4 Equalities and Diversity Calendar
The EHRSB agree an annual Equalities and Diversity calendar. This highlights a
series of key dates throughout the year such as Holocaust Memorial Day, LGBT
(Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Transgender) History Month and Interfaith Week for
example.
These dates are highlighted to services through the Equalities Bulletin encouraging
the sharing of activities or stories that can help shape an intranet article (“Arcadia”) or
event being planned.
In January, as part of Holocaust Memorial Day young people from our secondary
schools came and took part in the council’s event sharing their experiences of an
organised trip to Auschwitz. In May this year as part of our raising a flag to mark
IDAHOBIT (International Day against Homophobia, Biphobia, Interphobia and
Transphobia) young people from our secondary schools led the event talking about
their own experiences with sexual orientation and gender identity.

2.5 Interpretation and Translation
A new supplier has been in place since summer 2018 to provide interpretation
services and access to translated information. Services are encouraged to use both
face-to-face interpreters, telephone interpretation in council offices, and translation of
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key documents where appropriate, to ensure communities’ have effective access to
Services.
On many of our publications, a statement explaining how members of the public can
request the information within a document in another format is included on the front
page. This statement includes the top four most requested languages in
Aberdeenshire.

2.6 Training and Development
As we continue to support our equality work, we need to ensure that employees and
elected members are aware of our equality duties and how they affect service
delivery and employee management.
a) Equalities training was an integral part of the councillor induction day held
after the local elections in 2017. 47 elected members attended this session.
An Aldo diversity module is available for elected members with 60% having
completed the module. A further invite to undertake the ALDO training was
issued to elected members earlier this year. The course remains open for
elected members to complete or refresh.
b) E-learning is still the main focus of raising awareness across staff and elected
members and a diversity module is available on Aldo.
c) The EIA Aldo module will be updated autumn 2019 to reflect the incorporation
of the Fairer Scotland Duty to the EIA process
d) Training sessions on the revised EIA (Incorporating the Fairer Scotland Duty)
will be held late summer 2019 for staff and elected members.

2.7 Participation and Representation
Aberdeenshire is committed to mainstreaming equality considerations into
partnership activities and plans. We recognise that encouraging equal opportunities
is an important objective of the community planning process, given its purpose is to
lead to a more equitable, just, and inclusive society. The Community Planning
Partnership agreed three Local Outcome Improvement Plan (LOIP) priorities in
March 2017 which are:
1. Reducing Child Poverty
2. Changing Aberdeenshire’s Relationship with Alcohol
3. Connected and Cohesive Communities (Locality Plans)
The action plans for the three LOIP’s were in place by October 2017 covering the
ten-year period until 2027. In addition, the locality plans focus on communities with
the highest level of inequalities in Aberdeenshire specifically Fraserburgh, Peterhead
and Banff & Macduff. These plans focus on localities, where people experience
disadvantage and differential outcomes in comparison to other parts of
Aberdeenshire. Community Planning Partners continue to share their in-depth
knowledge and understanding of the issues facing local communities as well as build
relationships and networks for the benefit of those living there.
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2.8 Scottish Council’s Equality Network
This is a Network of Equality Officers from Scottish Local Authorities working closely
with the Convention of Scottish Local Authorities (COSLA), the Scottish Government
and the Equality and Human Rights Commission (EHRC). A member of the
Engagement and Equalities team represents Aberdeenshire and additionally will sit
on a SCEN subgroup looking at Equalities and Participatory Budgeting.

2.9 Other Groups
Members of the Engagement and Equalities Team sit on a variety of groups within
the council to support services with building equalities into the services that they
deliver. Currently there are representatives on the following groups:
•
•
•
•
•

Physical Disability & Sensory Impairment Strategic Outcomes Group
Aberdeenshire Seehear group
Aberdeenshire Council’s Gypsy/Traveller Officer Working Group
Integrate Grampian (as required)
Project teams within services as required.

3 Aberdeenshire as an employer
We aim to have a diverse workforce which reflects the communities we serve. We
seek to achieve this by ensuring the operation of fair and consistent employment
practices that take into account the diversity of groups and individuals in our
community. By doing this, we aim to be an employer of choice, and to be recognised
as an employer that provides fair employment opportunities for all.
Further information in relation to our workforce profile for Aberdeenshire Council:
Appendix 1: Aberdeenshire Council’s Workforce Profile
Appendix 2: Aberdeenshire Council Education Authority’s Workforce Profile

3.1 Gender Pay Gap
The gender pay gap (the difference in the average hourly rate of all men and women
across the workforce excluding overtime) is illustrated in the table below.

The information in the following table shows the average hourly rate for all
employees, teachers only (excluding Supply) and non-teaching employees
(excluding Relief) respectively. The figure at the side of each column representing
females is the percentage pay gap for each category. The charts show the three
financial years 2016/17, 2017/18 and 2018/19. Please note that progress, or
otherwise, is best judged when looking at the two groups of Teaching and Nonteaching employees separately in isolation.
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For all employees the pay gap between men and women fell from 7.34% in 2016/17
to 6.78% in 2018/19. During the period the gender pay gap has ended down slightly
for Teaching from 3.65% in 2016/17 to 3.56% in 2018/19. For Non-teaching
employees the gender pay gap has decreased from 13.61% in 2016/17 to 12.63% in
2018/19.

Average Hourly Rates
All Employees
M

F

Gap
(%)

Teaching
M

F

Non-teaching
Gap
(%)

M

F

Gap
(%)

2016/17 £14.88 £13.79 7.34 £22.97 £22.13 3.65 £12.87 £11.12 13.61
2017/18 £15.18 £14.12 6.95 £23.55 £22.50 4.44 £13.11 £11.37 13.31
2018/19 £15.49 £14.44 6.78 £23.39 £22.56 3.56 £13.52 £11.81 12.63

3.2 Human Resource & Organisational Development
Human Resources policies continue to be prioritised for review on a rolling three-year
programme, subject to change if a policy requires to be revised in relation to an
amendment in terms and conditions either at local or national level, or to take
account of new or amended employment legislation.
Policies which have been reviewed include
2017

2018

2019

Disciplinary

Anti-Bullying &
Harassment

Agency Worker
Procedure

Disclosure of
Information
(Whistleblowing)

Career Breaks

Carers Information

Equalities
Grievance
Occupational
Health
Secondment

The following policies are currently under review:
Attendance Management, Special Leave, Disability Leave, Flexible Working,
Maternity, Paternity, Retirement, Redundancy and Work Performance.
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3.3 Apprenticeships
HR&OD continue to develop Modern Apprenticeships across Aberdeenshire Council.
The Modern Apprenticeships incorporate a work-based qualification (SCQF 6 or
7/SVQ level 2 or 3) earned while gaining valuable work experience in your chosen
career path.
Each year one of Aberdeenshire’s Apprentices is awarded the Apprentice of the Year
Award. It is awarded based on outstanding occupational progress, ability in their role,
positive approach to employment and their personal qualities. Our 2019 Winner is
Connor Buchan, Modern Apprentice Learning Disabilities at Ellon Day Centre,
Connor provides support to Adults with Learning Disabilities. Connor has become a
valued member of the team in Ellon, starting at the Day Centre on a work placement
then going on to secure the role of Modern Apprentice. He has displayed maturity
and commitment to his learning and his service users, and has now gone on to
become a permanent Support Assistant
Aberdeenshire Council has also partnered with Skills Development Scotland to offer
hundreds of additional foundation apprenticeships in 2019. Furthermore, in July 2019
the council promoted opportunities for local businesses which specialise in Computer
Science to form a partnership to support local fifth- and sixth-year pupil’s foundation
apprenticeships in their final years at secondary school.
The foundation apprenticeship programme is also open to a wide variety of work
areas.

3.4 One Aberdeenshire Principles
The creation of ‘One Aberdeenshire’ in 2017 has fundamentally changed our
approach to engaging with employees. One Aberdeenshire underpins our beliefs,
culture, behaviours, strengths, and aspirations within the organisation; It is about
identifying where we do things well and supporting colleagues across the
organisation to achieve similar success. One Aberdeenshire is about working
together as one organisation; through working with our partners to achieve a
common goal that better meets the needs of our customers.
The Principles are the cultural aspirations of colleagues which underpin how we will
achieve the council's vision to be the best council, from mountain to sea. The
Principles will be put into action by shaping our systems, processes and structures
around these ambitions by 2020.
1. Everyone brings their ’best self’ to work every day.
•
•
•

We try to do our best every day, going above and beyond when necessary.
We treat each other the way we want to be treated.
We recognise that leadership and team-working is for everybody.

2. We are clear about what is expected of us and ask for clarity if unsure.
• We work in our communities, for our communities.
• We communicate clearly and honestly with each other
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•

Where our work falls below the standards expected we accept the support
offered to improve.

3. We take informed decisions as close to the action as possible.
•
•
•

We use information and skills to make the right things happen
Our freedom to make sensible decisions is supported
We are involved in making sure we have as few ‘rules’ as possible and our
ways of working are as simple as they can be.

4 Procurement
The Procurement Reform (Scotland) Act 2014 refers to “reducing inequality in the
area” in the context of addressing “wellbeing.” Where it is proportionate and relevant
to do so, this allows councils to potentially further their objective in terms of the nine
protected characteristics.
Furthermore, the mission statement in the joint procurement strategy commits to
delivery of “ethical and sustainable value for money solutions that support the
operational needs of wider strategic aims of the councils and the communities they
serve to further local and national priorities to the fullest extent possible.”
It is recognised that beyond the mandatory (£4m) and regulated thresholds (£50k for
goods and services/ £2m for works) the council has routinely sought “leverage
opportunities (including social, economic and environmental value) aligned to the
needs and priorities of our communities.
A bidder’s employment practices and its approach to its workforce can have a direct
impact on the quality of service it delivers and, sometimes, of the goods it supplies
and works performed. Fair pay, including payment of the Real Living Wage, is one of
the ways a bidder can demonstrate that it takes a positive approach to its workforce.
Real Living Wage is promoted in every contract where it is proportionate and relevant
to do so. However, payment of Real Living Wage/Living Wage Employer
Accreditation is not permissible as a mandatory condition of participation in public
procurement or in isolation, a factor in award criteria.

5 Policy Development and Review Framework
In 2018 the Policy Development and Review Framework was updated following
advice on privacy impact assessments reflecting the introduction of the General Data
Protection Regulations from May 2018. This ensures that all the Council’s priorities
and agreed principles are taken in to account as part of that process.
Part 4B of the Scheme of Governance:

•
•
•

Confirms the principles that guide policy development and review
Incorporates a standardised procedure ensuring that policies are developed,
approved, monitored and reviewed consistently; and
Provides a comprehensive, single point of reference for information relating to
policy development and review.
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All policies are aligned to a policy committee and the functions delegated to that
committee.

6 The work of our Education Authority
Education and Children’s Services (ECS) provides education across the
predominantly rural area of Aberdeenshire. There are 17 academies, 150 primary
schools, 4 special schools, and 90 nurseries. In addition, there are 38 enhanced
provision sites. Partner providers offer early years’ educational and childcare in 77
settings.
In 2018 there were 35,631 pupils in Aberdeenshire primary and secondary schools,
an increase from the 2016 figure of 35,265. The number of children registered in
local authority and partnership pre-school education in 2016 was 4922. 20% of the
population of Aberdeenshire is aged under 16. This compares to 18% nationally.
Education and Children’s Services provides a wide range of services which make a
positive difference to our vulnerable learners, Service users, families and
communities. As a result of a range of self-evaluation activities and external scrutiny
from bodies such as Education Scotland and the Care Inspectorate, work takes place
continuously to improve performance across a range of measures, including
attainment and achievement.
Our key strengths include:
•
•
•
•

Improved outcomes for learners with a diverse range of needs, including high
levels of attainment in Scottish Qualification Assessment examinations
Sustained good progress with implementation of Curriculum for Excellence
Increased levels of positive leaver destinations
Reduced exclusion rates

6.1 Celebrating diversity
6.1.1 Rights Respecting Schools
UNICEF works with schools in the UK to create safe and inspiring places to learn,
where children are respected, their talents are nurtured, and they can thrive. The
Rights Respecting Schools Award embeds these values in daily school life and gives
children the best chance to lead happy, healthy lives and to be responsible, active
citizens.
Since 2016 there are 12 new schools registered to take part in Rights Respecting
Schools in Aberdeenshire. 29 schools have achieved bronze, 15 have achieved
silver and 12 have achieved gold or were re-accredited at Gold.
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6.1.2 Aberdeenshire Young Gypsy/Travellers
The Working with Young People Team have been provided term-time weekly
informal educational provision on the North Esk site in Aberdeenshire for the last two
years.
Young people play an active role in their learning, deciding on relevant projects and
being involved in the planning process to work towards their goals. The young people
at North Esk have engaged in a variety of activities focusing on working together,
decision making, problem solving, and ordering / sequencing. Activities have
provided opportunities for young people to practice literacy and numeracy through a
range of informal learning experiences.
6.1.3 Gypsy/Traveller Resource Pack
Leaflets have been created for Gypsy/Travellers and school communities as well as
resource packs to support pupils at home & school. Resource boxes are being
created and schools will be able to access these to support Gypsy/Traveller pupils
with their learning. Resources around Gypsy/Traveller month have been shared with
schools.
Digital support and e-learning is the current focus for development and ways are
being explored to enable Gypsy/Traveller pupils to access materials.
A teacher from the local primary school and secondary school have been attending
the site once a week this term to enhance links and support young people to access
the school. This has been received very well by residents.
6.1.4 LGBT Support
Staff across both education and community learning and development continue to
provide support to LGBT groups within and out with schools. At Turriff Academy the
school's LGBT Ambassadors presented to staff within the school at a staff meeting.
The LGBT Ambassadors also marked Purple Friday, through a series of schoolbased events.
Over the past six years at Meldrum Academy the Work With Young People team
have supported an LGBT group and so far nearly 30+ members have joined and all
have been involved in many activities, from presentations within the school to
assemblies, PSE classes, attending a stall at parents evenings, surveys around the
school trying to find out what young people know about LGBT, fundraising for their
own hoodies to wear in the school and attending youth events promoting LGBT. Most
of the members have completed a Dynamic Youth Award and have gone on to start
further awards at college or university. The group is youth led and supported by CLD
with regards to booking rooms, giving support and advice and helping the group
promote themselves around the school. The members have supported many young
people in the school with regards to their sexuality and how they feel about
themselves and others.
Members of Meldrum LGBT raised the flag for the end of LGBT month (February)
and promoted Purple Friday at the YOYP legacy event at Meldrum Academy and
they helped at a stall asking young people to sign the flag in support of LGBT Month.
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The Peterhead Working with Young People Team have linked in with pupils who are
keen to promote LGBTQI awareness in the school and supported a lunch time group
which was open to all and promoted this using social media, school notices and
posters in the academy. The pupils also took time to go to PSE classes to talk about
LGBTQI, they carried out a ballot to find out what Peterhead Academy pupils
thoughts on LGBTQI were, they purchased and sold
LGBTQI merchandise and held a conversation café, which
was well attended and pupils were able to express their
thoughts freely. Many pupils spoke openly and indicated
they would be keen to be part of a LGBTQI group and
continue to promote awareness.
The teaching staff have and continue to support pupils and
the promotion of LGBTQI within the academy.
6.1.5 IDAHOBIT ‘An International day that shines a light on homophobia, bi-phobic and
transphobic hate crimes’
The 2019 event was led by chief executive Jim Savege and focused on presentations
from pupils of Mearns Academy and Banchory Academy. The five pupils showed
their interpretation of this year’s theme, ‘Justice and Protection for All’, through
artwork, poetry and presentations describing their own personal journeys. As part of
the session, a young person from Mearns Academy read a powerful and thoughtprovoking poem she had written. Following the presentations, the rainbow flag was
raised by the Chief Executive and one of the attending pupils.
6.1.6 LGBT Training
Multiagency training was hosted by Aberdeenshire Council to support education
colleagues and partners to be more confident, knowledgeable and ready to support
LGBT young people. The training was attended by over 40 professionals from
education, health and social work. The training was well rated and feedback
included:
•
•
•

My opinions have entirely changed thanks to this CPD – very positive
experience which I will use to its fullest to support any pupils with LGBT
issues.
Feel more confident and informed in all areas.
I am more understanding of LGBT youngsters and the terminology to use
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6.1.7 Syrian New Scots
The local Working with Young People team in Inverurie began getting to know our
Syrian New Scots young people by revamping a disused room in Inverurie Academy.
A local business donated some paint to decorate the room to become a prayer room.
We created a drawing of a mosque and wrote out some Islamic prayers to go on the
wall.
Since then we have come a long way together; we have tried to give the young
people an insight into life in rural Aberdeenshire, give them a much-needed space to
be themselves and improve their English and social skills.
We have enjoyed Doric conversations, trips to local historic monuments, difficult
conversations about leaving their country and the war. We have tried a variety of new
foods and learnt new team building games.

Taking the Syrian New Scot Young People group out into Inverurie to see the Friends
of Anchor Sculpture for cancer care
6.1.8 Supporting young people with disabilities
Dales Park School worked with Spina Bifida Hydrocephalus Scotland to help raise
awareness and develop a plan which will allow other schools to help children affected
by spina bifida or hydrocephalus. Their involvement has been recognised when they
received an award from the Scottish Power Foundation. The school picked up the
“Education awareness” award for developing a film alongside Spina Bifida
Hydrocephalus Scotland to promote the charity work. It will be shown across
Scotland over the next year. Furthermore, as part of the award the charity will also
receive £5,000 towards its future work.
High Hopes Youth Platform is a new forum in Aberdeenshire for young people who
have additional support needs/disabilities supported by CLD Working with Young
People Teams. They have secured funding for hoodies and an event to promote the
group and recruit more members. Two members of the group have attended the
recent Aberdeenshire Youth Forum.

6.2 Youth Engagement
6.2.1 Youth Voice in Aberdeenshire
Youth participation in Aberdeenshire is all about putting children and young people in
the centre of policy and practice and – to that end – Youth Voice is one of the key
areas of Community Learning and Development’s Work With Young People service
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in Aberdeenshire, it is undertaken by creating and supporting ways in which young
people can get involved in decision making at individual, community, local authority
and national level.
Aberdeenshire’s Youth Participation Structure includes many different groups
including Young Carers, Pupil Participation Forums, Aberdeenshire Youth Council,
Community Youth Platforms (set up in 17 learning communities in the three different
areas North, South and Central), Special Interest Groups (LGBT, Syrian New Scots,
Scottish Travellers) and the region’s seven Members of the Scottish Youth
Parliament MYSPs.
An Aberdeenshire Council Youth Shadow Management Team (now known as
Aberdeenshire Youth Council - AYC) has been established where young people
meet with the Council’s Strategic Leadership Team, including the Chief Executive
and all Directors, three to four times a year as a sounding board to inform and
influence decisions.

There is also a Young Persons Organising and Campaigning Group made up of
young people aged 14 and over who are, or have been, looked after away from
home. The group gives young people the opportunity to share their views and
experiences of being looked after so that the services can learn from them.
The Council has adopted an Aberdeenshire Charter For Children and Young People,
developed by young people, which includes clauses that young people be included in
any decisions made about their lives, that their voices are heard and that they be
respected and that their worries are taken seriously.
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6.2.2 Year of Young People 2018
Throughout the Year of Young People #yoyp2018, young people co-designed nine
events with the CLD WWYP team. Young people selected the themes of these events
and several events focused around equality matters such as LGBT awareness and
mental health and wellbeing.
The LGBTQ+ event in Alford on the 26 th February aimed to challenge stereotypes and
raise awareness of LGBT issues. This event was led by the young people of the Alford
LGBTQ+ group and involved young people and #YOYP2018 ambassadors from other
schools in Aberdeenshire.

Aberdeenshire MSYPs supporting the Alford LGBTQ+ Event
Young people took on lead roles in planning, preparation, applying for funding and on the
night activities such as covering reception, undertaking activities with attendees and also
two young people sat on the Q&A panel with a representative from LGBT relevant
organisations, including 4 pillars, SAMH, NHS Grampian and SYP.
In September last year, the largest #yoyp2018 event of the year took place at Haddo
House. The Mash-Up Festival was open to people of all ages and the event attracted
approximately 1500 young people from all over Aberdeenshire. The event included
performances from youth artists ranging from highland dancers to jugglers to soloists
such as 12-year-old harpist, support from the council’s street sports team with use of the
climbing wall, bike tracks and body zorbs. Community Development, youth work teams
and the Scottish Youth Parliament all talked to young people and families throughout the
event on a range of topics.
In February 2019 a Celebration and Exhibition of the Year Of Young People 2018 took
place at Meldrum Academy. This was attended by young people, families, staff,
councillors and local MSP’s. #18legacy is now our focus where youth participation in
Aberdeenshire is about young people’s rights and opportunities to have a say in decision
making and getting involved in platforms to make a difference
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6.2.3 Pupil Participation Forum
Aberdeenshire’s Pupil Participation Forum (PPF) currently have over 60 pupil
representatives from all 17 secondary school in Aberdeenshire. Some of the
highlights of their work include:
Health and Wellbeing Young Leaders
This programme ran in 2017-18 led by an Education Support Officer has been
revamped to be taken on and run by the Pupil Participation Forum from August 2019.
New and more streamlined criteria have been designed and the launch and
showcase events will be run by the Pupil Participation Forum members. It is
anticipated that Health and Wellbeing Young Leaders will become an annual event
run by the PPF.
Wellbeing resource
During session 2017-2018 a wellbeing survey was created by the PPF in consultation
with the GIRFEC Wellbeing strategy group. The data from the responses is intended
to be used to support the creation of a wellbeing resource made by young people for
young people. The survey was open to all S3-6 pupils.
There were over 1000 surveys completed and the data was analysed with the PPF
with the support of education staff to identify themes. The themes identified are as
follows: time management, resilience, self-esteem/self-confidence, social media,
coping with stress. These are areas that young people can advise other young
people on from experience.
The young people of the PPF have also looked at how they can match their themes
to the “Five Ways to Wellbeing” which is being used to support wellbeing training of
adults in Aberdeenshire.
In session 2019/20 the PPF will explore how some aspects of the wellbeing resource
may be done in stop animation and how we can involve a wider range of young
people in their production.

6.3 Developing our Curriculum to support Equality and Inclusivity
Equalities is threaded through the curriculum in Aberdeenshire. An excellent example
of this is Mearns Academy where Religious and Moral Education has the theme of
Human Rights and S4 Religious and Moral Education has the theme of Equalities.
The topics included in S3 and S4 are disability, Islamophobia, Gypsy Travellers.
Young people at Mearns also take part in an equalities fair in S3 as part of their SQA
qualification. All pupils in the school undertake this learning through their core RME
(Religious and Moral Education) time.
Young Leaders of Learning is a pilot project with Education Scotland. During school
session 2019/2020 two secondary schools (Banff and The Gordon Schools) and
seven Primary schools (Chapel of Garioch, Fraserburgh North, Echt, Hillside, Logie
Durno, Portlethen and Lumsden) will participate in a pilot project being run in
conjunction with Education Scotland called Young Leaders of Learning.
Its focus is ensuring children and young people are actively involved in on-going selfevaluation activities leading to improvement by:
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•

Taking part in reciprocal visits to other schools to identify what is working well, areas
for improvement and effective practice.
• Promoting ways that children and young people can be involved in school
improvement activities in their own school.
The programme has been designed to involve children and young people in school
improvement activity and to enable children to become confident to share practice
and become more familiar with the language and processes of school improvement.
Training will begin with the two secondary schools in September 2019.
Aberdeenshire is committed to the presumption of mainstream, which is supported
through inclusive practices that are universally available for all. This commitment is
underpinned by single and multi-agency development of guidelines, practice
innovations, and professional learning opportunities related to the following key
areas:
Dyslexia Friendly Schools: Aberdeenshire practitioners are encouraged and
supported to use the “Addressing Dyslexia Toolkit”, which is a free comprehensive
online resource for all who are involved in the identification and support of learners
aged 3-18 years who are showing signs of literacy difficulties.
The following documents have also been created to support dyslexia friendly
practices across Aberdeenshire. The documents are in line with Aberdeenshire’s
staged procedures and build upon good practice and the concept of inclusive
practice:
•
•
•
•

Guidelines to Support Literacy
Whole School Dyslexia Reflective Tool
Dyslexia in the Classroom Reflective Tool
Materials to support collaborative assessment

Autism Friendly Schools: Aberdeenshire Council has worked with partners to take
forward a number of areas which support the ongoing development of practices that
are appropriate for children and young people with autism. Examples of the work
undertaken to-date includes:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Promoting the use of the Autism Toolbox in Aberdeenshire Schools. This
resource was developed by the Scottish Government in partnership with
the national charity, Scottish Autism with support from Autism Network
Scotland.
Online and face-to-face autism awareness raising sessions for staff
Professional learning opportunities on practical support strategies, such as
Visual Timetables and Social Stories
Setting up professional mentoring opportunities to share good practice and
experience
Supporting teaching staff to undertake a Postgraduate Certificate in
Autism
The development of bespoke professional learning opportunities focusing
on a particular aspect of Autism. For example, a suite of online training
modules on “Understanding sensory behaviours”.
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Aberdeenshire Education Authority recognises that the use of digital technology has
the ability to transform the way services are organised and delivered and has a
fundamental role to play in improving accessibility. A pilot project is currently
underway to provide real time, online teaching to pupils who are currently unable or
unwilling to attend school; pupils with chronic absence as a result of health issues
(home or hospital); school refusers; young carers and pupils with particular additional
support needs). The initial focus for 2019-20 is on a core of English & Maths at
levels National 4 & 5. Each class will be timetabled for 4 periods per week.
Aberdeenshire schools continue to successfully participate in the Anne Frank Award.
The aim of the award is to challenge prejudice by drawing on the power of Anne
Frank’s life and diary. Participation in the award allows learners to use that power to
encourage people to embrace positive attitudes, personal responsibility and respect
for others. In 2019 there were 10 schools recognised for their submissions.

6.4 Period Poverty
Free sanitary products are available for young people across all schools in
Aberdeenshire to ensure that there is equality, rights and dignity for those who
menstruate and to ensure that an individual’s ability to fully participate in education is
not impacted by a lack of access to products. We are working with number of schools
and young people to identify the effectiveness of different approaches to providing
access to sanitary products and evaluating how these impact people by gathering
evidence from young people themselves. In addition, we have been working with
NHS Grampian to set up a pilot to work with pharmacies to enable young people to
access sanitary products at their local pharmacy in addition to school.
We are now also working on a project designed to bring about wider public access to
free sanitary products and to address any stigma associated with accessing free
products.

7 The Work of our Licensing Boards
The Licensing Boards are constituted in terms of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005.
The boards are entrusted with the administration of liquor licensing, gambling
licensing and certain other statutory duties.
Aberdeenshire Council has three divisional Licensing Boards:
•
•
•

North Board: 8 members
Central Board: 8 members
South Board: 8 members
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7.1 Statutory Provisions and Licensing Objectives
Apart from complying with our public sector equality duties, there are objectives laid
down in statute specifically related to our work, around which we must organise all
our licensing functions.
The statutory provisions are found in The Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005;
and The Gambling Act 2005.
The number of licences currently in force, as at 31st March 2019, are as follows:
The Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005
•
•
•
•

648 premises licences;
2,355 personal licences;
1,270 occasional licences and (granted this year 63 (as at 15.02.17); and
21 occasional extensions.

The Gambling Act 2005
•
•
•
•

33 premises licences;
196 notices of automatic entitlement for gaming machines;
54 gaming, club gaming and club gaming permits; and
278 registrations for small society lotteries.

The Boards also consider applications for variation and transfer of the above licences
on a regular basis, as well as dealing with applications for review of licences and
investigating complaints in relation to licensed premises and licence holders.

7.2 Equality Policy and Staff training.
The Licensing Boards Equality Policy was updated in November 2018.
The policy holds equalities at the heart of the Boards’ work and ensures openness
and transparency of the Licensing Boards’ position in this regard. A revised version
of the policy will be developed during Summer 2019.
All Members and staff have attended, and will continue to attend, seminars and
briefings on Equalities run by Aberdeenshire Council. In June 2017 each licensing
board appointed an elected member equality champion to support the equality work
of the board.
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Equality Outcome 1:

SAFER AND BETTER DECISION MAKING WILL BE ACHIEVED AS A RESULT OF
BEING BETTER INFORMED OF EQUALITY & DIVERSITY MATTERS

OUR AIMS:
n

Elected Members demonstrate their understanding of the needs of those
with protected characteristics

n

Senior officers demonstrate their understanding of the needs of those with protected
characteristics

n

Increased awareness of the key equality resources (Equality page, translation
and Interpreting services, Equality Calendar, Equality Bulletin)

n

Employees and members of the public have increased awareness of Prejudice
& Discrimination reporting and know how to access interpretation and translation
services when accessing council services.

ACHIEVEMENTS SO FAR:

n

n
n
n
n

n

n

		

n

		

n

Equality training formed part of the Corporate Induction day held after local elections in 2017.
67% of elected members attended this training.
There are 11 elected member equality champions who have undertaken further training to
support their colleagues with and to promote equality issues. Three of these elected member
equality champions support the Aberdeenshire Licensing Boards. The elected member equality
champions meet twice a year and support the promotion of the diversity calendar and its events
such as raising a flag to mark LGBT History Month
The council developed 11 priorities (including work to reduce poverty and inequalities within
our communities) based on feedback from an extensive community engagement exercise and
evidence from sources such as the council’s Strategic Assessment.
Equality Impact Assessments (EIAs) have been updated to meet the requirements of Fairer
Scotland Duty to evidence the due regard the council will pay in its decision-making process.
Training on the revised EIA will be underway during Summer 2019
The Equalities and Human Rights Strategy Board agree an annual Diversity Calendar which is
formed with key dates that the council will mark and raise awareness around.
In April 2019 the council’s internal Equality Bulletin was launched. This focusses on key equality
updates both locally and nationally, awareness raising of equalities issues and key dates.
Prejudice and Discrimination reporting process was reviewed in 2018 when GDPR came into
effect. This streamlined existing processes.
In July 2018 Global Language Services was awarded the contract for Interpretation and
Translation. There was an internal communication campaign at the commencement of the
contract th regular reminders through services and internal communication channels.
The council developed and published its British Sign Language Plan in 2018. Services have key
actions to take forward over the life of the plan to improve accessibility to council services for
BSL users.
The priorities for the three Local Outcome Improvement Plans were agree in 2017.
They are:
• Changing Aberdeenshire’s relationship with Alcohol
• Reducing child Poverty
• Connected and Cohesive priorities
		

n
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Equality Outcome 1:

SAFER AND BETTER DECISION MAKING WILL BE ACHIEVED AS A RESULT OF
BEING BETTER INFORMED OF EQUALITY & DIVERSITY MATTERS

The action plans for the three LOIP’s were in place by October 2017 covering the ten-year period
until 2027. In addition, the locality plans focus on communities with the highest level of inequalities
in Aberdeenshire specifically Fraserburgh, Peterhead and Banff & Macduff. These plans focus on
localities, where people experience disadvantage and differential outcomes in comparison to other
parts of Aberdeenshire
The Children’s Service Plan was approved in 2017. There are five priorities identified which are:
• Early Years
• Children & Young People’s Mental Health & Wellbeing
• Children with a Disability
• Substance Misuse
• Corporate Parenting
		

		

		

		

n

Each priority is addressed by a multi-agency action plan. These include specific aims which detail
how we are working in partnership to tackle this issue, and what action we are taking to make an
impact on the lives of those children, young people, and families affected.
n The licensing boards reviewed their Liquor Policy in 2017 with equalities as part of the
consideration. The revised policy was approved in June 2017
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Equality Outcome 2:

TO PROMOTE A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE NEEDS OF PEOPLE OF
DIFFERENT RACE AND DEVELOP STRATEGIES WHICH SUPPORT THEM.

OUR AIMS:
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n
n

Gypsy/Travellers will be accepted and welcomed by communities and experience
reduced levels of prejudice and discrimination
Communities will have an improved level of understanding of the needs
of Gypsy/Travellers leading to more cohesive communities
Increased number of Gypsy/Traveller sites in Aberdeenshire.
Employees and member of the public have increased awareness of Prejudice
& Discrimination reporting
Improved awareness and access to interpretation and translation services in Aberdeenshire.
Migrant workers are not discriminated against in the work place
Migrant workers are confident in reporting prejudice and discrimination incidents
Migrant workers living in Aberdeenshire are not being prejudiced against by their
landlords and are able to secure accommodation that meets their needs
All migrant workers and newcomers into the area can access information to help
ensure equal access to services.
Migrant workers are integrated in the community.

ACHIEVEMENTS SO FAR:

Within the council there is a Gypsy/Traveller Sub Committee which as part of its remit monitors
the Gypsy/Travellers Group Action Plan. Services progress on actions are fed back through
committee meetings. Actions which have been achieved include:
• Reflect the site and support needs of Gypsy Travellers in the
Housing Need and Demand Assessment
• A review of the Gypsy/Traveller Site Provision strategy is underway
• Further developing learning provision for children and young people
from the travelling culture
The Prejudice and Discrimination reporting was reviewed in 2018 to ensure compliance with
GDPR.
Prejudice and Discrimination Reporting – All schools in Aberdeenshire will be using the SEEMIS
module Bully and Harassment from Summer 2019.
Two sites Aikey Brea (for gypsy/travellers) and Gordon House are third party reporting centres
for Prejudice and Discrimination Incidents. Two staff members have attended the Third Party
Reporting Centre with Police Scotland
Aikey Brae Traveller site opened in May 2018 and provides 10 pitches available all year.
Officers are continuing to explore ways to promote the good work being undertaken in this area,
to promote a positive message and to continue to raise awareness.
As a result of support from the resettlement team New Scots are now engaging directly with
council services without any intervention/support from the Resettlement Team.
In July 2018 Global Language Services was awarded the contract for Interpretation and
Translation. There was an internal communication campaign at the commencement of the
contract with regular reminders through services and internal communication channels. This
service supports council staff holding conversations with customers/service users for whom
English is not their first language.
The English as an additional language team (EAL) with Education and Children’s Services are
developing guidance to support school and bilingual learners on making best use of the current
interpretation and translation services. This will be available in late 2019.
		

		

		

n

n
n
n

n
n
n
n

n
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Equality Outcome 2:

TO PROMOTE A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE NEEDS OF PEOPLE OF
DIFFERENT RACE AND DEVELOP STRATEGIES WHICH SUPPORT THEM.

n

n

n
n

The EAL team will continue to support school staff on how to support bilingual learners, including
information on celebrating diversity, different cultures and potential barriers that may arise from
experiencing education in a different culture previously.
Education continue to review written material produced by the service to ensure that key
information for parents is available in the most common languages. This applies to information
about school meals, payments and other key information supporting children during their
education journey.
Local teachers from primary and secondary have been visiting children/young people at the
gypsy/traveller sites to provide support and resources with their learning.
In 2017 guidance was launched to support schools to settle in bilingual children and young
people. This includes tips on involving and communicating with parents, and useful learning &
teaching strategies to support social inclusion, learning, communication, and the acquisition of
English. Next steps include further development of the concept of bilingual friendly schools as a
universal offer in Aberdeenshire schools.

When the aims of this outcome were set in 2017 there was an Ethnic Minority Outreach Worker in
post within Housing. The post no longer exists, however any identified equality housing issues with
migrants working in Aberdeenshire are monitored – to date there have not been issues highlighted.
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Equality Outcome 3:
DEVELOP A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE NEEDS OF PEOPLE WITH
A DISABILITY AND DEVELOP AND PROMOTE STRATEGIES WHICH
ENSURE ACCESS TO COUNCIL SERVICES AND WHICH
SUPPORT THEM IN EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT

OUR AIMS:
n
n
n

Disabled and older people can access services and believe their particular
needs are met
Communities and businesses understand the needs of older people
and people with disabilities.
People with disabilities, particularly learning disabilities, have improved employment prospects

ACHIEVEMENTS SO FAR:

n

n
n

		

n

		

n

		

n

The development, approval and publishing of Aberdeenshire Council’s British Sign Language
Plan 2018-2024 in September 2018. The plan aims to improve access to council services for
BSL users. The plan is further supported by an implementation plan designed to support services
working towards their services. This plan was approved by Business Services Committee in
2019.
There are three Access panels in Aberdeenshire, which are independent voluntary organisations.
The panels’ role are to promote access to buildings, facilities and services. The council continues
to provide a staff resource to support the operation of the panels.
The Physical Disability & Sensory Impairment Strategic Outcomes Group reviewed their terms
of reference in 2018 to ensure the work they undertake continues to have an impact. They
lead the direction for planning, development and delivery of services for people with physically
disabilities and/or sensory impairments in Aberdeenshire. The group carried out a survey for
people with a physical disability. The survey asked about experiences of living with a physical
disability. The results are currently being collated and will be reported on accompanied by an
action plan for the work of the group.
Supporting children with a disability is a strategic priority in the council’s Children’s Services
Plan which was approved in 2017. Actions are being delivered through the Community Planning
Partnership and progress is reported through the annual report taken to Education and Children’s
Services Committee.
To support inclusion and reduce exclusions, including children and young people with disabilities,
a working group for Promoting Inclusion and Reducing Exclusions in Aberdeenshire schools has
produced a revised draft School Discipline and Use of Exclusion policy that is in the process
of going through our committee structures for approval. A practitioner-led group to produce
exemplified guidelines to support this policy has also been set up, as well training including a
future career long professional learning event for HTs and DHTs, and an ALDO course.
In 2018 nine courses were delivered supporting mental health at work and the council continues
to have volunteer mental health first aiders available to support employees.
Web Content Accessibility Guidelines (known as WCAG 2.1) are an internationally recognised
set of recommendations for improving web accessibility. They explain how to make digital
services, websites and apps accessible to everyone, including users with impairments to their:
• vision - like severely sight impaired (blind), sight impaired (partially sighted)
or colour blind people
• hearing - like people who are deaf or hard of hearing
• mobility - like those who find it difficult to use a mouse or keyboard
• thinking and understanding - like people with dyslexia, autism or learning difficulties
		

n
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Equality Outcome 3:
DEVELOP A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE NEEDS OF PEOPLE WITH
A DISABILITY AND DEVELOP AND PROMOTE STRATEGIES WHICH
ENSURE ACCESS TO COUNCIL SERVICES AND WHICH
SUPPORT THEM IN EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT

The Council is continuing to work towards this standard with website design and content.
n A minimum of 15% of affordable new build homes are developed each year for Particular Needs
(PN) Clients. An Improvement exercise is underway which will improve the evidence base for the
housing requirements of Particular Needs Clients and allow improved planning for investment
and funding.
n Wrap Around Care- since April 2019, services have been commissioned across all areas to
provide the “right support at the right time in the right place” to children and young people with
disabilities to meet their 24/7 support needs. The age range within the Wrap around Care groups
is 5-18 years, with sessions for primary and academy aged young people taking place on a
regular basis.
n Walking Netball and a Walking group in the Shire - started in 2018, we have a growing number
of participants at various venues from Monday to Friday in Ellon, Fraserburgh, Turriff, Newtonhill
and Inverurie. This year a walking group has been formed has had 8/9 participants each week.
n Since 2017, the Council has worked in partnership with Health and Social Care Partnership to
offer an additional day of transport to the new hub.
n A2B dial-a-bus services - in addition to the standard service, the Inverurie A2B dial-a-bus service
was enhanced by the operation of a second vehicle on Mondays aimed at taking people to/from
health appointments.
n A review of our pre-school ‘stay and play ‘clubs identified that there was a shortage of sensory
or suitable equipment in place. A funding bid titled the ‘disability sport nurture project’ was placed
with Tesco in August 2018. The application was approved in February 2019, with voting being
open in the Tesco Ellon store in May and June 2019.
n Boccia Festivals 2018/2019 - the aim of the festival was to increase the participation of schools
at the event (Boccia is a disability sport similar to bowls and petanque)as historically only three
Aberdeenshire teams, all from Special schools, attended. This year, the activity has met its aim
with a total of 13 different schools participating and 12 boccia kits have been sent to schools
within Aberdeenshire. One of the secondary schools has actively set up and maintained an
extra-curricular club after having attended the festival.
n Dyslexia Friendly Schools: Aberdeenshire practitioners are encouraged and supported to use
the “Addressing Dyslexia Toolkit”, which is a free comprehensive online resource for all who are
involved in the identification and support of learners aged 3-18 years who are showing signs of
literacy difficulties.
n Autism Friendly Schools: Aberdeenshire Council has worked with partners to take forward a
number of areas which support the ongoing development of practices that are appropriate for
children and young people with autism.
n Aberdeenshire Education Authority recognises that the use of digital technology has the ability
to transform the way services are organised and delivered and has a fundamental role to play in
improving accessibility. A pilot project is currently underway to provide real time, online teaching
to pupils who are currently unable or unwilling to attend school pupils with chronic absence
as a result of health issues (home or hospital); school refusers; young carers and pupils with
particular additional support needs). The initial focus for 2019-20 is on a core of English & Maths
at levels National 4 & 5. Each class will be timetabled for 4 periods per week.
n The Commercial & Procurement Shared Services (C&PSS) team has strengthened closer
partnerships with local third sector interface organisations, Senscot/P4P, local social enterprises
and Equalities Teams to raise awareness of and build capacity within the 3rd sector in terms of
the supported business regime. C&PSS has communicated the direct links between supported
businesses; equalities mainstreaming, the public sector equality duty and linkages with the
disability employment gap.
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Equality Outcome 3:
DEVELOP A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE NEEDS OF PEOPLE WITH
A DISABILITY AND DEVELOP AND PROMOTE STRATEGIES WHICH
ENSURE ACCESS TO COUNCIL SERVICES AND WHICH
SUPPORT THEM IN EDUCATION AND EMPLOYMENT

n

n

n

A comprehensive suite of community benefits has been developed for general goods/services
and works contracts and health and social care contracts. Equalities is a standalone theme
but can positively impact on other benefit types e.g. potential to focus on underrepresented
groups in community or educational requirements inclusive participation of older or disabled
persons, placements for disabled persons etc in training, school engagement or employability
engagement activities. Specific measures can be taken to promote employment opportunities
for disabled persons (including involving supported businesses in the supply chain). To ensure
maximum flexibility, requirements can be met by a Main Contractor, a subsidiary of the Main
Contractor, an approved subcontractor or supply chain partner. Sources of national/local support
are included in Community Benefits Project Plans.
Example Provision re Placements: Provision of work experience placements of up to 8 weeks
for up to 30 hours per week. targeted at persons aged 18 to 24 (or other groups approved by the
Department of Works and Pensions (DWP)) with little or no work experience and people aged 25
or over who do not have a recent work history. Supported internships for 16- 25 year old students
with learning difficulties and/or disabilities who have a Learning Difficulty Assessment (LDA)
or an education, health and care (EHC) plan) would be an acceptable means of meeting the
requirements as per Go Construct Guidance. Care leavers would meet the necessary criteria
for this type of placement and the Council can provide a shortlist of interested candidates in the
context of care leavers.
Licensing Matters Event – this event for licence holders took place in November 2018 following
the introduction of a new legal requirement for disability and facilities access statements to be
submitted with all applications for new premises.
New Licensing Policy Statement - it includes a requirement for all licence holders to have a
vulnerability policy statement in place which encompasses protected characteristics. This has
been a partnership approach with the Boards, Police Scotland, Public Health and the Licensing
Standards Officers and we continue to work closely with the licensed trade on understanding
and compliance.
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Equality Outcome 4:

DEVELOP A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF THE NEEDS OF LGBT PEOPLE AS
EMPLOYEES AND CUSTOMERS, DEVELOP AND CASCADE STRATEGIES WHICH
MINIMISE BULLYING AND HARASSMENT IN SCHOOLS AND THE COMMUNITY.
ACHIEVE MEASURABLY REDUCED LEVELS OF PREJUDICE AND
DISCRIMINATION AGAINST THE LGBT COMMUNITY.

OUR AIMS:
n
n
n
n
n

The LGBT community, and those going through gender reassignment are more
accepted in their communities, where their needs are understood
Reduced levels of prejudice and discrimination towards the LGBT community
within the Aberdeenshire area.
Pupils and employees understand the needs of the LGBT community in schools.
Reduced incidences of bullying and harassment in schools linked to the LGBT community.
Increased confidence in providing equality monitoring data.

ACHIEVEMENTS SO FAR:
n

n
n

n

n

n

n
n

IDAHOBIT Day (The International Day Against Homophobia, Bi-phobia and Transphobia) is
traditionally marked with a flag raising ceremony. This year it focused on presentations from
secondary school pupils with their interpretation of this year’s theme, ‘Justice and Protection for
All’. The event was attended by Councillors and Staff. Jim Savege, the Aberdeenshire Council
Chief Executive, tweet post event: Powerful & inspiring leadership from some of our amazing
young people to mark #IDAHOBIT day today. Proud that @Aberdeenshire showed its continued
commitment to inclusion, equity & respect
Diversity calendar is agreed by the Equality, Human Rights Strategy Board each year and mark
dates included LGBT History month and IDAHOBIT day.
Rapid Rehousing Transition Plans (RRTP) - we are putting in place a new framework that
regulates the transition to a rapid rehousing approach. Our Options and Homelessness teams
are working in partnership to ensure that they monitor the impact of the Rapid Rehousing
Transition Plans (RRTP) on the LGBT homelessness group.
The Equality and Diversity Monitoring form used as part of the recruitment process is being
reviewed. The revised form will include a link to the ‘Workforce Equalities Monitoring’ information
page which will provide information around the reasons we ask individuals to complete Equality
and Diversity monitoring forms.
LGBTQ support and awareness training - training on supporting LGBTQ young people has been
delivered in education and multiagency settings. The training was rated excellent by 100% of
the participants and the majority indicated it had ‘increased their understanding of the needs of
LGBTQ young people and how to support them’.
LGBT alliance - since 2017, seven secondary schools had established an LGBT support
group. These groups are pupil-led and their remit is to discuss LGBT issues in school, such
as stereotyping. The group’s aim is to advance inclusion of LGBT pupils and the wider LGBT
community by championing activities that reduce stigma and promote equality. In 2019,
representatives from two schools took part in the celebration of the IDAHOBIT Day in Woodhill
House, Aberdeen, and there are further plans to continue to include LGBT support groups in any
future activities.
We aim to have at least 90% of the appointed Members to have completed the Equality and
Diversity Training on ALDO.
Our annual Licensing survey included specific sections to enable individuals to raise equalities
concerns and suggest improvements. There were no equality issues raised as the result of
this survey.
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Equality Outcome 5:
ABERDEENSHIRE COUNCIL’S RECRUITMENT IS IMPLEMENTED WITH
FAIRNESS AND TRANSPARENCY AND FULLY SUPPORTS PEOPLE
WITH PROTECTED CHARACTERISTICS.

OUR AIMS:
n

n
n
n

Aberdeenshire Council is recognised as an employer of choice both internally
and externally through effective implementation of recruitment and selection
processes which are seen to be fair and transparent.
The Council is recognised for recruiting from diverse communities resulting
in a diverse workforce.
There is greater diversity of males/females across non-traditional roles.
The Gender Pay Gap for non-teaching employees is reduced

ACHIEVEMENTS SO FAR:
n
n

n
n

Policies in Practice (PiP) including recruitment training sessions commenced in November 2018,
and 85 individuals involved with recruitment process have already attended.
There has been a small increase in the number of applicants and appointments of individuals
who disclose that they have a disability (0.2% increase at both application and appointment).
HR&OD continue to provide support and guidance in relation to reasonable adjustments that
can be made to the recruitment process and during employment.
An online guidance course titled ‘Recruiting and Retaining People with Sensory Impairment or
Deafness’ is currently being developed and expected to be available from August 2019
The recruitment team will build upon images that portray gender balance across roles when
promoting vacancies. For example, stock images of both male and female carers will be used
to promote vacancies in this field.
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Equality Outcome 6:
THERE WILL BE A MORE INCLUSIVE CULTURE WHEREBY
ALL EMPLOYEES UNDERSTAND AND RESPECT DIFFERENCE

OUR AIMS:
n
n
n
n
n

Increased level of understanding of the needs of individuals with Protected Characteristics
across all employees.
Frontline services demonstrate an understanding of the needs of individuals with protected
characteristics.
Individuals and communities feel their views and rights are heard and respected and they feel
empowered.
Individuals feel supported and included in celebrating diversity and equality within their
communities.
Fewer reports of issues around poor verbal behaviour of some staff to some groups with
protected characteristics

ACHIEVEMENTS SO FAR:
n

n

n

n
n

Diversity & Equality calendar focuses on a range of key equality dates. This year’s calendar
includes the World Day against Child Labour, the Refugee Week and Older People’s Day for
example. Awareness of these dates is raised through a mix of events or news articles on
Arcadia.
A monthly Equality Bulletin was launched in April 2018 which highlights local and national
equality news. There are sections focusing on the protected characteristics as well as events
happening locally.
Equality Champions and Elected Members Champions - there are around sixty Equalities
Service Champions and 11 Elected Members Champions across the Council and Licensing
Boards. Their role is to support services with equalities advice and advise on completing
Equality Impact Assessments.
Our Staff have access to Equalities and Respecting Diversity training on Aldo. Aldo training on
completing a revised Equality Impact assessment will be updated in Autumn 2019/
Aberdeenshire’s Children and Young People’s Charter was co-produced with young people
and endorsed by Aberdeenshire Council and the Community Planning Partnership Board.
This has been used as a way to communicate about new Rights-reporting duties on public
bodies with a range of information on the GIRFEC Website. Progress on this is reported in the
Children’s Services Plan annual report.
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Appendix 1: Aberdeenshire Council’s Workforce Profile
As at December 2018, Aberdeenshire Council employed 15,868 people which took
up a total of 20,597 posts within the council. The workforce data presented here is
the total number of posts within the council. This report is based on incumbencies or
post held by each employee. Some employees may have multiple incumbencies –
for example, a Supervisory Cleaner may hold posts for Relief Cleaner and Children’s
Escort. Throughout the report incumbencies are referred to as ‘employee data’ or
‘employees’.
The information in this Appendix refers to all employees of the council over the years
2016, 2017 and 2018. The exceptions to this are leavers and training data, training
data has not been recorded for 2016 due to changes in how course attendance is
recorded in line with the upgrading of the Human Resources Information System. For
leavers data the categorisation of leaving reasons has changed and all leavers are
held on iTrent for 2017 and 2018. Therefore the 2017 and 2018 data has been
included here instead for these metrics.
The sections leavers and general employee data are generated from our Human
Resource Information system. General employee data is a snapshot taken at the end
of each calendar year, leavers includes all leavers within each year with a voluntary
reason for leaving. The data relating to development has been extracted from
ALDO, Aberdeenshire Learning & Development Online and the recruitment data is
obtained from the Talentlink database, the Scottish public authority recruitment tool.
In some parts of our report there are high responses in the ‘unknown’ category.
There are two reasons for this – the first is where the employee has declined to
answer the question, the second is where the employee has filled in the ‘no
declaration’ section of the form. Steps have been taken to encourage employees to
provide as much information as possible to help us gain a better understanding of
our workforce profile. For example, since 2016 the completion of the equalities
monitoring form when applying for a job became mandatory. Applicants can still
declare on the form that they do not wish to enter any information; however, they
must go into the form to do this rather than simply bypassing the form altogether.
Workforce profile information has been used by some sections of the council to plan
for the future in terms of addressing age profiles which would leave a Service ‘at risk’
due to a predominantly significant proportion of employees in the higher age ranges.
Similarly, some Services have used the workforce profile information in new and
innovative ways to address the means of retaining employees and skills when duties
and tasks need to be provided. It is critical that such work continues and helps the
council address changes and gaps in relation to the Protected Characteristics.
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Combined Workforce Profile

Age
All Employees
The largest percentage of employees fall into the age range 40-49 and 50-59. The
number of employees in the 40-49 category has increased by 2.8% since 2016. The
number of employees in the 60-64 category has increased by 10.28% and this
appears to be a continuing trend.

Recruitment
The number of job applicants has decreased by 24% across all categories over the
course of the period 2016 to 2018, with the biggest decrease seen in the 20-29 and
40-49 age groups. It is noted that the decrease in the number of applications across
the period may be due to the oil and gas upturn.
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Retention
The number of leavers has decreased in most age bands between 2017 and 2018.
The exception is under 20’s, which increased from 1.79% in 2017 to 2.35% in 2018.
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Development
There has been a 35% increase in the number of courses undertaken between 2017
and 2018. There has been a 62% increase in the number of courses undertaken by
under 20’s. The increase in the number of courses taken may have been affected by
the requirement for all employees to complete GDPR courses.

Gender
All Employees
The proportion of male (21%) and female (79%) employees has remained the same
in both 2017 and 2018. This is broadly consistent with the previous mainstreaming
report with a proportion of male (22%) and female (78%) in 2016.
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Recruitment
There has been a decrease in applicants across both sexes, with a reduction in the
number of ‘unknowns’ in this category which may be attributable to the changes in
capturing recruitment monitoring information. The number of male applicants has
proportionally decreased more than female applicants, this could be due to the
upturn in oil and gas which is a more male dominated sector.

Retention
The number of leavers overall has decreased from 2017 to 2018. The percentage
leavers by gender is only marginally different when comparing the two years.
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Development
There has been a 34% increase in numbers attending training between 2017 and
2018. There has been a 35% increase in the number of courses undertaken by
males and a 34% increase in courses undertaken by females.

Disability
All Employees
The number of employees with a disability has decreased in 2018 when compared to
2017 however there was an increase between 2016 and 2017.
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Recruitment
The number of applicants identifying as having a disability remains consistently low
but has increased from 1.8% in 2016 to 4.3% in 2018. Work continues to encourage
applicants with disabilities to consider the council as a place of employment and
improve accessibility. For example, the short-listing process has been adapted to
make it easier to identify applicants who wished to be considered for interview
through the Guaranteed Job Interview Scheme.

Retention
There has been a fall in the number of leavers in all categories from 2017 and 2018,
however percentage recorded as disabled remains static.
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Development
As reported across all other characteristics, there has been an increase in training
courses undertaken across most groups. Between 2017 and 2018 there has been a
slight increase in attendance for those with a disability.

Race
All Employees
The largest proportion of employees identify as White Scottish, 49.60% in 2016
increasing to 52.85% in 2018. This will, in part, be due to the decrease in the number
of employees who are classed as Unknown/No Return which has decreased to
29.51% in 2018 compared with 33.45% in 2016. The percentage of employees
identifying themselves as White British has decreased slightly from 9.32% in 2016 to
9.22% in 2018.
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All Employees
Asian Bangladeshi

Race

2016
3

2017
3

2018
3

Asian Chinese

7

8

7

Asian Indian

27

35

35

Asian Other (inc. Scottish)

40

45

50

Asian Pakistani

3

6

5

Black African

23

34

33

Black Caribbean

3

3

3

Black Other

9

9

5

Gypsy/Traveller

1

1

1

Mixed Other

31

38

41

Polish

89

115

122

Unknown/No Return

6621

5809

6079

White British

1845

1971

1900

White English

872

931

914

White Irish

55

70

75

White Northern Irish

60

64

58

White Other

221

314

309

White Scottish

9817

11046

10886

67

69

71

19794

20571

20597

White Welsh
Total

Recruitment
The information is broadly in line with the general population and reflects a decrease
in applicants between 2016 and 2018. Between 2016 and 2017 there was a change
in categorisation with “African Other” and “Polish” included under alternative
categories.
All Applicants

Race

2016

Asian Chinese

65

2017
49

2018
66

Asian Indian

378

343

240

Asian Other inc Scottish

157

174

195

Asian Bangladeshi

48

81

23

Asian Pakistani

130

88

78

Black African

506

583

344
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Caribbean

58

47

37

African Other

183

0

0

Mixed

209

173

155

Gypsy/Traveller

6

5

2

Other Ethnic Background

60

62

83

Polish

1307

0

0

White British

4718

4148

3641

White Scottish

28737

25556

22491

White Irish

306

238

213

White Other

1525

2440

1400

Unknown

1849

1254

1890

Retention
The data shows a fall in the numbers of individuals reporting as White Scottish
leaving the organisation. However, the percentage of leavers reported as White
Scottish was 41% in 2017 and 43% in 2018.
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All Leavers
Asian Bangladeshi

Race

2017
0

2018
1

Asian Chinese

0

0

Asian Indian

4

6

Asian Other (inc. Scottish)

2

5

Asian Pakistani

1

0

Black African

4

7

Black Caribbean

0

0

Black Other

0

4

Gypsy/Traveller

0

0

Mixed Other

11

8

Polish

11

14

Unknown/No Return

1065

977

White British

268

213

White English

111

89

White Irish

9

9

White Northern Irish

7

10

White Other

37

37

1077

1045

12

4

2619

2429

White Scottish
White Welsh
Total

Development
The increased number of employees attending training courses is reflected in the
increased numbers in most categories.
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All Training
Asian Bangladeshi

Race

2017
1

2018
7

Asian Chinese

9

6

Asian Indian

31

40

Asian Other inc Scottish

94

150

Asian Pakistani

3

6

Black African

48

58

Black Other

7

10

Caribbean

0

2

Gypsy/Traveller

0

2

Mixed

60

87

Other Ethnic Background

20

19

Polish

100

173

White British

1781

2715

White English

1004

1403

White Irish

103

159

White Northern Irish

66

100

11062

17008

White Welsh

59

106

White Other

277

420

Unknown

6755

10445

White Scottish

Religion or Belief
All Employees
The largest category of religion or belief across all years was Unknown, at 47.28% in
2016 decreasing to 41.44% in 2018. The second highest category continues to be
Church of Scotland with 23.85% in 2016 and 24% in 2018.
The number of employees with No Religion or Belief has remained broadly
consistent between 2016 and 2018. The number of employees identifying
themselves as Muslim has increased slightly from 0.23% in 2016 to 0.25% in 2018.

All Employees
Buddhist
Religion or Belief
Catholic

2016
28

2017
33

2018
34

572

684

674
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Church of Scotland

4721

5167

4944

Hindu

9

15

12

Jewish

4

4

3

Muslim

46

51

51

No Religion or Belief

3306

4294

4444

Other Religion or Belief

187

195

180

Other Christian

769

932

931

Protestant

789

835

785

4

4

4

Unknown

9359

8357

8535

Total

19794

20571

20597

Sikh

Recruitment
The proportion of applicants across the years has fallen in most categories reflecting
the overall drop in the number of applicants. The largest numbers of applicants
continue to identify as having no religion or belief.
All Applicants
Agnostic
Atheist
Buddhist
Catholic

Religion or Belief

2016
97
45
116
2381

2017
84
30
88
2084

2018
39
16
44
1878

Church of Scotland

7794

6668

5370

Hindu
Jewish
Muslim

265
16
272

248
9
315

149
13
228

19860

17760

16180

454

280

319

6
11
457
30
4479
3959

0
21
438
55
3817
3344

4
9
299
30
3135
3145

No Religion or Belief
Other Religion or
Belief
Protestant
Sikh
Humanist
Pagan
Other Christian
Unknown
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Retention
The data for 2017 and 2018 is broadly consistent and reflective of the overall
numbers of employees with regards to religion or belief.

All Leavers

2017

2018

Buddhist

1

2

Catholic

59

61

Church of Scotland

382

292

Hindu

0

0

Jewish

1

0

Muslim

5

2

381

294

Other Religion or Belief

23

16

Other Christian

83

78

Protestant

73

47

Sikh

0

0

Unknown

1611

1637

Total

2619

2429

Religion or Belief No Religion or Belief

Development
In terms of development, training data was reflective of the overall numbers of
employees with regards to religion or belief, reflecting an increase in course
attendance among almost all groups.

Religion or
Belief

All Training
Buddhist
Catholic
Church of Scotland
Hindu
Jewish
Muslim
No Religion or Belief
Other Religion or Belief
Protestant
Sikh
Other Christian
Unknown

2017
20
692
4706
14
22
66
4818
232
792
8
852
9258

2018
57
1138
7127
24
10
92
7770
271
1223
7
1390
13807
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Sexual Orientation
All Employees
The percentage of employees identifying as either Lesbian, Gay or Bisexual (LGB)
has increased slightly from 0.91% in 2016 to 1.10% in 2018.

Recruitment
The majority of applications came from people identifying as Heterosexual, with
decreases seen across all categories.

Retention
The number reporting as Heterosexual is consistently the largest category, with the
overall number of employees leaving reducing between 2016 and 2018.
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Development
The increase in training courses attended is reflected in an increase across all
categories.

Gender Identity
Recruitment
As with all characteristics there has been a decrease in the number of applicants
who identify as Not Transgender across the reporting period. The number of
applicants identifying as Transgender increased from 0.15% in 2016 to 0.20% in
2018.
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Retention and Development
There is not currently any method of recording gender identity information for all
employees, leavers and those who have attended training courses.
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Appendix 2: Aberdeenshire Council Education Authority’s Workforce Profile

The following information is split between teaching and non-teaching employees.
“Teaching Employees” relates to employees with teaching roles. “Non-teaching
employees” relates to all other staff, which includes non-teaching employees who
work within the education authority.
There were 4,747 teaching employees but significantly more non-teaching
employees in the Education Authority’s profile in 2018, this is consistent with
previous mainstreaming reports.
In this section of the report there is no data relating to recruitment (numbers of
applicants) for the education authority. Please see the workforce profile for overall
information on recruitment.
As with the combined employee data, information is based on incumbencies or ‘jobs’
as it is possible for an employee to hold more than one job with the authority.
Age
The highest number of teaching employees by 2018 was in the 30-39 age category
and there was also an increase in the 40-49 age category. The number of
employees under 40 has increased from 38% in 2016 to 40.5% in 2018.

The largest age category for non-teaching employees in both 2016 and 2018 was
50-59.
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Retention
There was an increase in the number of teaching leavers over 50, the percentage of
leavers in 2017 was 23.8% and in 2018 was 30.2%.

Development
Between 2017 and 2018 there was an increase in the number of courses taken in
both teaching and non-teaching across the age ranges.
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Gender

The majority of teachers are female (85%) and this is broadly consistent across 2016
to 2018. The number of male employees in the education authority workforce
increased slightly between 2017 and 2018.
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Between 2016 and 2018 the number of female employees has increased slightly,
and they remain the majority of non-teaching employees. The number of male
employees has decreased very slightly from 23.86% in 2016 to 23.02% in 2018.

There has been a slight increase in the number of employees in top teaching
positions, reflected in both the male and female figures. The proportion of male and
female top positions was in line with the overall proportion of male and female
teaching staff.
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As with teaching employees in top positions there has been a slight increase in the
number of employees in top non-teaching positions. The percentage of females
employees has increased from 41.84% in 2016 to 47.22% in 2018.

Retention
With regards to teaching and non-teaching leavers, the majority of employees
leaving the authority were female. Information across the reporting period for both
teaching and non-teaching leavers was broadly consistent with the previous
mainstreaming report.
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Development
There has been an increase in both male and female teachers taking courses with
the number of males increasing by 40% and the number of females by 46% between
2017 and 2018.
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The number of non–teaching employees taking courses has increased by 34% for
males and the 31% for females.

Race
As with previous mainstreaming reports the majority of employees identify
themselves as White Scottish in both 2017 and 2018.
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All Teaching Employees
Asian Bangladeshi
Asian Chinese
Asian Indian
Asian Other (inc. Scottish)
Asian Pakistani
Black African
Black Caribbean
Black Other
Gypsy/Traveller
Race
Mixed Other
Polish
Unknown/No Return
White British
White English
White Irish
White Northern Irish
White Other
White Scottish
White Welsh

2016
0
3
5
1
1
4
0
1
1
5
4
1771
449
166
14
29
72
1849
16

2017

2018

4
8
1
1
5

4
9
1
1
6

1
1
9
4
1692
518
167
17
29
113
2094
15

1
1
15
6
1792
507
162
22
28
112
2060
15

All Non-Teaching Employees
Asian Bangladeshi
Asian Chinese
Asian Indian
Asian Other (inc.Scottish)
Asian Pakistani
Black African
Black Caribbean
Black Other
Gypsy/Traveller
Race
Mixed Other
Polish
Unknown/No Return
White British
White English
White Irish
White Northern Irish
White Other
White Scottish
White Welsh

2016
3
4
22
39
2
19
3
8
0
26
85
4850
1396
706
41
31
149
7968
51

2017
3
4
27
44
5
29
3
8
0
29
111
4133
1453
764
53
35
182
8952
54

2018
3
3
26
49
4
27
3
4
0
26
116
4303
1393
752
53
30
176
8826
56
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Retention
With regards to leavers the data is broadly consistent with overall figures, with most
reporting either as White Scottish or Unknown.

Race

Teaching Leavers
Asian Bangladeshi

2017
0

2018
0

Asian Chinese

0

0

Asian Indian

0

1

Asian Other (inc. Scottish)

0

0

Asian Pakistani

1

0

Black African

0

1

Black Caribbean

0

0

Black Other

0

0

Gypsy/Traveller

0

0

Mixed Other

3

3

Polish

0

0

Unknown/No Return

305

292

White British

78

66

White English

23

18

White Irish

3

2

White Northern Irish

2

3

White Other

13

12

White Scottish

233

235

6

1

667

634

White Welsh
Total
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Non - Teaching Leavers
Asian Bangladeshi

Race

2017
0

2018
1

Asian Chinese

0

0

Asian Indian

4

5

Asian Other (inc. Scottish)

2

5

Asian Pakistani

0

0

Black African

4

6

Black Caribbean

0

0

Black Other

0

4

Gypsy/Traveller

0

0

Mixed Other

8

5

Polish

11

14

Unknown/No Return

760

685

White British

190

147

White English

88

71

White Irish

6

7

White Northern Irish

5

7

White Other

24

25

White Scottish

844

810

6

3

1952

1795

White Welsh
Total

Development

For teaching and non-teaching employees there has been an increase in the majority
of the categories which reflects the increase in courses taken.
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Race

Teaching Training
Asian Bangladeshi

2017
0

2018
0

Asian Chinese

2

3

Asian Indian

17

12

Asian Other inc Scottish

1

1

Asian Pakistani

2

2

Black African

1

3

Black Other

4

1

Caribbean

0

0

Gypsy/Traveller

0

2

Mixed

9

32

Other Ethnic Background

3

7

Polish

3

8

White British

368

717

White English

127

209

White Irish

22

54

White Northern Irish

17

56

1600

3042

White Welsh

13

17

White Other

68

145

1678

2780

White Scottish

Unknown
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Non - Teaching Training
Asian Bangladeshi

Race

2017
1

2018
7

Asian Chinese

7

3

Asian Indian

14

28

Asian Other inc Scottish

93

149

Asian Pakistani

1

4

Black African

47

55

Black Other

3

9

Caribbean

0

2

Gypsy/Traveller

0

0

Mixed

51

55

Other Ethnic Background

17

12

Polish

97

165

White British

1413

1998

White English

877

1194

White Irish

81

105

White Northern Irish

49

44

9462

13966

White Welsh

46

89

White Other

209

275

Unknown

5077

7665

White Scottish

Religion / Belief

Consistent with the previous mainstreaming report the highest number of teaching
employees are in the Unknown category. Church of Scotland is the second highest
followed by No religion or belief.
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All Teaching Employees
Buddhist
Catholic
Church of Scotland
Hindu
Jewish
Religion or Muslim
Belief
No religion or belief
Other (please detail)
Other Christian
Protestant
Sikh
Unknown

2016
5
130
980
1
0
10
605
51
194
194
2
2219

2017
5
153
1080
1
0
10
782
50
242
229
2
2128

2018
5
161
1023
2
0
11
802
48
251
222
2
2220

For non-teaching the biggest increase is in the no religion or belief category.

All Non-Teaching Employees
Buddhist
Catholic
Church of Scotland
Hindu
Jewish
Religion or Muslim
Belief
No religion or belief
Other (please detail)
Other Christian
Protestant
Sikh
Unknown

2016
23
442
3741
8
4
36
2701
136
575
595
2
7140

2017
28
531
4087
14
4
41
3512
145
690
606
2
6229

2018
29
513
3921
10
3
40
3642
132
680
563
2
6315

Retention
The data was consistent with the overall proportion of teaching and non-teaching
employees.
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Teaching Leavers

Religion or
Belief

2017

2018

Buddhist

0

0

Catholic

13

13

Church of Scotland

85

88

Hindu

0

0

Jewish

0

0

Muslim

2

1

No Religion or Belief

89

62

Other Religion or Belief

12

2

Other Christian

33

20

Protestant

24

9

Sikh

0

0

Unknown

409

439

Total

667

634

2017

2018

Buddhist

1

2

Catholic

46

48

Church of Scotland

297

204

Hindu

1

0

Jewish

3

1

Muslim

0

0

No Religion or Belief

292

232

Other Religion or Belief

11

14

Other Christian

50

58

Protestant

49

38

Sikh

0

0

Unknown

1202

1198

Total

1952

1795

Non - Teaching Leavers

Religion or
Belief

Development
The increase in numbers in most categories between 2017 and 2018 is consistent
with the increase in number of courses taken for both teaching and non-teaching
employees.
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Teaching Training
Buddhist
Catholic
Church of Scotland
Hindu
Jewish
Muslim
No Religion or Belief
Other Religion or Belief
Protestant
Sikh
Other Christian
Unknown

2017
7
93
782
2
0
4
654
41
180
6
159
2007

2018
9
233
1416
5
0
22
1307
63
317
3
323
3393

Non - Teaching Training
Buddhist
Catholic
Church of Scotland
Hindu
Jewish
Muslim
No Religion or Belief
Other Religion or Belief
Protestant
Sikh
Other Christian
Unknown

2017
13
599
3924
12
22
62
4164
191
612
2
693
7251

2018
48
905
5711
19
10
70
6463
208
906
4
1067
10414

Disability
Regarding teaching employees, the number identifying as Disabled has not changed
significantly, this trend is the same for non-teaching employees. Overall, the data for
both teaching and non-teaching employees is consistent with the previous
mainstreaming report with no significant differences.
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Retention
Overall the leaver’s data for teaching and non-teaching staff members reflected a
decrease in the numbers reporting as unknown over the reporting period, there was
a slight increase in teachers reporting as disabled between 2017 and 2018.
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Development
The increase in numbers in most categories between 2017 and 2018 is consistent
with the increase in number of courses taken for both teaching and non-teaching
employees.
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Sexual Orientation
The highest number of teaching employees identified as Heterosexual, with a slight
decrease in the number Unknown. The number of teaching employees identifying as
Bisexual, Gay Man or Gay Woman/Lesbian has remained consistent.

As with teaching employees, non-teaching employees predominately identify
themselves as Heterosexual and the number Unknown has increased. The number
of employees identifying as Woman/Lesbian has increased from 2016 to 2018.
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Retention
Corresponding with previous mainstreaming reports the majority of leavers report as
heterosexual. There is a slight decrease in all categories apart from non-teaching
employees in the Bisexual, Gay man and Gay woman/Lesbian categories.
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Development
For both teaching and non-teaching, the biggest increase in is Heterosexual,
followed by known. There have been slight increased is the numbers identifying as
Bisexual, Gay man and Gay woman/lesbian.
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Gender Identity
We currently only have this information for all applicants and we do not have other
data in relation to this characteristic at this time.
Pregnancy/Maternity and Marriage/Civil Partnership
Unfortunately, we are unable to gather data on these characteristics for recruitment,
retention and development.
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ABERDEENSHIRE DIVISIONAL LICENSING
BOARDS
NORTH, CENTRAL AND SOUTH DIVISIONAL
LICENSING BOARDS

EQUALITY POLICY – 2017 / 2021

THE EQUALITY ACT 2010
SECTION 149 – PUBLIC SECTOR EQUALITY DUTIES
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If you need information from this document in an alternative language or in a Large
Print, Easy Read, Braille or BSL, please telephone 01467 534517
1. Jeigu pageidaujate šio dokumento kita kalba arba atspausdinto stambiu šriftu,
supaprastinta kalba, parašyta Brailio raštu arba britų gestų kalba, prašome
skambinti 01467 534517
2. Dacă aveți nevoie de informații din acest document într-o altă limbă sau întrun format cu scrisul mare, ușor de citit, tipar pentru nevăzători sau în limbajul
semnelor, vă rugăm să telefonați la 01467 534517
3. Jeśli potrzebowali będą Państwo informacji z niniejszego dokumentu w innym
języku, pisanych dużą czcionką, w wersji łatwej do czytania, w alfabecie
Braille'a lub w brytyjskim języku migowym, proszę o telefoniczny kontakt na
numer 01467 534517
4. Ja jums nepieciešama šai dokumentā sniegtā informācija kādā citā valodā vai
lielā drukā, viegli lasāmā tekstā, Braila rakstā vai BSL (britu zīmju valodā),
lūdzu, zvaniet uz 01467 534517
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FOREWORD
We are pleased to present to you Aberdeenshire Licensing Boards’ updated Equality Policy
for the period 2017 - 2021.
The Boards aim to provide excellent services for all.
This policy and the accompanying action plan therefore sets out the Board’s commitment to
all parties in line with the protected characteristics contained within the Equality Act 2010.
A lot has been achieved since our First Equality Policy came into effect at the end of April 2013
and to this day we are strongly committed to achieving equality for all members of society,
we recognise of course that this is a continuing journey and for this reason we will continue
to update and review this policy to ensure that the importance of fairness and equality
remains at the heart of everything we do.
This policy aims to build on what has already been achieved and commits the Boards to
continuing their work in ensuring that equalities is built into every part of the licensing
process.
This policy and the attached action plan take on board what people have told us directly
through their involvement in the licensing process; or in consultation responses; or during
information gathering activities or through our partnerships with voluntary and other
organisations who help us assess and set our equalities outcomes.
We therefore welcome any comments which you may have in respect of this policy and our
progress in this regard as these are helpful in allowing us to monitor the effectiveness of the
policy and assess where any improvements may be made.
Signed:

Convenor
Mr. Stuart Pratt
North Board

Convenor
Mr. Cryle Shand
Central Board

Convenor
Mr. Peter Argyle
South Board

This policy was adopted by the new Licensing Boards at their meetings on
7th June 2017
14th June 2017
28th June 2017

South Board
Central Board
North Board
1
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1.

INTRODUCTION
This policy sets out the commitment of the Aberdeenshire Licensing Boards’ (“The
Boards”) to meeting our responsibilities under the Public Sector Equality Duties. The
Policy sets out our equality outcomes for the next five-year period and the actions we
will take to progress those.
Although the Boards have a separate legal status from Aberdeenshire Council (“The
Council”), they are resourced entirely by the Council. The close connections between
the Boards and the Council affords the Boards the opportunity to benefit directly from
the actions already taken or proposed by the Council to ensure it fulfils its equality
obligations. This is reflected in the Policy set out in the following pages.
This policy was approved by the Boards on 30th April 2017 and replaces the previous
policy which was put into effect at the end of April 2013.
If you wish to submit any comments in respect of this document, please feel free to
so at any time, by addressing these to The Clerk of the Licensing Boards, as per the
contact details listed at page 17 of this policy.

2
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2.

LEGAL CONTEXT

2.1

Public Sector Equality Duty
Section 149 of the Equality Act 2010 came into force in April 2011, introducing a new
Public Sector Equality duty that became law across Scotland.
The Public Sector Equality Duty has three parts which must be complied with. It
requires public bodies, such as Licensing Boards, to have due regard (to consciously
consider) the need to:
•
•
•

2.2

Eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation;
Advance equality of opportunity between those who have protected
characteristics and those who don’t; and
Foster good relations between those who have protected characteristics and
those who don’t.

Protected Characteristics
Everyone is protected by the Act, as every person has one or more of the protected
characteristics, so this protects all of us against unfair treatment.
The protected characteristics are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

2.3

Age;
Disability;
Gender Reassignment;
Pregnancy and Maternity;
Race (includes: ethnic origin, national origin, colour, and nationality);
Religion or Belief (includes: a lack of any belief);
Sex (gender);
Sexual Orientation; and
Marriage and Civil Partnership (but only in respect of the duty to consciously
consider the need to eliminate discrimination, harassment and victimisation and
other conduct prohibited by the Act).

The Specific Duties
The Scottish Government has introduced a set of specific equality duties to support
better performance of the general duty by public bodies. These duties include
requirements to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Publish a report on mainstreaming the equality duty;
Publish equality outcomes and report on progress;
Assess and review policies and practices;
Gather and use employee information;
Publish gender gap pay information;
Publish an equal pay statement; and
Consider award criteria and conditions in relation to public procurement.
3
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We continue to work with Aberdeenshire Council and the Education Authority in
relation to complying with the public sector and specific equalities duties.
Aberdeenshire Council will publish the mainstreaming report which will include
sections for the Boards and the education authority in relation to equality outcomes
and reporting on their progress.

4
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3.

ABOUT THE LICENSING BOARDS

3.1

Board Areas
Aberdeenshire has 3 divisional licensing boards namely: NORTH, CENTRAL and SOUTH.
These Boards cover the geographical areas shown on the map below.

3.2

Constitution
The Boards are constituted in terms of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005. The Boards
are entrusted with the administration of both gaming and liquor licensing as well as
having other statutory duties.
The Boards have the following membership:
•
•
•

North Board: [8 Members]
Central Board: [8 Members]
South Board: [8 Members]

A Licensing Board must consist of at least 5 Members.
Our Board Members are elected Members of the Council and they are appointed at
the first Council Meeting after each ordinary Council election.
Our meetings and decisions are held in public but deliberations can be made in private.
All of our decisions are made in public.
All revenue received by us from licence application fees must be transferred to the
Council. The Council is charged with the responsibility for providing accommodation
in terms of our meetings as well as meeting all necessary expenses in terms of our
proceedings.
3.3

Joint Mission Statement
5
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“Our mission is to serve the licensing needs of Aberdeenshire as quickly and
efficiently as possible, striking a balance between the business needs of our
customers and the interests of the community as a whole in order to protect the
public and further the licensing objectives set out under the Licensing (Scotland) Act
2005 and the Gambling Act 2005.”
To achieve our mission:
•
•

•

•

•

We will reach out to all parts of our society and genuinely reflect their interests in
determining policy.
We will have open and honest exchanges of information in customer-friendly
settings and make decisions in a fair and reasoned manner based around agreed
and published policies.
We will be fair in all we do, including having due regard to the public sector
equality duties and the protected characteristics, ensuring that equality
considerations are central to the administration of the licensing system.
We will not work in isolation but achieve our objectives in partnership with a wide
range of other public bodies, including the Council and its various services,
statutory consultees, licence holders and the public. They too must eliminate any
form of unlawful discrimination and protect equality of opportunity and good
relations between persons from all sections of society.
We will strive to reflect the interests of people from all sections of the society we
serve.

What the public can expect:
•
•
•

3.4

Fair and equitable treatment from our staff, who are committed to providing high
quality services.
To be able to get the information you need in an easily accessible way.
To have the opportunity to provide feedback and raise concerns in respect of our
policies and procedures.

Statutory Governance
Apart from our equality duties, we have objectives laid down in statute specifically
related to our work around which we must organise all our licensing functions:
Licensing Statutory Provisions:
•
•

The Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005
The Gambling Act 2005

The Licensing Objectives:
The regimes under the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 and the Gambling Act 2005 set
out Broad Objectives which we must adhere to and support in all our functions:

6
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The Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005
Objectives

The Gambling Act 2005
Objectives

Preventing crime and disorder;

Preventing gambling from being a source
of crime or disorder, being associated
with crime or disorder or being used to
support crime;

Securing public safety;

Preventing public nuisance;

Ensuring that gambling is conducted in a
fair and open way; and

Protecting and improving public health; Protecting Children and other vulnerable
and
persons from being harmed or exploited
by gambling.
Protecting children from harm.

3.5

Our Staff
We are supported by a Clerk, Depute Clerks, support staff and licensing standards
officers. All staff carrying out our responsibilities are recruited and employed by the
Council.
We are represented on and supported by the Council’s Corporate Equalities Group.
One of our Depute Clerks has been appointed as Equalities Service Champion for the
Licensing Service and each of our three Boards have also appointed their own
Equalities Champion:
South Board – 7th June 2017
Central Board – 14th June 2017
North Board – 28th June 2017
Depute Clerk

3.6

Mr Dennis Robertson
Mr Fergus Hood
Mr Glen Reynolds
Miss Fiona M. Stewart

Mainstreaming Equality
Mainstreaming is an approach to delivering equality within an organisation. It is
primarily a long-term strategy aimed at ensuring that equal opportunity principles and
practices are integrated into every aspect of an institution from the outset. The focus
should not only be internal (mainstreaming equality principles into procedures and
systems) but also external (mainstreaming equality principles into policies and
customer service delivery). Mainstreaming provides a framework that facilitates and
complements equal opportunities legislation and other equality measures.
7
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This Policy deals with Equality Impact Assessments, Consultation, Monitoring and
collection of data and sets out the Boards’ equality objectives (outcomes).
Training is also integral to mainstreaming equalities. Our Members and our staff have
attended training briefings and seminars on the Public Sector Equality Duties in recent
months. This assists in ensuring that Members and staff have an awareness of
equalities issues as well as an understanding of their responsibilities under legislation
and in terms of this policy.
As the Boards are comprised of elected members of the Council, they are subject to
an ongoing training programme which, whilst not specific to the Boards’ business,
includes equalities issues.
Staff are subject to the Council’s training regime and requirements as employees of
the Council.

8
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4.

OUR FUNCTIONS AND POLICIES

4.1

Functions
Broadly speaking, our functions are to:
•

•

•

•
•
•
4.2

Accept and process to grant, vary, transfer, review or refuse all applications for
liquor licences (i.e. premises licences, personal licences, occasional licences and
occasional extensions).
Accept and process to grant, vary, transfer, review or refuse all applications for
gaming licences (i.e. premises licences, automatic entitlement to gaming
machines, gaming machine permits for licensed premises and registered clubs,
registrations for the promotion of Societies’ lotteries).
Consider complaints in respect of licences and permits and the holders of these
and, where necessary, hold hearings with a view to resolving the complaint either
by way of a suspension of a licence or by some less radical remedy.
Formulate, consult on and adopt policies in relation to our licensing functions.
Make a number of decisions in terms of liquor licensing affecting the day-to-day
management or hours of operation of premises licensed for the sale of alcohol.
Provide general support and guidance to the trade and community on the above.

Policies / Guidance
We have the following policies and guidance in place: •
•
•
•
•

4.3

Policy Statements in terms of the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005;
Statement of licensing principles in terms of the Gambling Act 2005;
Procedures for Hearings;
Guidance on objecting or making representations to an application for a premises
licence under the Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005; and
Publication Schemes.

Equality Impact Assessment
The way in which we develop policies and conduct our activities should reflect our
commitment to diversity and equality. We recognise that we must ensure our policies
and procedures do not discriminate, and that we consider equality fully when we
develop new policies and activities or consider changes to any of this. The specific
duty also requires us to review our policies in relation to Equalities.
Impact Assessments will be conducted using Equalities Impact Assessment Forms and
Guidance developed by the Council and the Boards.
We are in the process of examining all current functions and policies and this will be
incorporated into our Action Plan and outcomes.
9
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Any new policies or guidelines that are proposed, or indeed any new functions that
arise, will be impact assessed, as will any proposed changes or re-design of existing
functions and policies/guidance.
All reports then presented to us proposing new policies or guidelines setting out new
functions or proposing changes that have relevance to any equality strand will include
details of:
•
•
•

The assessment of the impact on equalities strands;
Consultation carried out in conjunction with that assessment; and
Any action, including monitoring where appropriate, proposed in consequence of
that assessment and consultation.

This will enable us to consider these matters in reaching decisions.

10
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5.

CONSULTATION

5.1

Consultation
At the heart of the equality duties is the requirement to consult and involve people to
assess our progress on achieving our duties and how we give due regard to the
protected characteristics. We recognise that to improve equalities and eradicate
discrimination, stakeholders have to be involved not only in identifying potential
discrimination but also in developing solutions and reviewing the progress and impact
of those solutions. To maximise the benefits from involvement and to make sure that
people have the opportunity to contribute fully, we ensure that external stakeholders
are involved in assessing our policies and activities.
In setting our equalities outcomes we have worked closely with Aberdeenshire
Council.
•
•

•

•

•

5.2

We have taken account of what people have told Aberdeenshire Council directly
through involvement and consultation activities and information gathered from
voluntary and other organisations with whom we work in partnership.
Each public body must select Equality Outcomes which are relevant to them. We
have therefore set our equality outcomes, in conjunction with Aberdeenshire
Council, based on a range of evidence including evidence that is specifically
relevant to the Aberdeenshire population.
The Council divided the evidence review into two parts: a review of internal
sources of information (e.g. service monitoring information, community
engagement undertaken by the Council, staff surveys, etc); and a review of
external sources of evidence (e.g. relevant local regional or national research,
government and regulatory body statistics, etc).
In accordance with the legislation The Council also involved and consulted with as
many people from one or more of the protected characteristics as possible. A
number of groups and individuals were invited to provide an input into the
development of our Equality Outcomes.
The Council’s Corporate Equalities group is made up of representatives from each
service of the Council including the Aberdeenshire Education Authority and the
Aberdeenshire North, Central and South Licensing Boards. The group spent two
days weighting and scoring each piece of evidence in order to determine which
issues are most relevant to Aberdeenshire Council, Aberdeenshire Education
Authority and all three Licensing Boards in Aberdeenshire.

Licensing Forums
The Licensing Forums (“the Forums”) are the medium through which the Boards can
engage with representatives of all parts of the community and ensure community
views are taken into account in the development of Board policies and guidelines.
The Licensing (Scotland) Act 2005 lays down statutory groups that must be
represented within the Forums, these being:
11
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Holders of premises licences and personal licences
The Chief Constable for the area
Persons having functions related to health, education or social work
Young persons
Persons resident within the Forum’s area
Licensing Standards Officer

The Act also prescribes minimum and maximum numbers for the Forum.
On 18th January 2018 Aberdeenshire Council appointed a new Aberdeenshire Local
Licensing Forum replacing the previous North, Central and South Aberdeenshire
Divisional Licensing Forums.
Further information in respect of the Forum is available here1.
Details regarding meetings of the Forum can be found here2.
Members of the public can also email their views, suggestions or comments on
local licensing matters to the Forum using the following email address:
licensing.forums@aberdeenshire.gov.uk.

The aim of the Boards is to become public bodies that are much more closely in touch
with our stakeholders. We must understand the nature of the people we serve if we
are to respond adequately to their needs and priorities. As elected members we are
accountable to the public and must demonstrate that we are credible to, and meeting
the needs of, all our stakeholders and not just some of them.
We understand that equality of opportunity cannot be achieved merely by treating
everyone in the same way. Therefore, the success of our policies and functions in the
future will depend on our ability to work with representatives of diverse groups more
widely. The Forum is the main vehicle for this involvement and the makeup of the
Forum is therefore of primary importance.
The Council is responsible for the
appointment of and support for the Forum and the Boards will actively engage in that
process.
We will consult with the Forum on all new policies, guidelines or functions, or changes
to these and on all impact assessments.
We consulted the North, Central and South Divisional Licensing Forums in the
development of this Policy.
5.3

Aberdeenshire Corporate Equalities Group
The Aberdeenshire Corporate Equalities Group is the advisory and consultative group
for all equality strands for the Council. We are represented on this group to ensure

1
2

http://aberdeenshire.gov.uk/licensing/alcohol/forums/local-forums/
http://aberdeenshire.gov.uk/licensing/alcohol/forums/local-forums/
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that services provided are meeting the needs of the community and that an equalities
perspective is included in the development of policies, strategies or services.
We will consult with the Equalities Group on all new policies, guidelines or functions
or changes to these and on all impact assessments.
The Equalities Team has also been involved in the development of this Policy.
5.4

Staff
Our staff have been involved in the development of this Policy. This Policy was drafted
by one of the Depute Clerks who sought additional input from fellow Depute Clerks,
paralegals, support staff and the Licensing Standards Officers.

13
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6.

ACTION
The Equality Outcomes that we have set are as detailed in the Action Plan listed in
Appendix 1 to this Policy.

14
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7.

MONITORING

7.1

Monitoring
Monitoring is a way of ensuring that the Policy is being implemented and is working.
It will highlight whether any particular action has been effective and what other action
is required. The Clerk, at our direction, will be responsible for implementing the
Action Plan contained within this Policy and providing us with regular reports, as
required to comply with the specific duties, on progress towards achieving our
Equalities Outcomes.
We will review our Equality Outcomes every 2 years and set new ones every 4 years.

7.2

Service Delivery
We encourage feedback at any time both generally and specifically in response to
consultations during the application process and when disseminating information.
The Licensing Section of the Council’s website indicates our willingness to receive
feedback.
Performance Indicators
How we will measure our performance is outlined in the action plan attached as
Appendix 1 to this Policy.
Information on each indicator will be reported to us annually as part of our annual
report.
Equalities Monitoring Form
An Equalities Monitoring Form has been developed. This will be distributed with all
application forms. Information will be collated, analysed and reported to us annually
as part of our Annual Report.
Prejudice Incident Monitoring Forms
Aberdeenshire Council has recently updated this form to reflect all of the protected
characteristics. These forms are used to record and monitor any prejudice incident
relating to any of the protected characteristics. These are available for use by staff as
necessary, including the Licensing Standards Officers, who are the initial contact with
regard to complaints.

15
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8.

PUBLICATION

8.1

Policy
We will make this Policy publicly available. This will be accessible on the Council’s
website at: www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk
It will also be available in printed and alternative formats, on demand, by contacting
the Clerk to the Board or making a request to any of the licensing offices.
The Policy will be circulated to all members and officers of the Boards and to the
Licensing Forums and Corporate Equalities Group.
We encourage feedback and comment at any time.

8.2

Impact Assessments
Impact Assessments (including consultation information) will be available on the
Council’s website at: www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk
They will also be available in printed and alternative formats on demand by contacting
the Clerk to the Board or making a request to any of the licensing offices.

8.3

Bi-Annual Reports (progress Reports)
These reports will be published no later than April every two years and will be available
on the Council’s website at: www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk
They will also be available in printed and alternative formats on demand by contacting
the Clerk to the Board or making a request to any of the licensing offices.
Bi-Annual Reports will be prepared jointly by Aberdeenshire Council, Aberdeenshire
Education Authority and the Aberdeenshire Licensing Boards and, as stated in this
Policy, will contain details of:
•

Progress in complying with the Boards’ equalities outcomes
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9.

CONTACT DETAILS FOR LICENSING OFFICES

North Aberdeenshire Divisional Licensing Board
The Depute Clerk
Aberdeenshire Council
Town House
34 Low Street
Banff
AB45 1AN

Telephone

01467 534517

Fax

No fax

DX

521328, Banff

Telephone

01467 539903

Fax

No fax

DX

520776, Inverurie

Telephone

01467 530729

Fax

No fax

DX

521025, Stonehaven

Central Aberdeenshire Licensing Board
The Depute Clerk
Aberdeenshire Council
Gordon House
Blackhall Road
Inverurie
AB51 3WA
South Aberdeenshire Licensing Board
The Depute Clerk
Aberdeenshire Council
Viewmount
Arduthie Road
Stonehaven
AB39 2DQ

Licensing queries can be e-mailed to: licensing@aberdeenshire.gov.uk

Licensing information can be found on the Council’s website at: www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk
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APPENDIX 1: EQUALITY OUTCOMES AND ACTIONS
Protected Characteristics: age; disability; gender re-assignment; marriage and civil partnership; pregnancy and maternity; race; religion or belief; sex and
sexual orientation.

Equality Outcomes (The Licensing Boards’)
1

Ref:

A

Equalities is key to all we do.

Aspiration

Actions / Measures

Evidence

i.

Each licensing board to appoint at
an ‘equality champion’ and
support the Member in this role.

ii.

Members to declare commitment
to equalities at each meeting and
ensure that these principles are
upheld.

We recognise the need for strong
‘equalities’ leadership and our
vocal in our commitments.

South Board – Mr Dennis Robertson appointed 7th June 2017
Central Board – Mr Fergus Hood appointed 14th June 2017
North Board – Mr Glen Reynolds appointed 28th June 2017
Equalities Statement published in the agenda for every Board Meeting and
formally agreed at the start of each meeting. Evidence of formal
agreement included in Board Minutes
Board Agendas and Board Minutes are publicly available on the
Committees Management System of Aberdeenshire Council at

http://committees.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/
Published at:
iii.

https://www.aberdeenshire.gov.uk/licensing/alcohol/policies/licensingOur Equality Policy is available
equalities/
online and is transparent.
Discovered page has reverted to previous policy and action plan. Page to
be updated with revised Policy and updated Action Plan by 31 st July 2019

iii.

We are informed, respectful and
courteous.

i.
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Licensing Policy Statements reviewed and Approved as at 1 st November
2018. Section 5.10 of Supplementary Policy Statement 5 stipulates that the
Boards will have regard to equalities legislation.

ANNUAL ASSESSMENT – comes from Council stats
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B

All new policy documentation and
guidance will include a statement
emphasising the importance of
equalities.
At least 90% of the appointed
Members to have completed
Equality and Diversity Training on
ALDO. (Note: attainment figures
to be provided by the Council).

ii.

iii.

Iv

v.

vi.

vii.

At least 90% of employees to
have completed Equality and
Diversity Training on ALDO.
(Note: Attainment figures to be
provided by the Council).
Attendance at all Equality Impact
Assessment (EIA) Briefings to be
in excess of 70%.
Staff will be trained and aware of
the assistance available to
individuals and how to access
this.
All consultations to include
specific sections to enable
individuals to raise equalities
concerns and suggest
improvements.
The Licensing survey to include
specific sections to enable
individuals to raise equalities
concerns
and
suggest
improvements.
The Boards actively seek and
monitor equalities statistics as
part of their Annual Report.

ANNUAL ASSESSMENT – comes from Council stats

ANNUAL ASSESSMENT – Comes from Council stats

ANNUAL ASSESSMENT – comes from Council stats

Questions included in the survey monkey regarding equalities as part of
the review of Licensing Policy – no evidence of issues arose
EIA conducted as part of both Licensing Policy Statement review and
Gambling Policy Statement review

BY DECEMBER 2017 (ONGOING) – still trying to get this in place

FROM DECEMBER 2018 (ONGOING) – no stats available as survey not up
and running yet

ix.

We welcome contributions from
organisations and individuals and
are happy to work with them in

ANNUAL ASSESSMENT
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viii.

We will continue to work with
other organisations and groups to
ensure that we remain informed
when it comes to equalities
issues.

We had a private practitioner speak at our Licensing Matters Event in
November 2018 on disability in licensed premises following the
introduction of a new legal requirement for disability and facilities access
statements to be submitted with all applications for new premises
licences. We had some disability organisations in attendance who praised
the Boards for the work in raising the profile and the potential for disabled
access to enhance the business opportunities for licensed premises in
Aberdeenshire
The new Licensing Policy Statement includes a new requirement for all
licence holders to have a vulnerability policy statement in place which
encompasses protected characteristics. This has been a partnership
approach with the Boards, Police Scotland, Public Health and the
Licensing Standards Officers and we continue to work closely with the
licensed trade on understanding and compliance

i.

ii.

C

The results of the consultation
and feedback processes will be
considered by the board.

Equalities are a fundamental
consideration in terms of our
decision making process.

iii.

iv.

i.

D

assessing
concerns
and
improving our procedures.
All reports will be assessed in line
with Aberdeenshire Council’s
Equalities Impact Assessment
(EIA) Toolkit and any concerns
will be documented in the body of
the report.

Our documentation is respectful,
clear, easy to understand and
services are accessible.

ii.
iii.

All documents to use accepted
terminology.
All documents to use gender
neutral terms
All documentation to meet ‘Plain
English’ standards.
All
documents
to
include
signposting to relevant assistance
provide by the Boards.
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Review of Licensing Policy Statement 2018
Review of Gambling Policy Statement 2018
Review of Publication Scheme 2018
Update of Equality Outcomes 2019

FROM DECEMBER 2017 (ONGOING)

Where it is in our remit to do so:
(ONGOING) The Boards adopted Aberdeenshire Council’s templates for
Board reports, equalities statements and EIAS and applies the most up to
date templates as they are approved by the Council
(ONGOING)
(ONGOING)
(ONGOING)
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iv.

Any proposed policies or
procedure will be assessed in
terms of Aberdeenshire Council’s
EIA Toolkit before being
determined and implemented.
Boards’ will be verbal in their
consideration of equalities when
determining applications and a
statement in this regard will be
made prior to the final
determination.

Most applications considered by the Boards do not require Equality Impact
Assessments. However, an objector to a licence application considered by
our Central Licensing Board at their meeting on 21st June 2019 highlighted
a potential impact on a person with protected characteristics. An EIA was
prepared and circulated to all parties as part of the consideration of the
application. Restrictions were placed on the operating hours of an outside
drinking area in mitigation of both the licensing objectives and the impact
on the protected characteristics
The results of consultation and feedback on the licensing policy
statements, together with an EIA on the review process were considered
by the Boards in finalising and approving their policy statements at their
Board Meetings in October 2018.
An EIA was considered by the Boards as part of their review of their
Gaming Policy Statements considered at their Board Meetings in
December 2018. No equalities issues were identified

v.

vi.

vii.

viii.

ix.

At least 75% of existing policy and
guidance documents to be
available in different formats.
All meetings to be held in
buildings with access for all.

(ONGOING)
All Board Meetings are held in Aberdeenshire Council buildings that are
accessible whereever possible. The South Board meets at Viewmount,
Stonehaven, the Central Board at Gordon House, Inverurie, the North
Board at Buchan House, Peterhead

All reasonable requests for
assistance and the use of
assistance technology will be
considered.
At least 90% of requests in terms
of the translation of documents
into another language will be
considered.
All requests for translation
services at Hearings will be met.

We have had no requests to date

We have had no requests to date
The use of interpretation services is available to any party who requires
this at meetings of the Boards. It has not been required at a Board Meeting
for some time.

Long Term Contextual Indicators
•
•
•
•

Strong equalities message through clear leadership.
Increased understanding about the challenges facing people with protected characteristics.
Individuals will be able to access services with confidence and an active platform will be in place allowing concerns to be addressed.
Increase in customer satisfaction as the boards are better informed of issues and in a position to respond to needs.

Boards – Equality Outcomes
Joint Equality Outcomes (The Licensing Boards’ and Aberdeenshire Council)
2

Safer and better decision making will be achieved as a result of being better informed of Equality & Diversity Matters

Connected and cohesive communities

Applicable Legal Entities

Aberdeenshire Council, Education Authority and Licensing Boards
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LOIP priorities

Protected Characteristics

All

Duty addressed

Eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity, foster good relations

Supporting Actions

References: All of 1A, 1B, 1C and 1D

Long Term Contextual Indicators
•
•

Employees and Elected Members understand how to apply equality principles.
Increase in customer satisfaction as the boards are better informed of issues and in a position to respond to needs.

3

To promote a better understanding of the needs of people of different race and develop strategies which support them.

LOIP priorities

Reducing child poverty and connected
and cohesive communities

Applicable Legal Entities

Aberdeenshire Council, Education Authority and Licensing Boards

Protected Characteristics

Race

Duty addressed

Eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity, foster good relations

Supporting Actions

References: 1B(iv); 1B(v); 1B(vi); 1B(vii); 1B(viii); 1B(ix); 1C(i); 1C(ii) and 1C(iii)

Long Term Contextual Indicators
Boards will have a better understanding of the needs of people of different races.
Documentation will be respectful.
Individuals will be able to access services with confidence and an active platform will be in place allowing concerns to be addressed.
Increase in customer satisfaction as the boards are better informed of issues and in a position to respond to needs.
The trade will be more aware of issues as a result of the emphasis places on equalities within future policy.
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•
•
•
•
•

4

Develop a better understanding of the needs of people with a disability and develop and promote strategies which ensure access to
Council services and which support them in education and employment

LOIP priorities

Reducing child poverty and connected
and cohesive communities

Applicable Legal Entities

Aberdeenshire Council, Education Authority and Licensing Boards

Protected Characteristics

Disability

Duty addressed

Eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity, foster good relations

Supporting Actions

References: 1B(iv); 1B(v); 1B(vi); 1B(vii); 1B(viii); 1B(ix); 1C(i); 1C(ii) and 1C(iii)

Long Term Contextual Indicators
•
•
•
•

Boards will have a better understanding of the needs of people with a disability.
Individuals will have an active platform will be in place allowing concerns to be addressed.
Increase in customer satisfaction as the boards are better informed of issues and in a position to respond to needs.
The trade will be more aware of issues as a result of the emphasis places on equalities within future policy.

5

Develop a better understanding of the needs of LGBT people as employees and customers, develop and cascade strategies which
minimise bullying and harassment in schools and the community. Achieve measurably reduced levels of prejudice and discrimination
against the LGBT community.

Connected and cohesive communities

Applicable Legal Entities

Aberdeenshire Council, Education Authority and Licensing Boards

Protected Characteristics

Gender realignment and sexual
orientation

Duty addressed

Eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity, foster good relations

Supporting Actions

References: 1B(iv); 1B(v); 1B(vi); 1B(vii); 1B(viii); 1B(ix); 1C(i); 1C(ii) and 1C(iii)
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LOIP priorities

Long Term Contextual Indicators
•
•
•
•
•

Boards will have a better understanding of the needs of LGBT people.
Individuals will have an active platform will be in place allowing concerns to be addressed.
Increase in customer satisfaction as the boards are better informed of issues and in a position to respond to needs.
Documentation will be respectful.
The trade will be more aware of issues as a result of the emphasis places on equalities within future policy.

The Boards included close links to the LOIP in its Licensing Policy Statement review but these relate mainly to alcohol issues raised within the LOIP rather than protected
characteristics

Equality Outcomes (Aberdeenshire Council)
6

Aberdeenshire Council’s recruitment is implemented with fairness and transparency and fully supports people with protected
characteristics.

LOIP priorities

Reducing child poverty and connected
and cohesive communities

Applicable Legal Entities

Aberdeenshire Council

Protected Characteristics

All

Duty addressed

Eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity, foster good relations

The Licensing Boards’ fully support the aspirations of Aberdeenshire Council in respect of this outcome.
There will be a more inclusive culture whereby all employees understand and respect difference.
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7

LOIP priorities

Connected and cohesive communities

Applicable Legal Entities

Aberdeenshire Council

Protected Characteristics

All

Duty addressed

Eliminate discrimination, advance equality of opportunity, foster good relations

The Licensing Boards’ fully support the aspirations of Aberdeenshire Council in respect of this outcome and will support this in any way they can.
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APPENDIX 2: LICENSED PREMISES AND HOLDERS STATISTICS
Licensed Premises Statistics
As at 31/03/19 there are the following licences in force in Aberdeenshire:
PREMISES LICENCES (LIQUOR) (Granted as at 31/03/19)
On Sales
200
Off Sales
213
On & Off Sales
235
TOTAL
648
PERSONAL LICENCES (LIQUOR) (Granted as at 31/03/19)
Personal Licences
2,355
APPLICATIONS FOR EXTENDED HOURS (Granted between 01/04/18 and 31/03/19)
Extended Hours
21
APPLICATIONS FOR OCCASIONAL LICENCES (Granted between 01/04/18 and 31/03/19)
Occasional Licences
1,270
PREMISES LICENCES (GAMING) (Granted as at 31/03/19)
Betting
31
Bingo
2
Adult Gaming Centre
0
Family Entertainment Centre
0
Notice of Automatic Entitlement
196
Gaming Machine Permits
3
Club Gaming Permits
1
Club Gaming Machine Permits
50
Lotteries Registrations
278
TOTAL
561
Licence Holders
The Boards historically have not sought, and hence have not recorded, as part of the
application process, Equalities Monitoring Information. Monitoring information will now be
sought from all applicants.
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APPENDIX 3: EQUALITIES OVERVIEW OF ABERDEENSHIRE
The National Records of Scotland report indicates that in 2015 Aberdeenshire's population
was 261,960 and its total number of households was 109,631.
83% of the population in Aberdeenshire between 2015 and 2016 was economically active,
from which 90.0% were males and 75.3 were females.
10 Aberdeenshire residents are, on average, more likely to be employed and economically
active, earn higher salaries and contribute more in terms of Gross Value Added (GVA) per
capita than their Scottish counterparts. There is also a strong entrepreneurial farming and
food culture in the area, we contribute significantly to fish landings and associated products
(40% of the total value in Scotland during 2015) and our tourism sector contributed £195.1m
in GVA during 2015 (5.6% of the Scottish total). (Source: State of Aberdeenshire 2017)
However, there are economic issues that have the potential to change the prospects of
certain sections of our population. The most immediate challenge since 2015 arguably
concerns the downturn in the oil and gas sector. This is against a backdrop of cuts in public
expenditure and recovery from the wider economic downturn. Despite that, unemployment
in Aberdeenshire between 2015- 2016 was 3.3 %, lower than Scotland’s overall average of
4.9%
Projected increase in Aberdeenshire’s population between 2014 and 2039 is 19.7 %, the 3rd
highest in Scotland. The 65+ age group is expected to increase by 64%, to 75,000 (or 24% of
the projected population).
Aberdeenshire households are expected to increase to 135,000 by 2039, from 108,000 in
2014 (+25%). The area is also expected to have one the highest proportions of households
with children.
Aberdeenshire’s population increase is mainly driven by net migration but numbers had been
falling since 2005 from over 322,000 to 95,000.
In considering data by Protected Characteristic, the following is noted:
Age
As per Census 2011 report, the population under 15 increased by 4.3%, the population aged
16 – 64 increased by 7.3% and the population aged 65+ increased by 30.9%. Aberdeenshire’s
rate of growth in the population age 80 and above was 23.5% (Source: Census 2011).
Religion or Belief
There has been an upward trend in the proportion of adults reporting not having a religion,
from 40% in 2009 to 50% in 2015. There has also been a corresponding decrease in the
proportion reporting 'Church of Scotland', from 34% to 25%. 14% of respondents declared
themselves as Roman Catholic, 7.6% as Other Christian and 1.4% as Muslims. (Source: 2015
Scottish Household Survey)
Marriage and Civil Partnership
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As of 2015, the vast majority (96%) of adults aged 16 to 24 have never been married or been
in a same sex civil partnership. For those in the age bands between 35 to 74, marriage is the
predominant status and accounts for 61% of adults across these categories and 45% for those
aged 75 or over. 43% in this age are widowed or a bereaved civil partner. (Source: 2015
Scottish Household Survey)
Race
As of 2017, 94.5% of Aberdeenshire’s residents are identifying themselves as White British
with 61.3% identifying themselves as Scottish. (Source: State of Aberdeenshire 2017)
Disability
As per Census 2011, 6.3% of Aberdeenshire’s population had a long term health problem or
disability which limited their day-to-day activities. 26.9% of the population had one or more
health conditions. (Source: Census 2011)
A total of 29 per 100,000 of under 18s in Grampian were admitted to a mental health unit in
2014/15 – higher than in 2009/10 (25.3) but lower than in Scotland (43.7). (Source: State of
Aberdeenshire 2017)
Pregnancy and Maternity
There were 2,891 births in Aberdeenshire in 2015. Approx. 22% of babies are born to mothers
aged over 35 years – almost triple the figure recorded in 1991. 38.9% of babies in 2015 were
born to parents who were not married, the 3rd lowest proportion in Scotland. 85% of mothers
were born in the UK, and 9.1% in the EU (the 6th highest proportion of EU mothers in the
country). (Source: State of Aberdeenshire 2017)
Sex (Gender)
In 2015 the resident population in Aberdeenshire consisted of 130,100 males and 131,800
females. From that, 90.9% of males and 75.3% of females were economically active. (Source:
Office for National Statistics)
Sexual Orientation
98.1% respondents to the Scottish Household Survey in 2015 identified themselves as
Heterosexual/Straight, 0.8% as Gay/ Lesbian and 0.2% respectively as Bisexual or other. 0.7%
refused to disclose. (Source: 2015 Scottish Household Survey).
Gender Reassignment
There are no records on numbers for this Protected Characteristic.
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